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Editorial

In2Olg,RSS controlled BJB headed by Modi came to power for a second

term and thus revealed the pathetic condition of parliamentary politics

in India. It is the parliamentary path which has been taken for the growth

and proliferation of religious fascism in this semi-feudal semi-colonial

.orr.rt.y. No Reichstag like incident, coup, termination of elections or

military upsurge has been required so far - the organized nature of RSS,

media i"pdogr, the money and support of comprador industrialists,

wa, freizy egged on by ultra -nationalist religious sentiments and

religious polarization have proved to be potent tools for the Modi led

Blp to capture power. The rise of fascism through the path of peaceful

democratic means raises serious questions about the parliamentary

system; how democratic is this structure itselfl congress too has

used similar means to capture power, only the Process was less crude'

standing at this juncture, it is important to analyze the development of

various events and thereafter take a closer look at the Indian democratic

system and the potential for revolutionary politics that lies in it.

6years have passed since the beginning of Modi's government and

seventy-two years have passed since the attainment of independence.

The masses, particularly the workers, peasants, Dalits' Adivasis and

minorities are facing economic, political and cultural attack of the worst

kind. Liberalisation and privatization is near complete. Modi led BJP has

undertaken the responsibility of completing the structural changes that

began during the rule of Congress. BJPt economic agenda was to bring

an errd to reforms and serve imperialism completely and that operation

is in full swing. Part of its political agenda was to build Ram Mandir

and abrogate Article 370 in Kashmir- those too have been completed.

creating a hustle about Bangladeshi immigrants is also ongoing through

NRC and CAA' By 2O25, which also happens to be the centenary year

since the establishment of RSS, they aim to reach yet another goal- and

that is the establishment of Hindu Rashtra (Hindu state); a goal which

theyare steadilymarchingtowards. Atthe same time itis also crystal clear

thai through promulgation of NRC and building of detention camps the

fascists are aiming to make lots of cheap labour easily available. At this

juncture there are primarily two sides - on one hand is the fascist state

and the Indian workers, peasants and working masses on the other. This

situation is a rare one. The beatings of the fascist forces have hardened

the spines of the masses like no other.

Given these circumstances the most natural reaction of the masses is -
revolt. we have witnessed examples of such strength last December in

the anti-CAA protests. For five long years the very people who have been

pushed into a corner and terrorlzedby chants of '|ai shree Ram' are now

Continued on Page 11
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Avijit Sengupta

A Few lrlords for Horkers

In English the word'revised' is synonymous rvith the worcl ,reformationj
which means the input of new elements in an otherwise traditional trajectory.
For example, old temples, heritage builclings are structurally. reviseclwhen
falling apart; as part of regular maintenance of creations thai are at present
damaged, either partly or whoily. Hence, peopre rike us-contractual
or iron-contractual workers at factories, gatekelpers, hawkers, &;;labourers, even workers of shut down factories*were bound together, our

' professional lives defined by the rules and legislations of the .Employment
and Labour Law'- laws that have been present in our societysince Britaint
colonial rule over India.

since 1936, every decade has seen newer laws being included rvithin this
Act-sometimes during'independencei sometimes in the 60s, 70s and g0s.
These laws are now called 'labour lawsl They have certain guidelines and
even grant the workers some rights. It is on the basis of t["se laws that
the workers can legally fight against exproitation by thJ .*pr"r.rr. o"

t.

h-.

t
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the basis of these documented laws, workers can

organize themselves and fi'ght for their rights against

thI employer. Unfortunately, several workers do not

have the itight""t clue about these laws' No trade-

union leader felt the need to explain these laws to

the workers, a convenient arrangement keeping alive

the possibility of gaining personal beneftts from the

u*pioyurr. Another possibility for the purposeful

information blockade by trade union leaders could be

to maintain their own position and keep the workers

dependent uPon them.

The present government is changing labour laws'

The working il"ts may be swayed by the idea that

the revision of these laws will lead to a betterment

of these laws-howeYe& no government has revised

labour laws to benefit workers in the past' 'Workers

know this from (their own) experience. When facing

pressure from workers in the form of strikes, protests

and rallies, the government has been compelled to

introduce labour laws that benefit the workers' Hence

these laws were passed under the threat of workers'

strikes and were not gifted to the workers.

Let us now deal with some of the central ideas of the

labour laws.

There were 44labour laws in India. They have now

been reduced to 4 main codes. What hre these codes?

1. The Code on'Wages

2. The Occupational Safety, Health and

tlg'orking Conditions Code

3. The Code on Social SecuritY

4. The Industry Code

The first two codes have already been passed in the

Lok Sabha. The next two codes will be implemented

soon. Let us take a closer look at these codes'

1. There are several laws within The Code on'Wages:

a. Minimum Wage Act, 1948

b. Payment of Bonus Act, 1965

c. Equal Remuneration Act, 1976

d. Payment of rWages Act, L936

e. FactoryAct, 1948

this Act, there was a central, uniform pay structure

for workers. There was a benchmark to pay a uniform

minimum wage. These structures will now no longer

be applicable with the introduction of the new Labour

Codes. The Central government has now declared

4,628 rupees as the minimum wage per month' which

is 178 rupees per day- The minimum wage is set on

the basis of the current market prices, and the rate

of consumption of the families of workers' We live

in times of immense inflation, and to dictate that 170

rupees is all that a worker will need to spend in a day

is an anti-worker policy. Is it possible for workers'

households to sustain themselves with 178 rupees a

day?

b. Payments of Bonus Act: Due to the strength of this

Act, ihe workers had the right to access the company's

accounts, finances, and balance sheets' The workers

could hence formulate their demand by looking at

these statistics. In changing this law the government

has now negated the possibilities of workers knowing

the statistici of the companies they work for' According

to the new code, if the factory owner establishes a new

factory elsewhere, they do not have to pay bonus to

the workers. What will result from this is, a company

can change its name every time it establishes the new

outlet and thereby not have to pay a bonus to their

workers. tf the workers decide to strike against this

move, the strike will be declared illegal'

c. Equal Remuneration Act: According to the laws of

this ict, there would be no discrimination on the basis

of sex and gender in wages. Two employees belonging

to differenisexes shall be paid the same amount for the

same work under the same employer' A gaP in wages

is a phenomenon that has unfolded massively in ail

induitries. Passed in 1976, the Equal Remuneration

Act ensured a discrimination-free process even

during placement. It also directed the formation of

"n "diirory 
committee to the government that would

advise the government on issues of women's health'

wages, etc. The new code eliminates this committee''

2. The Health and Social Welfare sector once boasted

of a dynamic labour law named the 'Contract

Labour Regulation and Abolition Act (1970)i which

delegitimized contractual work of any form' The Act

stat; that it would be iltegal to appoint a contractual

labourer to a iob that is by nature permanent' It is not

unknown to us that contractual workers are appointed

in permanent nature iobs in public-private enterprises'

private enterprises and even government sectors' Now

ihat ttris is not legally prohibited anymore' employers

a.
lr

Minimum \iflage Act: Since the introduction of '



have no reason to not appoint contractual workers
freely and exploit them to their heart's desire. In the
name of 'fixed-term employmenti the government
has taken the side of the employers and declared that
work will no longer be fixed, and that a worker can
be out of work whenever his contract gets over. The
demand for proper and healthy working conditions,
applied especially to the jute workers and workers
who exerted most amount of physical effort. Several
ailments affect these workers, which include silicosis,
heart, eye, and kidney related diseases. This law existed
to ensure the demands of proper working conditions
were maintained through the aliocation of funds
specifically for these sectors. The government now
wants to eradicate all forms of pensions, gratuities,
P.F.s, and several other beneficial pay schemes for the
workers.

3. The Code on Social Security and The Code on
Industrywill also be implemented in a matter of time.
The government is trying to remove the basic norms
of the Trade Union Act, which falls under The Code
on Industry. This Act stated that 15% ofthe employees
of a company could choose to form a union if they
wanted to, but now the government is increasing
that number to 30%. Passed inL947, the Act declared
that firing a worker would require the government's
permission, but now even that has been removed.

The policies of 'lay-off closurei 'removal from workl
'lock-out'-policies which were declared illegal
on execution by the law, will now be legalized in
factories which have less than 300 workers and more
than 50 workers. Protest methods that the workers
implemented, like go-slowi 'work to rulei and'strikel
have now been declared illegal.

Factory Act (1946): According to this Act, if a factory
had no electricity and had 20 workers, or had access to
electricity and had 10 workers, it would be considered
an organized sector of work. Now even that has been
rejected. Hence now these workplaces will not have
to maintain labour laws. The ncw laws state that a
workplace with no access to electricity will now have
to have 40 workers to fall under the organized sector,
and a workplace with access to electricity will have
to have 20 workers to be considered a part of the
organized sector. Leave has also been reduced and the

work hours have been increased from 60 hours to 72
hours.

Payment of Wages AcJ (1936): This Act ensured
the intervention of .a goyernment appointed factory
supervisor who wouldinspect whether thdworkers of
the factory had any grievances against the employer, and
whether they are receiving payment on a regular basis.
If the employer or owner would not allow the factory
to be inspected by the District Labour Commission
appointed supervisor, the factory owner would be
penalized and punished.

The law is now being changed, and the supervisor
is being renamed'facilitatori This facilitator will no
longer inspect the factory floors, but instead work
based upon a report produced by the factory o\4,ner.
li(ho does this facilitator then facilitate? No one other
than the factory owner.

The workers of India wiil understand how the
Narendra Modi led government is acting against the
interests of the working class. The advanced workers
knew that these laws would not contain even an
ounce of thought for the workers, but even knowing
this they could not stop working for the benefit of the
ruling classes under the banner of established trade
unions like the CITU,INTUC,INTTUC, BHMS, etc.
The working class may question now whether all the
previous laws spoken of here, were for the working
class, and anti-ruling class, The laws mentioned here
were to some extent for the working class-the laws
presently on the brink of being passed do not even
have the slightest interest in serving the working class.

Our demands are as follows:

l. Minimumwage of 25000 rupees.

2. Equal pay for equal work. No discrimination

on the basis of work

3. No contractual agreement for permanent worlc

4. Social security for all workers.

5. Reject the New Labour Code; reject

the intervention of international corporate

capital.

Translated by Sohan Chatt€rjee
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[f[| Mockery of Legitimacy
Srijan Dutta

The greatest threat to Indian political and social life today is

the NRC or the National Register of Citizens. From the central
government's declaration, the rationale of this register is to
identify the foreign illegal immigrants and take due action
against them. \We get a hint of the barbaric nature of this 'due

aition'by looking at the detention camps which are being built
in Assam. To understand why the BIP government has resorted
to such gross barbarism after being'elected'to power for the
second time, we ought to not just look at the present times
only. W'e need to go back into the history of colonial Assam to
understand those causal links which have decided the blood
bathed fate of the region after'independencel

Colonial Assam

We all know that the British had first annexed the province
of Bengal politically and economically, and then spread their
colonial and English education in Bengal to ensure cultural
annexation of the region as well. It is to a direct consequence



that we find this British moraliry reproducing a
'newly English-educated middle class of Bangali
Babus.'When the British head up to Assam, these
loyal Bengalis were hired by them as the local
aide to help them in their quest for governing and
exploiting the varied indigenous communities of
Assam. rX/ith the British settling in Assam, many
tea gardens were established there. People from the
Munda, Santhal, Gond and Oraon communities
were brought to labour in these gardens. To
increase the quality and quantity of the land
productivity of the region, many Bengali Muslim
peasants were also brought in from East Bengal.
The colonisers even commissioned huge mining
operations for which many poor labourers were
hired.In 1905, Lord Curzon'.s decision to bifurcate
Bengal for the sake of administrative utility led to
the joining of Assam with East Bengal. A huge
wave of migration had been initiated by this.

Assam after 1947

With the transfer of power from the British crown,
two countries were born - India and Pakistan -
and it is due to this whimisical partition, Bengali
Hindu migrants from East Pakistan were forced
to come to India. The people who came to Assam
were majorly Bengali Hindu residents of the
Sylhet district of East Bengal. 'Ihe biggest wave
of migration in Assam was noticed during the
Liberation War of Bangladesh in L97L and the
creation of the country. Millions of people had
sought refuge in India owing to the widespread
violence and repression and majority of them
settled in Assam.

Assam's nationalist movement and hatred
for Bengalis

From the annexation of Assam by the British in
1825 to 1971, the region has been witness to huge
waves of continued migration of different people
at different times. It is for this reason that Assam
has gone through a major demographic change,
Owing to this, the indegenous communities of
Assam, who had been the first inhabitants of
the region, felt hugely deprived. This anxiety to
be a minority is one's own land and to lose their
language, culture and livelihood was a direct

human concomitance. After getting independence
from the colonisers, many colleges and universities
were set up in Assam that facilitated rapid spread
of education among these communities. But in
spite of being meritorious achievers in higher
education, the youth from these communities
never got the kind ofjobs they deserved to sustain
themselves.

'lhis issue of unemployment \ /as a result of the
faulfy government policies yet the increasing fear
and anxiety wilhin the communities instantly
gave vein to a rage and hatred towards the
migrant Bengalis. With the establishment of All
Assam Students'Union (AASU) and Asom Gana
Parishad (AGP), the nationalist movement of
Assarn or the Assam Agitation' started in 1971.
This massively popular mass movement had two
main agenda. First, the immediate identification
of foreign migrants and sending them back to
where they came from. Second, to pressurize the
State into giving the Assamese people their due
rights relating to education and employment.
These protests took a violent turn in the Nellie
and Khoirabari massacres. In order to pacify this
situation of unrest, the then Prime Minister Rajiv
Gandhi was compelled to sign the Assam Accord
with the agitating AASU and AAGSP leaders
on the 15th of December 1985. The clauses of
this accord fixed 28th March 1971 as the tut-off
date'for the residents of Assam to be recognized
as citizens of India and whoever would not fall
within this tut-off date' would be treated as a
Doubtful Voter (D-voter) and the persont voter
Id Card would be confiscated. After that, the
person would be deported.

The ploy of citizenship and the future of
tforeigners'

The State depends too much on legalese and precise
use of terminology to avoid being held responsible
for future disputes and avoid accountability
towards the people. Hence, whenever we now
speak of the NRC, 'refugeei 'asylum-seekersi and
'infiltrators' are the words which keep coming
back to our everyday discourse. Each of these
words has a different connotation and social



significance. United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees (UNHCR) has defined the word
'refugee' in a very specific context, 'A refugee is
someone who has been forced to flee his or her

country because of persecution, war or violence.
A refugee has a well-founded fear of persecution
for reasons of race, religion, nationality, political
opinion or membership in a particular social

group. Most likely, they cannot return home or
are afraid to do sol' This definition clearly states

that no human being willfully becomes a'refugee';
one is 'forced' by social, political or natural
circumstances.It is apparent from the word'fear'
in the given definition. The Indian State and its
representatives are not obliged to follow this
internationally accepted definition as they have

deliberately never signed neither the Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees (1951), nor the
Protocol relating to the Status of Refugees (196a).

The Indian State pretends to be unfamiliar with
the word 'refugeei but its attitude towards the
concept of titizenship' is totally opposite. The

frequent amendments to the act and rules related
to citizenship showthis difference in attitude. The

Citizenship Act of 1955 was amended in 1987 for
the first time. According to the 1955 Act, any
person who is born on or after 25th January 1950

till 1st |uly 1987 would be considered a citizen of
India. But this idea of citizenship has been made

more complex after the amendment of 1987.

Those born between lst |uly 1987 and Decernber

2004 would be granted citizenship if one of their
parents were Indian by birth. During its tenure in
2003, the BIP hadbrought in another amendment
to this act. Accordingto this amendment, persons

born on or after the 4th of December 2004 should

either have both the parents as citizens of India
or one of the parents as a citizen and another as

a migrant with valid papers. One must mention
here that when this government tried pursuing
the NltC in Assam, it treated 24th March 1971

as the cut-off date but the Citizenship Act was

amended first in 1986. The Indian Constitution
clearly states that no law or act can nullify its
antecedent laws and the mechanisms that the
previous law ensued. Hence whatever happened

in Assam has directlyviolated the Citizenship Act
of 1955.

I

The central government is changing the laws and

the constitution to its own whim and bending
legal terms to suit its interests. Although the
demand for NRC in Assam was first raised by
the nationalist groups in the state, the Hindu
fundamentalist and communal forces like BIP and

RSS have appropriated those claims for long now.

They have added a communal dimension to the
nationalist struggle of Assam and have divided
the people who have sought asylum in India on

the grounds of religion - they are referring to
the Bengali Hindus as'refugees' and the Bengali

Musiims as 'infiltrators'. Such a difference is

being carefully highlighted to prove that Bengali

Muslims have consciously come to India settled

here illegally and the Bengali Hindus have fled

because of persecution in East Pakistan and later

Bangladesh. Th"y do not want the truth to comb

out that refugeehood is forced upon a person by

circumstances.

Amit Shah is appeasing his Hindu voters by

assuring them that their citizenship would
remain secure. To let them slip into his trap, he

has used the Citizenship Amendment Bill (CAB)

as a weapon. This Bill has recently been passed

both at the Rajya Sabha and the Lok Sabha. The

crux of the Citizenship Amendment Act of 2019

(CAA) is that all Hindu, Christian, Sikh, Buddhists

and Parsis who have come here from Pakistan,

Afghanistan, and Bangladesh will not be treated

as "illegal infiltrators' anymore.

But nowhere in this act does one find how and

by what time these people would get citizenship.
The fact that this act is unconstitutional is clear

because Muslims have been consciously left out
of its ambit. Indiak constitution clearly states

that India is a secular country and thus the State

cannot make laws selectively on the basis of
their religion. Those who are thinking that this

act is only anti-Muslim are falling prey to the

communal agenda of the Sangh Parivar. The aim

of this Amit Shah-Modi government is'to vilify
the Muslims of India and reduce all other religious

communities into idle passive spectators. The

best possible example of this is how the Prime

Minister of a country says that people protesting

against NRC-CAA-NPR can be identified by their



clothes. The NRC-CAA-NPR nexus is an anti-
people programme, and that the CAA is an act to
give citizenship to non-Muslim is a complete lie.

On the 7th January 2O19, a ]oint Parliamentary
Committee (lPC) on CAB gave its report to the
Lok Sabha. The committee had revealed at that
time that only 31,313 people (25847 Hindus, 5807

Sikhs, 55 Christians, 2 Buddhists and 2 Parsis)

would be eligible to apply for citizenship if the

CAB was passed. The government also intimated
on the three criteria on which this appeal would
be recognized or not. These people ought to
prove that they had come to India before the

31st of December 2004, and had been dislocated
for reasons of religious persecution, and must
produce identification documents that they have

from Afghanistan or Pakistan or Bangladesh.

$[rhen the NRC list came out on 31st August
2019 in Assam, more than 1.9 million people (19,

A6, 657) were left out, of whom 1.2 million were

Hindus. But one must not be surprised as the

central government has made citizenship
synonymous to the abiliry to show
doeuments given by the State. On top of that
to keep the hoax going, the State is gMng
false assurances that if onet name has been

left out, one can seek judicial review in this
matter. But one must note that since this de-

listed person is already a'foreigner'in the
eyes ofthe government one does not have

the luxury to rove around the courts and
judges of India for eternity. lnstead, special

Foreigners'Tribunals are going to look into
the cases. Till 2005, the onus ofproving that
a person was a foreigner was on the State,

but after lllegal Migrants (Determination
by Tribunal) (IMDT) Act of 1983, one has

to prove whether one is a citizen of this
country or not. Thus the State has carefully
planned an elusive exit from the'burden of
proofl

Citizenship sets the premise of a persont
interaction with the State. So, Article L5

of United Nations' Universal Declaration
of Human Rights (UDHR) says that, "No
one shall be arbitrarily deprived of his
nationality nor denied the right to change

his nationaliry". 'We must take note of this
formulation, since the State links all of one's

fundamental rights with the idea of citizenship.
To understand this situation of brute repression

by the Indian State that is determined to
make millions of 'statelessl we must look at the

econornic conditions of contemporary India and

the world. At this time, the unemployment rate of
the country is at its peak, the State is trying hard

to privatize Air India, Indian Railways, BSNL

and 42 other public sector industries. Education

has been reduced to a commodity and the New
Education Policy (NEP) facilitates its sale. On the

other hand, the Narendra Modi government in its
second term has brought down the 44labour laws

into 4 todes' of which 2 have already been passed

in the parliament. 'Ihe little that the workers had

achieved through years of ongoing resistance is

now being taken away. 'W'hen the entire world
economy is in shambles and capitalism is facing

a crisis, our government is playing a charade of



citizenship to deceive the people and strengthen
the hands of big corporates. On one hand, the
Modi-Shah duo had dubiously promised to
send back all 'infiltrators' befbre elections, but
ironically they have also promised Bangladesh to
not sent them there (and why would Bangladesh
even accept these 'infiltrators'?). 6 detention
camps have been set up in Assam, these can only
accommodate.up to a ferv thousand people while
the number of people left out of the NRC list is
1.9 million. Though the government has planned
to build a few more detention camps, it will never
be possible to hold such a huge number of people.
Thus, the main aim behind the implementation
of the NRC is to sieve cheap labour off these
people whom the government has declared to
be stateless. Owing to historical reasons, the BJt,
got a golden opportunity through the inhuman
prog,ramme of NRC io realise its exclusionisl
political project. One also needs to note that it is
not just in Assam but also in every state that the
BIP is trying to implement this model.

C)n the 31st of |uly 2019 in the Gazette of India
they had first hinted how they are planning to
formulate this. This programme of transforming
huge sections of the population into cheap
labourers in reality serves the global capital.
Although there are similarities of our present
situationwith that of the colonial period but there
are some marked differences too. During British
colonialism labourers were brought from outside
in Assam to serve the imperialist needs and today
as the global capitalism is in such a crisis that it
has planned a new conspiracy of converting lakhs
of people into cheap labourers. The difference
lies only in the legality-as these people have
been declared stateless, they are not the citizens
of the country therefore they not only lack the
basic rights of a Citizen (employment, health
care and education etc) but also all required
human rights -their existence being reduced to
'illegall But these illegal people rvould labour for
that very Indian State which would deny their
citizenship. Surprisingly that on one hand these
capitalists are preaching free flow of capital in
the name of globalization via $florld Bank and the
International Monetary Fund(IMF) and on the
other they are up in arms against migration of any
10

kind. and is declaring all refugees illegal. The more
the working class remains unorganized, the less

rights they have the more profitable it is for the
state. [f we look back into the history of Germany
under Hitler, the purposes of a detention camp
would become clear. Thousands of fews were sent
to such detention camps in which various national
and international companies in coalition with the
fascist government used to exploit those |ews as

labourers. Companies like Siernens, Volkswagen,
BM\)f, Audi etc which rule the world market today
were all used to deploy workers from these Nazi
detention camps. If one feels that this structure
of oppression is a myth, then that person is surely
unaware of how China, with its pacts with global
capitalism is exploiting the detained Uighur
religious minorities in the Xinjiang province.

The 'privatised immigrant detention centers'
in countries like USA, UK, and Australia has
become hubs of huge industrial economies. In
this very same way the BIP -RSS wants to create a
new work force by exploiting the deported people
from detention camps. So within India, theywant
to push a majority of its population on the verge
of slavery. If the agents of global capital who are

sitting in India can successfully achieve this plan,
India will emerge as the largest cheap Iabour
producing country in the world and in which
capitalists of the world and investors would find
easy substrate for profit. And after a major section
of the population is turned into cheap slaves the
remaining legal citizens would also be given less

wages owing to the dictates of the market and
needs, the economy of the country will become
rnore informalised. And it is Capitalism and the
Indian comprador bourgeois who would gain
from this. By this succinct plan the fascist Indian
government wants the working class to get further
unorganized so that they can assure their profit.

The website of the government clearly states that
the first step to NRC is NPR(National Population
Register). Itwas declared inthe G azette notifi cation
on the 31st |uly that between 1st april 2020 to 30th
September 2O2A in all states except Assam,would
start the process of NPR. But NPR is not to be
confused with the Census as the next Census is
to happen in 2021 according to the Census Act of
India.NRC/NRIC and NPR the names itself tell us



the difference. One is a register of population and
the other a register of citizenship. fhe documents
which have been asked for in tlie process cannot
be provided by manypeople. The ones who would
face maximum harassment in this procedure
would be the workers, most impor[antly the
migrant workers. Alongside the women, eu€€r,
transpersons and sex workers have the maximum
fear of getting delisted from all these. The reason

leing that fbr NRC, NpR the procedure of
legal documentation is emphasizing on overtly
patriarchal family structure in Indian context and
by that scrutinizing 'lineage' and .bloodline, of
every individual. But this issue cannot be analysed
in isolation as the root to familiality lies in private
property and production relations.

Many parliamentary parties are now trying to
act.anti BIP by organizing rallies and meetings
against NRC. But all of them acted as agents of the
Indian State while supporting the Assam Accord,
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fighting back and their protests have acquired a militant
rrature. The minorities have led the protests and this has
sent the oppressors on the back foot. The most important
thing to note here is that none of the parliamentarv
parties are leading this movement. Congiess, CpI(Mj,
BSP and others are simply not in a position to lcad. Now
that the initial tide of the movement is subsiding, they
are trying to pull the masses several steps backw"iar- ait
for the hope that it would yield positive results for them
in the coming elections. Another important thingto note
is that, the prir:rary slogan raised byihe sections who are
giving the movement their all is, ,save the constitutionl'[hey 

are emphasizing the words of the preamble in their
efforts to safeguard their very existenc-e. The minorities
cannot be blamed for this, Since the very inception of the
'independent' Indian state, they have iemained second
class citizens and it is under compulsion that they have
finally hit thc streets.

But here another point must be raised. [n an interview
given to Outlook magazine in 2010, the Communist

arranged rallies demanding NRC in Assam. Assam
Accord was a pact to curb the rigors of Assam,s
national liberation struggle. The ones who fought
for the self-determination of the Assamese people
had resisted the accord.

Hence at the present moment those who are
struggling against patriarchy, the ones who are
fighting for the self-determination of people,
the major section of the working class which is
leading the dalit moyement across India and the
Adivasis who are unitedly fighting against the
Ambanis and Adanis for their forests, land, water-
none of these struggles are separate or singular.
The broader discourse of class is the crux of these
resistances and class struggle is the only way to
liberation for the struggling people of India.

Translated by Akashneel Ghatak

revolutionary, Azaad who was killed in a fake encounter,
remarked that the constitution was of lesser value than
toilet paper for the vast majority of Indian people.
Unfortunately enough, some people who cliirn- to
belong to the revolutionary left camp too have defected
from this position. These elite left leaders celebrated
by Delhi media are spewing vague statements that
ultimately amount to establishing the constitution
as a tool for revolution and not Lenin,s ,State and the
Revolrrtioni They seem to lack the courage, revolutionary
consciousness and even real interest required to turn
this situation into a favourable condition ior revolution.
Alltheir energies seem to be focused on making tsJP Iose
in the coming elections and pave the way for Congress to
come back again. Vagrre statements about the apparent
secular nature nf Congress are ,being made for the
restoration of their power- efforts are on to intentionally
invalidate revolutionary aspirations and goals. A
section of Capitalists are also favouring them. At this
hour, it is imperative to consolidate all revolutionary
political questions- the struggle against fascism must
be accompanied by the political struggle against the
oscillating nature of social democracy. We, at Towards a
New Dawn, are humbly making an atternpt to carve out
a theoreticai ground for this immense struggle.
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To know the professed ideology and politics of

the BJP *" ,r"ud to have some knowiedge of the

ideology and role of the Rashtriya Swayamsevak

Sangrrlnss), of which the BJP its the political wing'

The RSS has spawned many organisations to carry

out ts tasks on various fronts and they are all under

the control of RSS, activists.

The Bharatiya )an Sangh, from which the BIP has

descended, was founded in 1951 by Shyama Prasad

Mookerjee (who had been president of the All- India

Hindu Mahasabhafor someyears) andthe RSS' M'S'

Golwalkar, the sarsanghchalak (the supreme leader

of the RSS) sent five of its activists to help Shyama

Prasad to set up the |an Sangh' Among them were

Atal Behari Vajpayee and L.I(' Advani'l The RSS's

aims were the Jan Sangh's, and later, the BIP's in the

political sphere.
' The organisational principle of the RSS is ek

chalak anuvartita (obedience to one leader)'

Behind the facade of some elections the Congress

has also functioned on the same principle during

the Gandhian era and later' Gandhi insisted on

unquestioning obedience to his directivEs' There

wai broad agreement on many issues between the

Gandhian leadership of the Congress and the All

India Hindu Mahasabha (the leaders of whichlike

B.S. Moonie and Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya

took prominent roles in organising the RSS)' tD(hen

the All tndia Hindu Mahasabha was founded at

Hardwar in 1915, Gandhi was a member of its

Subjects Committee. Raiendra Prasad' |airamdas

Daulatram, etc, were intimately associated with

the Mahasabha for some time'2 Malaviya' Lala

Lajpat Rai, M.R. |ayakar and others were leaders of

both organisations for quite some time' \X/hile the

t2



Mahasabha openly championed the interests of the
Hindu upper strata, the Gandhian leadership of the
Congress did so not openly; they wore a cloak or
Indian nationalism. The big Marwari and Gujarati
compradors like the Birlas, as we shall see, were
close to the Gandhian leadership as well as to the
Mahasabha and the RSS, but for a long time they
depended mostly on the former for achieving their
aims.

There was an important difference also. While the
Gandhian leadership launched some seerningly
anti-British struggles,3 the Mahasabha and the RSS

never directed their attacks against the British and
always against the Muslims for a greater share of
British patronage for the Hindu upper strata.

Veer Savarkar raised the slogan "Hinduise all politics
and militarise Hindudom Before World War II, he
urged Hindus to join the British Indian army.a As
B.B. Misra said, "Dominated from its inception by
a class of landed aristocracy and tradition-bound
upper-caste educated Hindus, its leadership used
religion as a means to obscure the basic economic
issue of urban and rural interests, especially in the
Punjab and Bengal.s The Mahasabha movement, to
quote Misra again, "was uuelated to the interests of
the Hindu masses"6

lt may be noted that the Mahasabha leaders like
Moonje and Malaviya; patrons of the RSS, were no
less to blame for the unnatural partition of India on
communal lines than Congress leaders like Gandhi
and his associates.Iftheyhad not rejected the Muslim
leaders proposals for the replacement of separate
electorate by joint electorate, which the latter offcrcd
more than oncein L927,1930, 1931 and 1935-7 the
awful tragedy that overtook the pcople of India,
particularly Bengal and Punjab, and also |ammu and
Kashmir, Tripura, Sind etc., could have been avertcd.
The use of religion for political gains for the upper
strata of socicty has been the causc of inconccivablc
tragedies and poses a tfueat to the lives of the people
of the entire Indo-Pak subcontinent.

What the RSS stands for
The RSS was inaugurated in 1925 at Nagpur by
K.B. Hedgewar and reorganised in 192T by B.S.

Moonje. The time of its formation is significant.

The withdrawal of the non-co-operation movement
by Gandhi in February 1922 gaverise to widespread
confusion and resentment. The unprecedented
fraternisation between Hindus and Muslims"
during the anti-colonial struggle soon yielded to
mutual distrust and strife, ln 1923 a movement
called shuddhi for re-conversion of Hindus who had
been previously converted to Islam was started by
Swami Shraddhanand. Both the Arya Samaj

and the Hindu Mahasabha took up in earnest the
tasks of proselytizing Muslims and protection of
the cow. The shuddhi and sangathan(organisation)
movements were sought to be countered by tabligh
and tanzim movements of the Muslims. Serious
communal riots broke out in North lndia, especially
in Punjab and U.P. There occurred a Hindu-Muslim
riot also in Nagpur in 1923.

Hedgewar wrote that with withdrawal of the non-
co-operation movement, "Brahmin-non-Brahmin
conflict was nakediy on view.. The yavan-snakes
reared on the milk of NonCo-operation were
provoking riots in the nation with their poisonous
hissing"8 (the RSS's deep-seated hatred for the
Muslims is reflected in such utterances). By this time
B.R. Ambedkar had started organising the dalits
against the upper caste, especially Brahmanic, social
hegemony'much to the disike of the Hedgewars.
Maharashtra had a long tradition of struggle against
this hegemony-the stuggle which had been started
by |yotiba Phule and his Satyashodhak Sarnaj in
the 1870s, The RSS was inimical not only towards
Muslims but a[[ assertion by the oppressed castes.

The RSS raiscd the slogan of 'Hindustan for the
Hindusi Even today the RSS family stands for a Hindu
Rashtra. The chiefofthe RSS, Sudarshan, said on 14
August 2000 in an interview on the BBC: "We do
not accept the concept of the minoriticsl'According
to him, the minorities must accept the culture of
the majority in the land. The RSS idea of culture, as

clarified in the writings by its chiefs for decades, says

A.G. Noorani, "is identical to religion le The RSS family
claims that it is the tulture of the Hindu nation that
foms the national culture. Noorani writes: "Not
long ago, Murli Manolhar |oshi, now Minister for
Human Resources Development, asked Muslims to
call thernselves'Mohammadiya Hindus'|l0
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The RSS's Hindu nationhood'would not recognise
the existing difterences between castes and castes,

between classes and classes and between Hindus of
one nationality and those of another. Its profbssed
aim has been to defend Brahmanic culture and
strengthen the hegemony of the Hindu upper
Castes against all challenges. It talks of building
a Hindu Rashtra (nation) and State on the model
of Manusmriti and I(autilya's Arthashastra - a

Hindu nation under upper caste hegemony and an
authoritarian police State.

The RSS was organised along military lines. It set
out to build a Hindu militia and set up shakhas in
different parts of India to impart physical training
'-o tire Hinciu youth. The Hindu Mahasabha officially
recognised it in 1952 and encouraged and helped
it to build its branches all over India. As Misra
says, "Though apparently non-political and within
the law, the outlook ot its members, according
to official reports, was definitely anti-Muslim
and involved them in communal riots']t And in
Maharashtra "the RSS was closely involved in the
social conflict between the Brahman and non-
Brahrnan communities'll2

The crucial operative element of the RSS's politics,
however, was unstated: viz, service to imperialism.
The RSS remained aloof from all anti-colonial
struggles. M.S. Golwalkar, who succeeded Hedgewar
in 1940 as its sarsanghchalak, fulminated against
Muslims, Christians, communists, socialists, etc.,
who, according to him, though born in this land,
were not true to their salt, or their faiths were of
"foreign origini But he was silent about the British
imperialist, the main enemy of the Indian people.
He decried composite nationalism which was
directed against the British raj.

He wrote: "The thcories of territorial nationalism
and of common danger, which formed the basis
for our concept of a nation, had deprived us of
the positive and inspiring content of our real
Hindu nationhood and made many of the freedom
movements virtually anti-British movements.
Being anti-British was equated with patriotism and
nationalism. This reacionaryview has had disastrous
efiects upon the entire course ofthe independence
struggle,its leaders and the common people.l3 No
doubt, the doctrine that the Composite nationalism
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of the Indian people, which sought to overthrow
British rule and achieve freedom for India, was
'reactionary' is quite significant.It appears as an

apology fbr British colonial rule,

Fiction of a'Hindu nation'

What is "the positive and inspiring content ot our
real Hindu nation hood"? It takes for granted that
all Hindus, irrespective of ethnic origin, language,

ways of life, culture, etc., constitute a homogemeous
all-India Hindu nation. This all-India Hindu
nationalisrn is a fiction. As lye nave noted, India is

the home of marry nationalities and each of them
like Tamil Telugu,Oriya, Marathi or Bengali has a
common language, a common past.Common ways
of life, common culture and a distinct identity of its
own. There is no one Hindu culture in India. Though
Brahmanic culture has had a strong influence, for
instance, on Bengali culture, the latter has a distinct
character of its own. Its bedrock is pre-Aryan beliefs
and practices and in succcssive periods Buddhism,

]ainism, Brahmanic religion, Islam and Christianity
have made their contributions to Bengal's composite
culture. In old days Bengal was outside the pale of
Brahmanic culture.

Hinduism is, indeed a generic name for faiths and
practices which differ from region to region, even from
caste to caste. In Bengal there is hardly any temple to
Ram, where Bengali Hindus worship. In Bengal Ram is

looked upon as the hero of a greatepic. He represented

Brahmanic culture well. He

killed Shambuk, who, though a Shudra, dared to
study the Vedas. Indrajit or Meghnad, Ravan's son, the
chief obstacle to Ram's victory over Ravan,was killed
not in a fair fight. In Ram Rajya, Sita had no plac6.

Hanuman, one of the chief gods in some regions, is
not worshipped by Hindus in Bengal. The issue of
cow-kiling has led to slaughter of men in many places.

But the cowis notvenerated in Bengal as it is in some

regions. Cow-protection is one of the main items of
the RSS family's agenda.

The RSS seeks to impose North lndian Brahmanic

culture on the entire people of India. Like the top
Congress leaders before and after 1947, the RSS

tamily is benr on forcing Sanskritised Hindi on the

one hundred crore people of India in order to develop



"the positive and inspiring content of our real Hindu
nationhood" and stifle the growth of various national
languages. Equaly sinister was the policy of the rulers
of Pakistan who tried to impose Urdu as the common
language or the people of entire Pakistan, but
unfortunately for them, it was successfully resisted by
the people of East Bengal. And East Bengal overthrew
Pakistan's rule and became a new state - Bangladesh.

In fascist footsteps

As we have said, the RSs organisation was founded
on the principle- ek chalak anuvartita- the fascist
principle. Moonje, the Hindu Mahasabha leader
and one of the fbunders of the RSS, saw Mussolini
in March 1931 and said to him: "Your Excellency,. I
shall have no hesitation to raise my voice from the
public platform both in India and England when
occasion may arise in praise of your Balilla and
Fascist organisations. I wish them good luck and
every successl'

In 1938, Golwalkar wrote: "Gcrman national pridc
has now become the topic of the day. To keep up
the purity of the nation and its culture, Germany
shocked the world by her purging the country of
the Semitic races the |ews. National pride at its
highest has been manifgsted here. Germarry has
also shown how well nigh impossible it is for races
and cultures, having differences going to the root, to
be assimilated into one united whole, a good lesson
for us in Hindustan to learm and profit by'lla the'
racial chauvinism of Nazi Germany was directed
not only against the )ews-|ews like Einstein had to
flee thcir homcland and six million other |cws were
exterminated in gas chambers but also against other
peoples of the world. The Nazi racists preached
the superiority of the Aryan race, especially of the
German people, and held that it was their 'manifest
destiny' to rule the inferior races. According to
them, these inferior races included the Indians
about whom Hitler's Mein Kampf was not wanting
in disparaging remarks. It is these German Nazis
with their hated racial chauvinism who plunged
the world into the worst war which the world has
as yet seen and which claimed the lives of crores of
people and caused devastation in three continents.
It is very significant that the RSS leaders sought
their followers to imbibe this most pernicious and

dangerous doctrine of the enemies of mankind- "a

lesson for us in Hindustan to lcarn and profit by'l
llhose who preached the doctrine perished in the
flames they kindled: those who follow in their foot
steps may escape their fate but the lamentable fact
is that in the process they are sure to cause immense
suffering and losses to the common people, some
evidence of which is already apparcnt.

Congress leaders like Gandhi also paid homage
to Mussolini and Hitier. On his way back to India
after the Round Table Conference in London,
Gandhi met Mussolini in Italy and, despite Romain
Rolland's previous warning and despite his own
creed of non-violence, he lavished praises on
Mussolini in his letter of 20 December 1931 to
Rolland.t5 tMhen the League of Nations asked
for his opinion on the attack that fascist ltaly had
launched against Ethiopia in I955, the Mahatrna had
no word of condemnation for them and he refused
to be interviewed on the question.tr In 1940, from
the time of Holland's surrender to the Nazi hordes,
"Hitler's stocks are steadiiy rising in his [Gandhi's]
eyes.IT The Mahatma praised Ilitler's "sadhana'l"his
single-minded devotion to his purpose that should
be the object of ouc admiration and emulation" and
his unclouded and unerring intellect'118 And Nehru,
the self-styled socialist, afflicted with a great power
syndrome,le hailed Hitler as an agent of destiny to
the extent that the days of small nations are past.20

Ironically, the "agent of destiny" was consumed by
the flames that he kindled while the small nation,
states like Sweden, Norway and the Netherlands, to
which Nehru referred, rose like the Phoenix from
the ashes as independent sovereign states and are

today among the imperialist states of the world.

The Tripuri Congress session in 1939 resounded
with panegyrics on Hitler and Mussolini. Seth
Govind Das, chairman of the reception committee,
and Govind Ballav Pant, then U.Ps prime minister,
while praising Mussolini and Hitler; held that
Gandhi's position in the Congress was the same as

theirs in the Fascist and Nazi party respectively.2t

Backing the comprador Bourgeoisie
It is not surprising that on many issues there was a
broad agreement between the Gandhian leadership
of the Congness and the leadership of the Hindu
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Mahasabha and the RSS. Both represented the same

classes- the coniprador bigbourgeoisie ( particularly

the marwari and the Gujarati compradors), the big

landlords and the princes. Both sought to preserve

the economic and social status quo, including the

Varnashrama Dharma.22

Though the marwari and the Gujarati bigbourgeoisie

leaned most on the top Congress leaders- Gandhi,

Vallabhbhai Patel, lhjendra Prasad,etc- for achieving

their goal- self government within the British
empire, they did not neglect the Hindu Mahasabha

and the RSS. For instance, G.D Birla's relation with
Madan Mohan Malaviya and Lala Lajpat Rai were

very close. Malaviya's newspaper nThe Leadern,

publishing from Allahabad, owed itt existence to
the Birlas. lnl926 G.D Birla contested and won the

Banaras- Gorakhpur seat in the Central Legislative

Assembly as a candidate of the 'Responsivist Party'

led by Malaviya and Lajpat Rai. Lajpat Rai hoped

that Birla would become the leader of the Hindus of
North India.ts It maybe noted that Lajpat Rai urged

in 1924 the partition of Punjab and the creation of
a Muslim and a non-Muslim India.2a G. D Birla,

whom Gandhi regarded as one of the "mentors"

whom "God has given me'i25 extolled in a letter to
Gandhi the virtues of proselytizing Muslims by

force,26

On 2nd December, 1926, Motilal Nehru , then

a most prominent leader of the Swarajist Partf ,

wrote to |awaharlaU' I could not hope for better

results. I was simply beyond me to meet the kind of
propaganda started against me under the auspices

of the Malaviya- Lala Gang. Communal hatred and

heavy bribing of the voters was the order or tie day..

The Malaviya-Lala gang aided by Birla's money are

making frantic efforts to capture the Congress.zT

(lt may be noted that, before the elections in 1926,

the Swaraj Party in north India became "as good

a Hindu body as one would want" and Motilal
himself, commented Viceroy IrWIn, Decame a true
Hindu").28

A Marwari comprador, Padmaraj )ain, was secretary

of the Bengal Provincial Hindu Mahasabha in the

early thirties. The Hindu Mahasabha revived in
Bengal in 1939 when, at the end of it, the All-India
Hind Mahasabha Couference was held in calcuta

under the presidentship of Veer Savarkar.
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Funds were very liberally contributed by the big

Marw wari compradors-the Birlas, Sir Badridas

Goenka, Seth Bansidhar }alan, D.P Khaitan,

Radhakissen Kanodia, etc. Big Hindu landlords also

were generous patrons of the Mahasabha.ze It was

at this time that Shyama Prasad Mookerjee emerged

as a prominent leader of the Hindu Mahasabha.

The Bharat Sevashram Sangha, which had close

links with the Mahasabha, enioyed Marwari
support. The Bengal branch of the RSS did not fail to
receive tl'reir patronage. The Birlas Shilpa \ridyalaya

in Calcutta was reported to accommodate the

Calcutta headquarters of the RSS.30 Till the other

day, perhaps even now, the RSS leadership in Bengal

was (and is) wholly non-Bengali.

Shyama Prasad Mookerjee

A brief discussion of the role of the founder of the ]an
Sangh may not be irrelevant. The BIP is celebrating

his birth-centenary this year (2000-1). The CPI(M)

deputy chief minister of West Bengal (now chief

minister) did not attend the inaugural function held

in Calcutta but acknowledged in a statement that

Shyama Prasad was a great leader of the people

and added that their Left Front government would

celebrate the occasion.

Close were the ties between Shyama Prasad

Mookerjee and the big Marwari business magnates

who served as compradors to European capital.

Together with European business houses the

Marwari compradors had almost a monopoly of
Bengal's wholesale trade. Their influence on Bengal's

politics was most sinister. As their prosperity

depended on their service to British capital, they

acted as a prop of British rule. They adopted the

British policy of raising a communal divide between

the two major communities of Bengal. Deterioration

of communal relations in Bengal, especially from

about the mid-thirties, owed much to them,3l In
playing this roie they derived their strength from

the Congress high command as the latter owed

their sinews of war to them.32

It needs to be borne in mind that as early as |anuary
1938, G.D, Birla,the outstanding leader of the Indian

big bourgeoisie, proposed to Gandhi as well as to

Viceroy Linlithgow that the Indian subcontinent



ilJ;#aivided into two*a Muslimfederation and

a non-Muslim federation.3s It meant partition of
Bengal as well as of Puniab.

Not surprisrngly, there were also close ties between

the Congress high command and Shyama Prasad

Mookerjee. In |une-fuly L945, Viceroy Wavell

convened a conference of Indian political leaders of
different hues at Simla to reconstitute the Viceroy's
executive council with representatives of political
parties. He asked the Congress and the League to
suggest names of members of the Council and he

wouldbe freeto choose members from amongthem.
The panel submitted by the Congress included the
name of Shyama Prasad.e In the elections to the

Central Legislative Assembly held at the end of
1945, Patel wanted the Bengal Congress to allow
the Mahasabha president to go uncontested.35 But
the Bengal Congress election committee set up a
candidate against him and Shyama Prasad could not
save his security deposit. All Mahasabha candidates
were routed, the security deposits of all of them were
forfeited. While, for instance, Shyama Prasad polled
346 votes, the Congress candicdate obtained LA,2l6
votes.36 In the provincial assembly election in early

1946 also, all Mahasabha candidates were defeated,

except Shyama Prasad who won from a special

constituency- the Calcutta University. Such was the

representative character of the Hindu Mahasabha

and its leader in Bengal. But the Congress high
command nominated the Mahasabha president as

a member of the Indian Constituent Assembly in
L946.r7

After the serious political riots in Calcutta in the

name of religion, engineered by interested persons,

Shyama Prasad, Nalini Ranjan Sarkar and other
"friends from Bengal" met Patel in New Delhi in
September 19t16, andPatel instructed them about
"what should be done for the fuhrrei3s

Who pressed for partition?
tifhile hailing British Prime Minister Attleet
announcement about the transter of power by

June 1948, Netuu spoke to Wavell on 21 February

l9M "of. the possible partition of the Punjab and

Bengal'i3e The Hindu Mahasabha led by Shyama

Prasad immediately started a movement for the

dismernberment of Bengal on communal lines-
a consummation devoutly rvished. by G.D. Birla
since ]anuary 1938. The Hindu &lahasabha and

the Congress high command and their men in
Bengal like Surendramohan Ghosh worked in close

collaboration to dismember Bengal.

Early in March 1947 the Congress Working
Committee raised the demand for the partition
of Punjab on communal lines. Congress president

I(ripalani announced that the principle would
apply to Bengal also. Conveying the decision of the

Committee, Nehru wrote to Wavell on 9 March
that Bengal too would have to be partitioned.ao In
March the Hindustan Times, the organ of the Birlas,

raised the demand tor the division of Bengal on

communal lines, even if india was not partitioned.al

The same demand was voiced by Nehru in his letter

of 9 March to Wavell and again in his letter of 1

May to Viceroy Mountbatten. Shyama Prasad did
not lag behind. He too insisted several times that
Bengal must be dismembered whether India was

partitioned or not.a2

While leading the movement for the partition of
Bengal in close collaboration with the top leaders of
the Congress, the president of the Hindu Mahasabha

declared in a statement of 19 March 1947: "Partition

of Bengal alone will offer a peaceful solution of the

grave communal problem confronting the province.

This will give he two major communiies in Bengal

full freedom to develop their own culture and

tradition in the areas where they are in predominant

numbers; both are sure to recognise soon that it
will be to their mutual interest to guarantee full
protection to the respective minorities in the two
(proposed) provinces'la3

(To the protagonist of Hindutva, culture meant

religion.)

Surendra Mohan Ghosh, president of the Bengal

Provincial Congress Committee, said later to
Leonard Gordon that Shyama Prasad "was saying

privately: let us divide no1ry and let the British leave.

Later we will take over the whole territory'is

There scems to be truth in what Ghosh told Gordon.

Soon after the decision to dismember Bengal was

finally taken, the Hindu Mahasabha declared in a

resolution.,."there will never be peace unless the
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separated areas are brought back into the lndian
Union and made its integral partsl' The Mahasabha
sought Indian citizenship for East tsengal Hindus
and nationalist Muslims and held that East Bengal
would be made a part of the Indian Union in no
distant future.as The resolution was an invitation
to war, not to peace. The Mahasabha's resolution
Shows how hypocritical was its president's 19 March
statement. The Mahasabha and its president did not
want communal peace but endless contict, which
meant death and destruction for the poor of both
the communities. And this endless conflict served
(and serves) well the interests ot their patrons.

During the movement Shyama Prasad rvas leading
to dismember Bengal, he and the Mahasabha
were preaching a pernicious theory-the theory of
hostages. The Muslims in West Bengal and in the
Indian Union would be treated as hostages after
the division of Bengal.a6 The Hindu Mahasabha
conference held in April assured the non-Muslims
in East Bengal that "they will have the sanction,
not simply moral, but in certain eventualities also
physical of the new Government of West Bengal'la7

It is worth noting that leading Congressmen also
were enamoured of this theory of hostages. Abul
I(alam Azad wrote that at the metings of the A.I. C.C.
held on 14 and 15 |une to ratify the decision of
the Working Committee to partition India as rvell
as Bengal and Punjab on communal lines, "It was
being openly said in certain circles that the Hindus
in Pakistan need have no fear as there would be 45
millions of Muslims in India and if there was any
oppression of Hindus in Pakistan, the Muslims
in India would have to bear the consequences'l
Azad continued: "In the meeting of the A.I.C.C,
tl're members from Sind opposed the resolution
vehemently. Theywere given all kinds of assurances,
Though not on the public platform, in private
discussion they were even told by some people that if
they suffered any disability or indignity in Pakistan,
lndia would retaliate on the Muslims in tndia...lt
implied that partition was being accepted on the
basis that in both India and Pakistan, the minority
would be looked upon as hostages o safeguard the
security of the minority of the other state. The idea
of retaliation as a method of assuring the rights of
the minorities seemed
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to me barbarous. Later events proved how justified
my apprehensions were. The rivers of blood which
flowed after partition on both sides of the new
frontier grew out of this sentiment of hostages and
retaliationl'Azad added: "I remember in particular
Kiran Shankar Roy.. who first brought this to my
notice. He also spoke to Acharya Kripalani who was
then President of Congress and pointed out that it
was a most dangerous theory. Once such a tbeling
was allowed to grow, it would lead to the oppression
and murder of Hlindus in Pakistan and of Muslims in
India. Nobody however paid any attention to Kiran
Shankar Roy. In fact, many ridiculed him for his
fears. They also told him that once India was divided,
\rye must accept the theory of hostagesl'48 That is,

innocent, helpless Hindus in Pakistan, victims of
"the urar of succession" between their leaders and the
League leaders, would be massacred for the crimes
of some of their co-religionists in the indian Union
and the Muslim minority in India, though innocent,
would be butchered for the criminal acts ot some co-
reiigionists of theirs in Pakistan.

This inhuman doctrine had its adherents also
among some League leaders like Chowdhry
Khaliquzzaman.4e

Whether Shyama Prasad or leading Congressmen
or I(raliquzzafiran, they all were ouL to sow hatred
among men and destroy life, not to build it on a

better and humane basis. Claiming to serve their co
religionists, they were actually digging the graves of
the latter, for their policy could (and did) only cause

violence and counter-violence to spiral endlessly
higher and higher. Despite their claims to serve

their own communities, they were indeed enemies
of all communities. For winning a greater share of
concessions doled out by the British raj for the elite
of their communities, they were directing all their
efforts to break up the unity of the people, which
was the pre-Condition for the peoplet victory in
the struggle against their common enemies- British
imperialism, Indian big capital and big landlordism
against poverty, ill-health, ignorance and squalor.

It may be noted that big Hindu business magnates,

mainly non-Bengal, came out of the background
and took an active part in partitioning Bengal on
communal lines. Meeting on 30 April 1947, they
formed a committee including B.M. Birla,



Sir Badridas Goenka, B.L.Jalan, D.C. Driver,
M.L.Shaw and Nalini Sarkar to implement their
resolution demanding partition of Bengal.so As
noted before, G.D. Birla had been pleading with
Gandhi since at least 11 |anuary 1938 for the
partition of India into two federations-one, Muslim
and the other, non-Muslira-and consequent
partition of Bengal and Punjab.

On 5 Iune 1947, af\er the plan to dismember India
as well as Bengal and Punjab on communal lines

and to award dominion status to the two new
states- India and Pakistan-had been finally adoptcd
and announced, B.M. Birla, replying to Patel from
Calcutta, congratulated him, for "things have turned
out according to your desire... I am very happy that
the Bengal partition question has also been settled
by youl' He recommended to Patel that "we should
consider Hindustan as a Flindu State with Hinduism
as the State religion" and that Shyama Prasad (lvho

was not even a Congress member) should be made

the leader of the West Bengal Congress Assembly
Party, that is, chief minister of the new province

of West Bengal to be fbrmed.sl 'When the minds
of tens of millions of Bengalis were haunted by
anxiety, alarm and profound unhappiness, the big

compradors were jubiJant: their long-term plan had

succeeded. Instead of being chief minister of 'West

Bengal, Shyama Prasad was made the first minister
for industries of the Nehru government after the
transfer of power.

What tender solicitude did the Nehrus and the
Shyama Prasads feel after the partition,for Hindu
Bengal, the distressed damsel for whom their hearts

had been bleeding? On 1 December 1949, West

Bengal's chief minister B.C. Roy, poiitically one of
their kind, wrote to India's Prime Minister Nehru:
"You are under the mpression that your G overnment
gave us a large grant for the purpose of relief and

rehabilitation. Do'you re4lise that the total grant
received for the purpose from your Government in
two ycars-1948-49 and 1949-50, is a little over three
crores and the rest about five crores was given in the
form of a loan. I do say that the grant so far given is

insignificant for 25lakh displaced people because

it works out at about Rs20 per capita spread over

two years.s2(There were successive waves of refugee

movement from East Pakistan to tMest Bengal and

trom West Bengal to East Pakistan.) !flhat uprooted
these people trom their homes and qrrned them into
refugees whose wretchedness beggars description?
This was not inevitable. If Bengal's division was not
forced by Nehru and Patel, the refugee problem

would not arise. And the appalling tragedies which
overtook Bengal could be averted; for, it was quite

possible to prevent Bengal's dismemberment even

in the event of India's partition.

Some Bengal Congress leaders and Muslim leaders

of Bengal of al political hues were strongly opposed

to the partition of Bengal and wanted and worked
for an undivided separate State of Bengal- separate

from Hindustan and Pakistan- when partition
of India on communal lines became a certainty.

Congress leaders like Sarat Chandra Bose, who

resigned from the Congress Working Committee
in |anuary L947,|(iran Shankar Roy, leader ofthe
Congress party in the Bengal Legislative Assembly,

Satyaranjan Bakshi and representatives of the

Bengal Muslim League drew up a draft constitution
of a 'United Sovereign Bengali which would be

liee to determine its relations with the rest of
India. This move enjoyed the support of several

Congress M.L.A.s and others, and of the parties like

the Forward Bloc, the Communist Party of India
(which had no negligible influence on the masses in
Bengal), some small parties like the Revolutionary

Communist Party of India and the Radical Parfy,

But the dismemberment of Bengal did not depend

on the masses of Bengalis but on an agreement

between three outside forces- British imperialism,

the Congress high command and the top leadership

ofthe Muslim League. The Britishcabinets3 aswell as

Jinnah and the League's general secretarf agreed

to the proposal for the formation of an undivided
Bengal state outside Hindustan and Pakistan. It was

at the insistence of Nehru and Patel that Bengal was

divided.ss One should not forget that until L947 the
main seat of Marwari capital was Calcutta.

Shyama Prasad or the Hind.u Mahasabha only
served as the accomplice of the big compradors

and their politffical representatives by playing on

the fears of the upper and middle classes of Bengali

Hindus. These classes had been firmly opposed to

the partition ot Bengal until almost the end of 1946. .

The political riots in the name of
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religion in Calcutta and Noakhali in the second
half of 1946, the so-called nationalist newspapers

like the Amrita Bazar Patrika and the aggressive

Communal propaganda carried on mainly by the
upcountry Muslim compradors like the lspahanis
helped Shyama Prasad and the Hindu Mahasabha.
No plebiscite, referendum or general election was

held to seek the opinion of the people of Bengai on
this most momentous issue Which \ryas a question
of life and death to them as well as to future
generations, despite demands from many. The date
of the transfer of power was advanced by more than
ten months- again at the insistence of Nehru and
Pat*itr in order not to allow anytime for plebiscite.
As Sarat Bose said, "Bengal's voice has to be stifled
and she has to continue to be a pawn in the all-India

Bame"iz Communalism, which was a passing phase,

was given permanence so that t could do used as a

source of perpetual conflicts by the ruling classes

of the two new states-a means of diverting the
attention of the masses from the actual problems of
life.

Bengal, which was described by foreign travellers
and others from various lands- from the East and the
West-as one of the most prosperous countries of the
world with fl ourishing agriculture and industry was
reduced to wretchedness during colonial rule. Of
course, since 1947 the neo-colonial stranglehold has

continued over the whole subcontinent, preventing
real economic development, but Bengal has its
specific problems as well. The partition of 1947, the
end of interdependence between the two parts or
Bengal, the huge waves of refugee movement for
years, the fiscal and industrial policies ofthe Central
government from the time of the emergence of the
Indian Union and their policies relating to refugee
rehabilitation, railway freight, planning, etc.,58 have

intensified the misery and wretchedness to an
almost inconceivable extent.

In Punjab, the carnage, the dishonouring and
abduction of women and girls, the burning of
homes, the flight of panic-stricken millions in
search of shelter in unknown lands immediately
before and after the transter or power assumed the
vast proporions tney did because of the activities of
the RSS,the Akal Sena and their counterpart, the
Musirm National Guards.
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On 6 April 1948, when Shyama Prasad was the
Union Minister for Industries, the Government of
India adopted an Industrial Policy Resolution and
an accompanying memorandum. These extended
a warm welcome to imperialist capital. Instead of
breaking the fetters of imperialist capital, they
decided to strengthen them.se

Gandhi was assassinated in Delhi on 30 |anuary
194{t by Hindu fanatics. 'lhe RSS was believed

to have been involved. Though forewarned, the
responsible ministers of the Central government
had refused to take any protective measures60

and did not undertake full investigations into the
conspiracy after the assassination for reasons of
their own. Soon after, the RSS was banned. The RSS

chief, Golwalkar, wrote to Nehru and Patel to get the
ban lifted. Referring to "the alarming happenings

in Burma, Indo-China, Java and the neighbouring
states" in his letters to them of 24 September 1948,

he proposed a joint front between the Congress
government and the RSS to light the danger of
Communism. He wrote that the Indian youth was

strongly attracted towards Communism, for "the
one effective check of the RSS no longer exists'l
He appealed to Nehru to allow the RSS " to work
honourably and help the government to fight the
menace on its own cultural lines'l !/riting to Patel,

he felt sure that "ifyouwith govermment power and

we with organised cultural force combine we can

soon eliminate this menace.61 Significantly, G.D.

Birla was one of the mediators in the negotiations
that started between the RSS leaders and the
Congress government and the ban was lifted in
1949.62 Shyama Prasad resigned in 1950 from the
Central cabinet: he wanted the Government to
pursue a tough policy towards Pakistan "including
the use of economic pressures and, if necessary, the
application of force"63 - a policy more tough than
what Nehru thought discreet.

In its election manifesto issued before the general

elections in early 1952, the fan Sangh demanded an

end to partition and reunion of India and Pakistan

obviously forced. Among many other things like
adoption of Hindi as the national language and a

ban on cow'slaughter, it also demanded complete
integration of Kashmir into India. Its another target
was the Hindu Code Bill, which granted certain



ffi;r'ilte women of the Hindu male dominated
society. "It claimed to stand for four fundamentals:
one country, one culture, one nation, and l)harma
l(aj, rule of law.n By one culture, the )an Sangh
and its descendant, the Bharatiya |anata Paty, like
their parent body-the RSS- have always meant
Brahmanic culture. Seeking to revive Bharatiya
cullure, it aims at reviving all the negative features
of Brahmanic culture and suppressing all the
composite cultures of the different nationalities of
India. Like its counterpart Muslim fundamentalism
this aggressive Hindu chauvinism, blind to reason
and inimical to the development of an individual's
power of thinking, is a bar to all progress, a source
of endless conflicts among the exploited and
the oppressrd and spells disaster for them all,
irrespective of castes and communities.

A special target of the )an Sangh and the BIP has
been Article 370 of the Indian constitution, which,
as-neted-before. denying the Kashmiri people
the right of self-determination, granted a '.special

status' to I and K. Shyama Prasad president of the
I lindu Mahasabha and then founder of the )an
Sangh, was a member of the indian cabinet which
repeatedly promised the Kashmiri people the right
to self determination. He was also a member of the
Constutuent Assembly which added Article 370
to the Constitution. Yet, trampling undertoot all
commitments to the Kashmiri people, he and the
)an Sangh launched a fight to give a burial to Article
370 and for complete integration of I and I( within
the Indian Union. That has been the BIP's stand
also, to which we shall return later.

One may ask: who iS a great leader of the people-
one who leads them towards freedom from all
thraldom-political, economic and social and
towards a better life, rnaterially and culirally, or one
who sows discord among them and whose policies
spell disaster for millions?

Referring to Shyama Prasad, Viceroy Mountbatten
wrote in his personal report of 8 August 1947 to the
British king, Prime Minister, Secretary of State, etc:
"...Burrows [then Governor of Bengal], who knows
him [Shyama Prasad] well, described him to me-
recently as being so low that a snake could not crawl
under his bellyl'5s Mountbatten himselt, too, was a
rather poor specimen of humanity.
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Contextualizing the
Debate and the recent verdict of
the Supreme Court
Sabyasachi 6oswamj-

The Babri Masjid
verdict has

propelled India one
step closer to the

Modi-Shah dream of a
Hindu Rashtra.

The Supreme Court has recently declared its verdict on the

Ram |anmabhoomi (Ram's birthplace) issue. This is nothing

but a smokescreen of religious fanaticism, behind which, the

majoritarian Hindutva-sentiment serving Modi-Shah and

a bunch of unruly, religious fanatics will conduct rampant

violations of freedoms.

Some neo-liberal friends are content to think that the mandir-
masjid (temple-mosque) debate has finally subsided, hey are

relived that their so called'worries' have decreased by an issue.

But in reality this is nothing but an onslaught of the secular,

democratic fabric of the country. The entire country shall now
witness the madness called 'Ram templei Besides, the Sangh

Parivar has already declared 'Kashi-Mathura baki hain' (we are

yet to raise the issue in Kashi and Mathura). So, mandir-masjid

is yet to get over.



The Brahminical fascist forces of this country hold a

lot of cornmunal cards in their hands. Truthbe told,
the Supreme Court's verdict is ahistorical and it is
also a reflection of the fact that secularism in India
is in grave danger. This is the same country which
has had a long history of harmonious co-habitation
amongst multiple communities. But time and again

the overlords have used religion for the sake of
gaining power, wealth and consolidating oppression.

It was a tactic used by the British imperialists to
divide a people united against them, to sow the

seeds of distrust and communalism. Through their
conscious efforts of distorting history, communal
sentiments arose and now the Hindutva Right wing
forces are bringing out the same.

The BJP and RSS are tapping into the reserves of
communal hatred in common people which many
years of the Congress as well as the parliamentary
Left have been unable to break. To a certain extent
these political parties have also used the same as

strategic points to further their political ambitions.
This has actually strengthened the agenda of the
Sangh Parivar. It is nothing but a unholy union of
British imperialism and communal feudalism. The

Babri Masjid verdict has propelled India one step

closer to the Modi-Shah dream of a Hindu Rashtr:a.

Earlier, Ranjan Gogoi has pushecl Assam into an

abyss by declaring the NRC in the state. Many lives

have already been lost since then. The Sangh Parivar
which is adept at controlling the masses by creating
an atmosphere of terror has found a perfect weapon
in the NRC and the Supreme Court is doing nothing
but egging it on. Notably, this is the same Ranjan

Gogoi who was the )udge in a molestation complaint
filed against l'rim, and (unffunnily, (un)surprisingly

he found himself not guiltyl The Babri verdict,
which the constitutional bench has given under his
leadership, is shameful to say the least but one must

look into it and see for oneself how shameful it is.

So, hat does the verdict say? What the 1035 page

long verdict states is as fbllows:

L.'2.77 acres of the disputed land in Ayodhya will
go into the hands of the Hindus. And on that land

the Ram temple will be builtl Funnily enough, the

constitutional bench has affirmed that they have

found no proof of the earlicr existence of a Ram
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temple in that spot. But so what? Non-Islamic
architectural relics have been found beneath the

mosque and that alone has been considered to be

enough proof to hand over the land to the Hindus.

The argument of respecting the'religious sentiment'

of the majority has been added to this potent mix.

However historians like Ramsaran Sharma, Romila

Thapar and Irfan Habib have pointed out that back

when the rnosque was built, it was common practice

to use material from old and abandoned architectural

structures. Examples of this phenomenon can be

found in various temples and rnosques across the

country. In this case too something similar must

have happened.

2. The centre will commence the process of building

the temple within 3 months. A trust and a board of
trustees shall be formed to look after the process

of building the temple. Question is, why should

an officially secular government undertake the

duty of building a temple for a particular religion?

The supposed guardian of the constitution, i.e, the

Supreme Court itself has violated the constitutional

decree of maintaining secularism!

3. 'The area both inside and outside of Babri mosque

shall be under the trustl Therefore the entire

disputed land is going into the hands of the Hinduq.

Whatever little grants the Muslims received via the

Allahabad High Court verdict has been entirely

stripped off by this highest court of Justice'!

4. Following the 1993 controversy, the Centre had

made land acquisition of 67 acres in excess. The

Centre can even hand over this plot to the trust for

building the temple, if it so wishes.

5. 5 acres of alternative land shall be allotted for

building a mosque in Ayodhya itself. The central or

state government shall allot a plot that they deem

suitable.

6. Muslims haven't been able to prove that the area

inside Babri mosque belonged to them exclusively-

The area outside was completely under Hindu

control.

7. Reports made by archaeologists regarding the

existence of an old strucfrrre beneath Babri mosque



;r#;-carded or be considered mere hssumption
But at the same time the verdict also accepts that there

is no guarantee that the structure below was a temple.

Questions have also been raised regarding the report of
the Archaeological Survey of India. One report from
'The \ffirel published on 8 November20lg,states,

Two archaeologists, Supriya Varma and laya
Menon, had observed the ASIt excavations on
behalf of the Sunni Waqf Board. In 201"0, the wrote
a paper in the Economic and Political Weekly
detailing why they had objected to the ASI's results,
and the subsequent Allahabad high court judgment
in September 2010. According to the article, the
duo had objected to various practices the ASI was
following during its dig, which made "it clear that
there was already a preconceived idea in the minds
of ASI archaeologists'i

The authors argued that the ASI's report had gone
largely unchallenged because of the power it holds
over researchers in the country. 'Any archaeologist
in India or from outside who wants to explore or
excavate sites has to obtain a license from the ASI.
So no field archaeologist is willing to speak out
against it or its outdated methodsl'

Challenging the three proofs provided by the
archaeological body, Supriya Verma wrote in
Huffington Post:

a. A westerh wail: "The western wall is a feature

of a mosque. It is a wall in front of which you say

namaaz. It is not the feature of a temple. Temple has

a very different planl'

b. Fifty pillar bases: "These are completely fabricated

and we filed many complaints to the court about

it. Our argument is that if you look at what they
are claiming to be pillar bases, these are pieces of
broken bricks and they have mud inside theml'

c. Architectural fragments: "Of these 12 [most
important architectural fragments], none of these

were found during the excavation. These were

recovered from the debris lying above the lime

floor of the masjid. ... A temple, a stone temple -
supposedly this is a stone temple - has much more

sculptured material than what they have foundl'

d. Nirmohi Akhra's claims to exclusive priesthood
rights have been nullified. But the Centre may take

this Akhra in the Trust. Incidentally this is the same

Nirmohi Akhra on which the SanghParivar (read:

Modi-Shahs) have little control.

e. The case regarding existence of 'Ramlala' is a
rightful one. Ramlala has been legally recognized as
a 'personi But the place of his birth has not been
legally recognized as a property of any such'personl

The funnythingis that this very constitutional bench
has accepted that breaking the Babri mosque on 6
December, 1992 was 'a grave violation of lawl On
the night of.22December 1949, when they entered
the rnain dome of the nlosque to install the statue of
Ram and thereby destroyed the sanctity of the place

whilst forcefully evacuating the Muslims, they rvere

not following law. Muslims have been wrongfully
denied their place of worship for over 450 years and
to add insuit to injury, they have been allotted Sacres

of land in a different area. To top it all the ones who
broke the law, the ones who entered the disputed
land with explosives and destroyed a historical
monument, the ones whose fanaticism murdered
over 2000 people of the minority community,
managed to get not only the piece of land they were
after but also an additional 67 acres of government-
occupied land in cxcess. Is this justice? The highest
court of India has made a farce of justice! Nothing
can protect us from these goons now unless we rise

in rage and pull their towers down.

Let us now look at some facts.

The specific place in Ayodhya that the Sangh
Parivar claims to be the birthplace of Ram, a claim
that has received legal backing from the highest
court of justice, has actually no real historic or
scientific basis. Historians have proved, going by
the various editions of Ramayana, the possible
birth place of this fictitious character, could be in 6
places - and contrary to descriptions presented by
RSS and the SanghParivar, none of these are located
anywhere near the Babri Masjid in Uttar Pradesht
Ayodhya. Most historians believe that the Ayodhya
mentioned in Ramayana is located in modern
Afghanistan. According to the Buddhist Ramayana,
Dasharath latak, Ram was not born in Ayodhya but
Varanasi. Only once source has claimed that modern
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Ayodhya is Ram's birthplace, but they too point to
an area which is 3[<m away from the disputed land'
Therefore there is no historical source that proves

that the disputed area is the birthplace of Ram. (Let
us never forget that Ram is a fictitious character to
begin with)

Secondly, one can find multiple places where'Lord
Ram' was supposedly born. So, even if we consider
religious sentiment, there is no evidence of a singular

Hindu sentiment that can drive the controversy.

Thirdly, expert historians have pointed out that the
place which is being ciaimed to be the birthplace of
Ram was practically uninhabitable back when the

Ramayana was composed.

Fourthly,lW'hen Babar arrived in India, Tulsidas was

hardly two years old. Therefore if indeed there was

destruction of llam temples in Babar's time, a Ram

devotee like Tulsidas must have mentioned it in at
least some of his writings. Such stories are absent not
only in Tulsidas's writings, but also in all accounts of
writers from the Mughal period. In this regard, the
Hindutva forces of the Sangh Parivar have a strange

logic; they say that some pages are missing from
'Babarnamd and it is only in those pages where

description of the destruction of the temple can be

found.'Ihe obvious question that arises is how does

one ascertain the contents of a missing document?
'Ihey have no clear answer to this. Besides, religious

sentiments can always be used to supress rational
thought and the Bhakts are doing precisely this,
every day. Not only are they killing rationalists, but
also slaughtering all rational thought.

Fifthly, they claim that the said temple was built 1500

years ago during Vikramadityat time but history

points to the fact that the practice of worshipping

llam started merely 600-700 years ago. 1500 years

ago there was no existence of Ramayana or Ram,

During Vikramaditya's time the worship of Lord

llam was just non-existent.

Sixthly, it is claimed that Ram was born in the Treta

yug(era). The timeline mentioned dates back to a
time when hurnans didn t exist, the predecessor of
apes did. According to Darwin's theory of evolution,

the predecessor of apes weren't even able to walk

upright at that time, iet alone worship Ram! Perhaps

that's why Darwin's theory is also under attack today.
26

Seventhly, there is no historical evidence that the

mosque was built by Babar. Because:

1. Babarnama does not mention construction of any

such mosque.

2. British Governor General Marquitas Hamilton
Buchanan conducted a survey and after that it was

found out that the mosque was built by Hussain

Shah, 16 years prior to Babar's birth.

So, how did this story come about? Primarily, this

exists because behind this too lay a larger British
imperialist conspiracy. After the Great Revolt of
1857, divide and rule' became an intrinsic part of
the British policy and merely 4 years after the Revolt,

in 1861, we find stories of 'temples being destroyed

to bttild mosques' in the writings of British author
Camegie. Before this, English scholar Lyden while
translating Babar's autobiography lamented that
"Babar had probably visited Ayodhya'i

Carnegie followed Lydenk hypothesis (which had

no historical evidence attached to it) and took it a

step forward by coming up with the theory that the

temple had been destroyed to build a mosque. In
1861 I.ady l,iverage while translating Babarnama

added this theory of 'destruction of temple to build
mosque'to her work, randomly.

On 30th ]anuary 1948.,however, Nathuram Godse's

assassination of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi

made RSS highly unpopular among the masses

and it is in this setting that they made a desperate

attempt to revive their dead mass support. On
22 December, 1949 they secretly entered Babri

Masjid at midnight and installed a statue of Ram.

Archaeologists suggest that this statue is hardly

a hundred years old- yet to hide the blood of one

murder RSS created an ambience of even more

violence within no titne. The incidents that followed

are of course known to us.

It is thus a duty of every democratic citizen to take

an active part in bringing thc real history to light.

History must be saved from religious sentiments

and communal fabrications. The scientific truth
behind it must be established.

The false idea that Muslims destroyed and looted

many Hindu temples is often propagated amongst

the majority community. This is nothing but



;il":Behind this too lies the communal history
composed and propagated by the British. The

Indian government, post-independence too, in its
urge to create the sentiment of nationalism amongst
people, let the history text books of schools get away

with the idea of Muslims plundering and looting
temples. In realiry all the feudal kings, irrespective

of whether they were Hindus or Muslims, used to
attack religious sites whenever there rvas shortage of
money in the royal exchequer. Thirst for wealth was

the primary intention. Sultan Mahmud is infamous

for looting Somnath Temple. But what is erased

from the pages of history is the fact that in his own
capital, Hindus used to raise funds and conduct
Durga Puja without any qualms. Hindu king,
Dahir unleashed terrible repression on tsuddhists

in the Sindh region. King of Marwar, Kumbha was

known for oppressing the Muslim population. In
1791 Maratha troops attacked Sringeri Math. The

Marathas of course were Hindu. The commander of
this operation was Raghunath Rao Pattawardhan,
The target of the Maratha troops was the massive

wealth of the Math. Naturally, the Sringeri Math
was totally destroyed in the blink of an eye. Multiple
Brahmins were killed in the hands of the Marathas,

The head of the Math, Shankaracharya was forced

to flee. The idol of Saradadevi was felled. Later on
the king who came forward to rebuild tl're Math
was Tipu Sultan.' For the reconstruction of the

temple, he did not stop only at providing money

and food grains, he also sent clothing for the new
idol and a pair of shawls for the head of the Math.
To protect the head of the Math, Shankaracharya,

from the Maratha bandits he also appointed
armed bodyguards for him. These facts have been

unearthed from the letters exchanged between Tipu
Sultan and Shankaracharya.

The main motive behind such plunders was always

to loot and reduce the power of the religious centres,

This is something that communal historians skip.

They even skip facts like Tipu Sultan's economic

contribution to lluild Srikantenswar temple or his

endowment of 10 thousand gold coins for building
the I(anchi temple. Besides, he resoived disputes

between two rival gangs of priests in Melkot temple

and sent many gifts to Lakshmikanto temple. He
also built the first church in Mysore.

Tipu hailed from a family that followed Sufi
ideology of the Chisti / Bande Nawaz gharana and
was undoubtedly a secular, liberal king who was
philanthropic towards his subjects.In southern India
he had assisted at least 156 temples in various forms
throughout his life. The Sriranganath Swami temple
which is located near his Srirangapattanam fort
received his special affention. Yet the Sangh Parivar

propagates distorted history about Tipu Sultan.

Kalhan's ancient novel'Rajtaranginil mentions
how Hindu king Harsh appointed a group of royal

servants called'Debotpatnayak' whose task was to
loot temples. History makes it clear that Mourya
kings used to do this whenever there was a crisis
in the royal exchequer. They looted bronze and

brass utensils in particular. Shivaji is showcased as

an emblem of an ideal Hindu king. But they don't
showcase the fact that Shivaji had built mosques

in his kingdom and for bringing this fact to light,
Govind Pansare was killed by Hindutva goons.

The Muslim rulers from medieval times are shown

as communal, religious dogmatists who hated

Hindu religion. But the real history is quite different

from this narrative. We must remember that it was

during the Mughal era that beef eatingwas restricted

keeping the religious sentirnents of Hindu Brahmins,

)ains and Buddhists in mind. Aurangzeb is painted

as an intolerant king, but the examples of religious

tolerance that he created are quietly brushed under

the carpet by Hindutva historians. After going

through the archives of various Hindu temples

in northern India, various decrees of Aurangzeb

and deeds and documents of those temples were

found by historian BN Pandey rvho authored a

book called 'Islarn and Indian Civilizationl He

showed how Ujjaint Mahakaleshwar temple,

Chitrakut'sBalaji temple, Guwahati's Umanand

temple, Shatrunjayee's Iain temple along with
various other gurudwaras received grants and land

allotments from Aurangzeb. Many people dont
know that the land upon which the Tarakeshwar

temple had been built in 'West Bengal was also
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an endowment from Aurangzeb. It is true that he

used to collect'iizy{ tax from Hindus, but it is also

true that Hindus had been giving this tax for over

400 years before the rise of Aurangzeb. During his

rule Muslims too had to pay a tax called'zakat'for
pilgrimage. He exempted Hindu women, children
and old people from payingthe'jizya'.

Trutl be told, Aurangzeb to Tipu Sultan - all are

victims of historians who upheld British colonial
interests or the HinduWa saffronisation of history.

Both streams of historians are close allies, Proper

evaiuation of Tipu Sultan or Aurangzeb has never

been done by the history books motivated by
imperialist interests and unfortunately we are

continuing this legacy of the colonial education

system.

Historians like Romila Thapar have pointed out
that there was no case of religious intolerance when
Aurangzeb attacked the Kashi temple. He actually
had to carry out that mission on the insistence of
Hindu kings. Aurangzeb had built a camp in Kashi
according to the pressing demands of the then
Hindu kihgs. He had just started inspection of his
territory. Soon after, pandas of the Kashi temple
raped the queen of Kuchh when she went in to pray.
After several search missions she was found in a

secret chamber of the temple and this is when the
Hindu kings pressurized Aurangzeb to carry out a

military expedition. After this the authority of the
temple claimed that the sanctity of the temple had

been lost and so Aurangzeb allotted a large piece of
land right next to that area where a new temple was

built and even today it remains a place of worship.
Instead of highlighting this story if one promotes
that Aurangzeb attacked the Kashi temple, then it
is nothing short of distortion of history. But this is a

strange time; lies and hatred breed violence. A toxic
mix of religion and ultra nationalism opiates the
youth, while poverty increases. Divisive forces are

on the rise, discrimination abounds and within that
organisations under the state are being privatized
one after the other.

All kinds of mineral and forest resources are being
forcibly seized by multinational companies while
the Prime Minister shamelessly continues to invite
foreign irwestors with the bait of cheap labour. To

complement this, taking full advantage of their
numerical strength in the Parliament, one bill after
the other is being passed to repudiate the rights of
workers, peasants and the common masses. People

are frenzied and the entire nation is being sold away.

It is now that we need to put a stop to this. It is now
that we must take to the streets. If we fail this call of
history the future will not be ours.

Translated by Nabottoma
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Painting by Bediich Ftitta

Elrning Panda, Loslng BuIl &

The Fetid Patterns of Fascism
Suddhabrata Deb

while instigating the citizenship atrocities, the Indian Fascists
are partially successful in engaging the riberal and left liberals
debating over the nitty-gritties of documentary disorders of
these acts, shifting the focus frorn the nodal point. Many of the
dissents are still concerned with how many of the citizens will be
going to be pushed out of the country rather than how many of
them are going to kept detained within the country simply as the
forced labourers. This is how we keep ourselves ignorant about
the history of fascism. In crude realiry the fascists were least
bothered about the citizenship and ethnicities; those are merely
tools for them towards a larger capitalist agendum.

over the ages, why alt these Fascist patterns are so identical?

We cannot say that the story restarted over here, because it
has never ended. out of the two crudest outputs of capitalism,
imperialism, experimented and evolved with its forms and
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techniques almost from the very first phase of its

inception, and renewed its applications, features

and fagades perpetually. It was not the same in case

of fascism; rather it always happens to be an idiotic

replication of the past! Primarily connoted by Benito

Mussolini, the very concept of 'fascism' was taken

to a consolidated elevation by Adolf Hitler in early

thirties. After that, the manifesto, program and

practices of Hitler-led NSDAP (or the'NAZI Party')

were considered as the height of fascist features'

At Comintern's extended plenum of the Executive

Committee (Moscow, 1933) it has been defined

as the "...open terrorist dictatorship of the most

reactionary most ultra nationalist, most imperialist

eiements civenture capital'l Fundamentally correct

though, this classical definition, derived essentially

from the experiences of Italy and Germany,

needs to have further magnification in post-Mao

global context, particularly in the context of the

countries where fascism surely could exist even in

the absence of independent national bourgeoisie'

Although contexts and global Power configuration

are changed, the elementary features of fascism

are too identical to connect with history. In India,

for an instance, the Hindu'fascist RSS-BJP loyally

follows the manifesto and program of the NAZIs'

Now either of <the Kristallnacht (1938) and post-

Godhra Gujaratviolence (2002)>, or <the Reichstag

Fire Trial (1933) and Bhima Koregaon-PM

assassination plot trial (2018)>, or <the Nuremberg

Law (1935) and recent NCR-CAA cases (2019)>

be compared between - one will be stunned to see

the crude resemblances superseding the ages' The

rudimentary features which connect today's fascist

practises with the past are too tangible!

It is too indistinguishable to see (through the ages)

how the fascists behave with the basic masses, with

the protests and resistances of the basic masses,

with the advanced contingent of the basic tnasses

and surely with vanguard section of the basic

masses. They always chose atleasttwo enemies and

the one of them must be an ethnic (or religious)

minority. Consider the Hitler case; they wereJews &

Communists for him. To General Franco they were

|ews-Ereemasons-Communists. In case of Harry
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Truman and Richard Nixon they were |ews, Black

and Communists. To Chilean Pinochet they were

Mapuche indigenous people and the Socialists'

In Suharto's Indonesia they were Abangan

|avanese, ethnic Chinese and Communists' To

Narendra Modi-Amit Shah duo they are Muslims

and Maoists. Well, one thing we could easily

comprehend, Communists are (and they must be)

the arch enemies of an authority which stands for

a bourgeois dictatorship, to whom'dictatorship of

the proletariat' cannot sound philharmonic' But

why the ethnic or religious minorities, how far they

could be a threat to a dictatorship? If compared to

the Communists, minorities cannot be that extent

ofa threat to a totalitarian state. Still dictators need

to bubble up a'minority ghost' shadow because it

is the fastest way to instigate an ultra-nationalist'

ultra-racial frenzy, essentially among the deprived

section of the youth, whom they need to consolidate

as their regimented militia force. But there is other

agendum too! The supressed minorities and tl're

detainees, throughout the ages, are proven to be

the coolest source of cheap labour' Before going to

amplification of this point, which happens to be most

pertinent today, it'd not be much embellishment to

insert a small paragraph over here.

Fascism is a losers'doctrine

This is also an eternal truth from the inception of

fascism. Why fascism was incepted particularly at

Italy and Germany? Because both of states were

simply the losers, comparing to other European

states, in terms of having colonies' At that point

of time it emerged as a doctrine of the tolonialists

without coloniesi Thus it was a crises moment for

the capitalists in Italy and Germany' We saw the

fascist face of USA when it was actually threatened

by the resistance of Vietnam and nationwide great

economic depression. Or, for an instance, take the

case of Indonesia. Just think over against which

backdrop the military dictatorship was brought

to power backed by USA - it was Vietnam War

and spreading of Communism over South East

Asia. So the emergence of Suharto and Irl?onesian



Communist Purge took place" We could recall

the fascist stretch in Indian history during Indira

Gandhi days. It was the storm of radicai resistance

throughout the country at large, and the imrnediate

aftereffect of the first phase of CPI(ML) -led'Naxalite'

movement in particular which had compelled the

traumatized state power to declare the emergency.

And today's context is no exception.

Hence the China-struck underdogs need detention

camps!

The capitalist world has their threats from within
too. Apparently the world supremo USA is actually

a loser to China in capturing the global market.

China's economy produced $25.3 trillion in 2018,

according to the International Monetary Fund,

makes capitalist China the world's largest economy.
'Ihe European Union is second, at$.22 trillion. The

United States is third, producing $20.5 trillion.
Even in its own domestic market Chinese products

overpower USAs. 'Ihe U.S. trade deficit with China

was on pace to close out 2019 at about $353 billion,

according to figures through October of 2019. This

would be about 157o less than 2018t $419 billion
deficit. The trade deficit cxists because U.S. exports

to China were only $87.6 billion through October

while imports from China were $382.1 billion,
a difference of $294.5 billion for the 10-month

period. USA bull, the largest debtor internationally,

is actually trembling with the all-out aggression of
Chinese panda! And the shaking capitalist camp

needed there a rougher dictatorial face to retaliate

with. Thus the emergence of Donald Trump was

somchow obvious.

But it is not feasible to combat China just only with
the manufacturing ability of USA, of its own. The

popular notion is that USA cannot go beyond a

point of dailyurage, so the cost of production cannot

ever compete with China's. Nonetheless, this is not
a mere question of costing, issues remain elsewhere.

1. The wage imparity is just one indicator;

2. Theotherkeyfactorsbehindcontrolledproduction
cost depend hugely upon other factors e.g. power,

transport, sourcing, distribution channels. China
commands a state control over these essential factors,
and could allow a considerable subsidy to keep the
end cost lower. In USA or EU those are under the
control of individual capitalist corporations, hence

the subsidy is not even thinkable;

3. Finally it's not only a question of costing, far

more about the pricing rather. Unlike China, the big

corporations here enjoy the abandoned liberty to

decide about and make the ruthless profit, leaving

the landing price much higher.

Now even the western capitalist world thinks about

combating China with low cost production; that

is not feasible in their own territory. They need to

have a production ground, preferably in any of the

third world countries where they could go beyond

the precedent labour laws contained in their own

countries. Simply speaking, USA and EU needed

a large and densely populated country like India,

rich in natural and human resources and poor in

fundamental human rights. But again, in India too,

power, transport, sourcing, distribution channels

are majorly under the ruthless control of comprador

bourgeoisie. Government cannot control them, as

they have the control over the governrnent. The

coolest way out is to slash down the daily wage

brutally. The remaining of feudal structure in India

allows an easier sourcing of cheap labour. The drastic

slashing down of wages in existing manufacturing

sector will surely create a volatile unrest throughout

the country. Subsequently the fascist Indian

government opts for going by the classical way

of exploiting forced labour; there is no furthest

intention to eliminate the semi colonial structure of

India in this decision. Creating a huge amount of

forced labour out of the landless Peasantry and the

marginal "illegal immigrants" will not only ensure

the supplying of lowest cost labour to the foreign

corporations and their collaborators, but also will
reduce the pressurising and bargaining Power of the

existing working class in organised sector.

After eighty four years from Hitler's implementation

of Nuremberg Law, Modi-Shah replicated the

Nazist plot over citizenship. While the principal

intention of NPR-NRC-CAA is to detain the
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workforce labelling as the illegal immigrant, they
are partially successful in engaging the liberal and
left liberal dissents debating over the nitty-gritties
of documentary disorders of the acts, shifting the
focus from the forced labour issues. Many of the
dissents are still concerned with how many of
the citizens will be going to be pushed out of the
country rather than how many of them are going
to kept detained within the country simply as the
forced labourers. This is how we keep ourselves
ignorant about the history of fascism. Even when
we recollect about the Nazi concentration camps,
the quantum and techniques of torture and killing
commands the nodal pages, not the economic issue
of using the detained labour pourer essential for the
capitalist underdogs at that point of time.

Consider a striking fact here. Facing the fascist
onslaught under the Nazi rule, r,r,hen the polish

Jews intended to migrate to other countries, what
restrained them from leaving? Among other factors
one was the Reich Flight Tax, the capital control
law implemented in order to stem capital flight
from the \ifl'eimar Republic. The Reich Flight Tax
was assessed upon deparfure from the individual's
German domicile, provided that the individual had
assets exceeding 200,000 Reichsmark (RM) or had a

yearly income over 20,000 RM. lhe tax rate was set
at 25 per cent! Why a government, who supposed
to dream about a )ew-free nation, should dissuade
the |ews to flee by charging a hefty amount as a
migration penalty? Itwas because Adolf Hitler never
strategized towards an all-out migration of the ]ews
out of Deutschland, rather to keep them remained
as the detainee workforce without any basic human
right so that they couid be exploited wherever and
however the Reich needed to.

Those who still do not comprehend that the theap
labour issue' as the decisive factor of citizenship
acts, let us end with some crude facts and figures
for them, about how Nazi Germany utilized the
detained labour forces between 1932 and 1945.
The largest number of labour camps held civilians
forcibly abducted in the occupied countries to
provide labour in the German war industry, repair
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bombed railroads and bridges, or work on farms.
Manual labour was a resource in high demand, as

much of the work that today would be done rvith
machines was still a manual affair in the 1930s and
1940s -shoveling, material handling, machining,
and many others. As the r^/ar progressed, the use
of slave labour increased massively. Prisoners
of war and civilian "undesirables" were brought
in from occupied territories. Millions of )ews,
Slavs and other conquered peoples were used as

slave labourers by German Corporations, such
as DaimlerBenz, Demag, Thyssen, Krupp, Bosch,
I{enschel, }unkers, IG Farben, Messerschmitt,
Siemens, and even Volkswagen, not to mention
the German subsidiaries of foreign firms, such
as Fordwerke (a subsidiary of the Ford Motor
Company) and Adam Opel AG (a subsidiary of
General Motors) among others. Once the war had
begun, the foreign subsidiaries were seized and
nationalized by the Nazi-controlled German state,

and work conditions there deteriorated as they did
-throughout German industry. About 12 million

- forced labourers, most of whorn were Eastern
'.. EirroBear,r, *a.a employed in the German war

economy inside Nazi Germany throughout the war.
The German need for slave labour grew to the point
that even.children. were kidnapped to work in an

operation called the Heu-Aktion. More than 2,000
German companies profited from slave Iabour
during the Nazi era; including Deutsche Bank and
Siemens. (Ref: fohn!. Beyer; Stephen A. Schneider
- Forced Laboufunder Third Reich).

But ironically, history doesn t repeat as it did in its
first term. Adolf Hitler at least could implemented
Nuremberg Law and accomplished Concentration
Camps with sligtrtly more ease. The peoples'
resistance against NPR-NRC-CAA has already
shoved Indian fascist government in the back foot.
If it compel the Indian people to meet the fate of
Dachau Co4centration Camp at Goalpara Detention
Centre, the Indian cornpradors'fate will be far worse
than the hr, auyr of Uitler in the bunker, under his
'unbreakable' hg_?dquarter of the Third Reich.
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Fascist Capture of
Swadesh Roy

Has the Indian me&a capitulated to the Bharatiya fanata party? Is
Narendra Modi government browbeating Indian newspapers and
television channels into submission? fue the Indian spy agencies
snooping on every Indian netizen, reading each and every post on
social media? Are they reading even our personal emails? Does the
grand progranune of saffron fascists include total manipulation of the
media in order to keep the Indian people ignorant of the murderous
pro-corporate policies and to divert people's attention to the constant
drum beats of crass jingoism? Questions are many. But the answer is a
simple three letter word - Yes. The Blp-led Modi government is doing
all these and much more. The Indian media is dancing to the tunes of
safiron-fascists, with very few exceptions.

Let's go directly to the facts to understand the situation.

In April 2018, the Information & Broadcasting ministry of the Modi
government issued a tender notice (only in its own website, which
is hardly ever seen by the common man) seeking bids from private
companies to build a'tocial media analytical tooll' Ihis "tooli according
to the I&B ministry should be able to'trawl the worldwide web,listen
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to every chatter from all core social media platforms

and digital platforms like news, blogs and forumsl' The

software should be able to listen to this chatter, analyze

it ancl generate automated reports in real tirne, the I&B

notice said.

The Modi governmentwanted this software to target

Twitter, Facebook, YouTube, Google+, Instagram,

Linkedin, Flicr, Tumbir, Pinterest, Play Store, along with

emails, news, blogs, forums and complaint websites'

The software must support English, Chinese, German,

?rench and Arabic apart from Indian languages like

Hindi, Urdu, Telugu, Malayalam, Kannada, Bengali,

Punjabi, Major English etc. "The software must have

special depiction.... to get exact location details of the

users in real timei'the I&B notification stated.

'W'hat was the purpose of such a large-scale surveillance?

The I&B ministry stated that the PurPose would be to

gauge sentiments of people, identify those who are

unhappy with the government by studying "historic

conversation of each user in a reverse chronolngical

manner by merging conversations across channels (sic)'l

ln what seems to be straight from a science fiction book,

I&B notification alsowanted the software to "predictively

analyze" what could be the breaking news and headlines

of various channcls and newspapers and what could bc

their global perception. The software would also have

to suggest "how can nationalistic feelings be inculcated

among the massesl'

If these facts are not chiiling enough, read on.

After publication of thc noticc, thc Internet Frcedom

Foundation sent a legal notice to the I&B department'

Trinamool Congress MP Mahua Moitra filed a Public

Interest Litigation in the Supreme Court. (Significantly,

Moitra later told the Hufoost in an interview that she

had liled the PIL in her "personal capacity" and not as

a Trinamool MI1)In December 2018, the Apex Court

observed that 1&B department's decision to set up

this social media tool would amount to nothing short

of building a "surveillance lState" with abilitics to

electronically spy on every Indian netizen. Following the

court's observation, the l&B ministry hastily rvithdrew

the notice.

)kt, after returning to power for the second time in

2019, the Modi government decided to ignore Supreme

Court's observation. In August this year the [&B

minister announced that his department was looking for

an agency that could provide an "integrated social media

feedback tool' and set up "an integrated dashboard,

which will receive and put together feedback from print,
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electronic, digital and social media platformsl This

effectively means that the Modi government has now

decided to ignore even the apex court's observation' The

Supreme Court may simply go to hell. Why would the

government act otherwise? Two years before Narendra

Modi became Prime Minister in2O74, BIP's IT cell had

put in just a similar type of surveillance tool, to target

voters' for personalized propaganda,

Narendra Modi-Amit Shah government's fascist media

policy is multi-pronged, sophisticated and well defined'

On the one hand it wants to use Artificial Intelligence

to identify those citizens who are unhappy with the

present government. It wants to find out the causes

of th"it unhappiness. Finally, it wants to find out what

these citizens might do - whether they would vote for

a rival pafty or whether they would take more drastic

stcps such as organizing mass protcsts or even revolt'

Laws like UAPA has already been amended and the NIA
strenE;thened to deal with the more militant section of

the population. The Union home ministry has already

empowered 10 spy agencies of the country including CBI

and ED to intercept, monitor and decrypt any computer

in the country.

The Modi government also wants to identify those

"neutral" citizens active in various social media platforms

ancl bombard their minds with perverted concepts of

nationalism, anti-minority or anti-dalit sentiments etc'

and win thcm over. On the other hand, this saffron-

fascist government also wants to influence people by

various means like the Indian newspapers and news

television channels. It wants the media to suppress news

uncomfortable to the government. Tl'rose who refuse to

toe the governmentt lines are arm-twisted and subdued'

Consider the case of Punya Prasun Bajpayee, an editor

of ABP's Hindi news channel.Baipayee had committed

the cardinal mistake of questioning Modi's habitual

tall claims. ln his popular programme 'Masterstrokel

Bajpayee had observed that thr:ugh Modi was claiming

that his government! scheme of imparting skill

development training to 40 crore youth by 2022 was

on a fast track, the scheme was clearly faltering'The

reality was that only two crore youth received training

in 2018 and it would be impossible reach the 4O-crore

target. Immediately after the programme was aired, the

Additional Director General o{ Modi's 200-member

Media Monitoring team sent a note of displeasure to

ABPk proprietors and Bajpayee earned their ire' He was

asked not to name Modi in his programmes'

Bajpayee, however, could not be subdued' Soon he

ran another report in Masterstroke showing how the



,Jffitovernment had bent rules to accommodate a

thermal power plant of Gautarn Adani - Modit sidekick-

at Godda. He quoted local people who said that Adanii
of{icers had l-hreatened to "bury ilrerrt alive" if they did

ncrt vacate the land where the plant would come up. He

also quoted local police officials who said that there was

no use cornplaining because "Adani is very influential.

He is close to the prime minister."

The conflict between the journalist and Modi government

reached its peak when Bajpayee shorved in another

plogramme of Masterstroke how Chandramoni Kaushik

-a poor woman peasant of I(anker in Chhattisgarh - was

forced to say during one of Modi'.s video conferences that

her income had doubled thanks to the B)Pgovernment's

agricultural policies. Bajpayee sent one of his reporters

to the spot to cross check. 'Ihe lady said on camera that

officcrs from Dclhi had comc to tutor hcr on what to say

and what not to say during Modi's video conference.

When the poor woman's statement was aired, all hell broke

loose. Modi's ministers began to say that ABP'.s report
was fhlse. Complaints were sent to the channel's owners.

But that was not all. From the very next day, the channel's

satellite lin\s were disrupted when Masterstroke was on

air.The satellite links to ABP's four other channels were

also disturbed, Then advertisers began to withdraw. The

{irst to go was Baba Ramdev's Patanjali - the biggest

advertiser to the programme. The others follotved. They

told Baipayee that the Prime Minister's office had asked

them not to advertise in Masterstroke till Bajpayee quit.

Finally, the senior journalist had no other option but to
resign from ABP. Immediateiy, ABP's satellite link was

restored and advertisements began to pour in.

ABP is not the only media house to face the wrath of
the BJP government. A1l government advertisements

were frozen for six months even to The Times of India,

The Telegraph and the Hindu after they published

rcports critical of the governmcnt.Whcn corporatc ads

and classified ads continue to plummet because of the

intensifying economic recession since 2008, newspapers

and channels are becoming more and mtlre dependent

on government ads. The BIP government is taking full
advantage of this situation. Advertisements are refused

unless media houses vorv loyalty.

fhere are other sinister methods. NDTV which tried to

maintain a modicum of media neutrality, was raided by

the CBI. Cases were filed against the channr:l's owners

* Pronoy Roy and Radhika Roy.Senior journalists,

rvho refused to be compliant, were forced to rcsign'

Upright women journalists were constantly trolled and

threatened with rape and even murder. Bobby Ghosh,

the erstwhile editor of Hindustan Times, had to resign

under government pressure after he introduced 'Hate

Tracker' - a coloumn, which tracked hate crimes by

activists of RSS-BJP and its aftiliates. There is a complete

clampdown on the media in Kashmir to blackout daily

mass demonstrations and hardships imposed on the

people. In 2016 the Modi government used a colonial

law to stop publication of Kashmir Reader. In December

2018, the Modi government even went to the extent

of changing rules empowering itself to order internet

companies like Facebook and Twitter to remove content

within 24 hours, if the government so desired. It is

important to remember that the number of Indians who

regularly use social media like Facebook and Twitter

grew from L6.B crore to 32.6 crore between 2016-18.

'lhis is almost 25 per cent of the entire lndian population.

WhatsApp messages of prominent lawyers, journalists

and human rights activists (some of whom were later

arrested in the Bhima Koregaon case) have been spied

on. 'lhis is old news. What is not widely known is

about documents submitted by Facebook authorities

in a Califbrnia Court regarding worldwide hacking of
\{/hatsApp. 'flie spyrvare Pegasus was manufactured by

the lsraeli company NSO.The contract signed between

NSO and the government of Ghana showed that Pegasus

couid be sold only to a government agency and that too

only after written permission of the Israeli Defence

ministry.lt is clear that the'WhatsApp snooping in India

could be done only by the government of lndia.

Arm twisting is not the only means by rvhich the BIP is

purchasing Indian media's loyalty. The carrot precedes

the stick. An RTI inquiry has revealed that the Modi

government spent a whopping Rs 3767 crore of tax

payers' money to place advertisements in the media,

that tocr in only three years between 2016'L7 to 2018-

19.The advertisements came in the form of government

notices but a lot others contained photos of Modi and

lauded the 'achievementsbf his government. )nst 10

days before Code of Conduct came into force before the

country went to poils this year, the BIP placed as many

as 160 ads in only three leading national newsPapers

and 93 of them were hugely expensive full page ads.

Expectedly, Modi grabbed more space and news titne

than his other rivals during media's election coverage. A

recent sting operation by Cobrapost exposed a scandal

of a magnitude never before experienced in India. The
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J"u r#t"d, that owners, senior editors and managers

of Indiat top 25 media houses (including Times of India,

New Indian Express, India Today, Zee etc) agreed to do

stories that would promote BIP and project Natendra

Modi as a supreme national leader. They even agreed

to publish tacit communal propaganda, in exchange of
cash.

But this is not all. Yet another unprecedented behind the

curtain strategy is silently unfolding.Mukesh Ambani,

India's richest man, who is now the greatest financial

backer of the RSS'B)B is silently buying off big lndian
media houses. Ambani took his first step to establish

monopoly over the media by buying offall the channels

of ETV. He tightened his grip by purchasing TV18
Broadcast, which operates 55 channels in the country
and also 16 international channels catering to the global

Indian diaspora In a shareholders' meeting of his

Reliance Industries earlier year, Mukesh revealed that
he already had complete editorial control over as many

as 72 top national and regional media houses in India

and tfuough them couid reach B0 crore Indians. Filings

with the Regiqtrar of Companies revealed that five news

media companies - TV18, NDTV News Nation, India

TV and News 24 are indebted to Mukesh Ambani or to
Mahendra Nahata, who is an associate of Ambani and

is also on the Reliance Industries' Board. Ambani and

Nahata and another industrialist Abhey Oswal (whose

son in law is industrialist and Congress leader Navin

Jindal) own between 20 to 70 per cent stakes in these

five channels. All these newspapers and news channels

together drummed up hysteria during the Pulwama

attack, which most media pundits believe ensured

Modi's victory in the 20L9 parliament election.

The drive to establish monopoly over Indiat media is

continuing at rapid pace despite the Telecommunication

Regularity of lndia's (TRAD warning in 2014 that "There

may be thousands of newspapers and hundreds of news

channels in the news media market, but if thcy are

controlled by only a handful of entities, then there is
insuftcient pluralityof news and vicws presented to the
peoplel'

It will be entirely $ryong to suggest that Indian media

Iost its freedom and neutrality only during Modi's time.

Mainstream Indian media was never neutral. Its prime

motive was always profit. 'When the Times of India

group first launched Economic Times, it unhesitatingly

announced that it would not cover the agricultural
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sector, because "there was no money in id' The owner

of the group Samir |ain always insisted that for him, a
newspaper \ilas "no different from a bar of soapl' Both

mustbe soldto earn profit. Yet, in those times newspapers

were not dependent on government advertisement for
survival. Corporate and classified ads minted money and

their coffers overflowed. So, to keep its readership intact,

the media could maintain a so called anti-establishment

stance and criticize some government policies. The

mainstream political leaders had to keep the editors

and proprietor in a "good mood" to plant stories and to
prevent critical stories from being published. Now both

corporate and classified ads are drying up, thanks to the

economic slowdown and government ads remain almost

the sole sources of revenue. The BJP is utilizing this

situation. Loyalty to the government is now a must to
get government ads. But it must be said that compared

to Saffron Brigade's near total fascist stranglehold over

the media(a few online news sites are still trying to avoid

B)P's clutches), Indira Gandhi's press censorship apPears

to be child's play. India ranks 140 out of 180 countries on

the Press Freedom Index in 2019. (In 2002 Indial was

ranked 80th). In terms of press freedom India now lags

even behind Myanmar and South Sudan.

How can the lndian media wiggle out of the saffron-

fascist stranglehold? Can they ever do it? These are

naive questions.'Ihe real question is whether the media

is at all willing to free itselfl The media owners are free

from all pro-people, pro-poor ideological baggage.'lheir

sole motive is to earn as much profit as possible. In

2018 the Times of India group earned a total revenue

of Rs 9055 crore. HT Media Ltd, which publishes the

Hindustan Times, earned revenue lr/orth Rs 2457.24

crore. Zee Entertainment's revenue was Rs 5125 crore.

)agaran Prakashan earned Rs 1882 crore. The media

owners are happy even in the Modi regime. They are

sacking journalists and other staff at will, mostly with
liule compensation. What they are looking forward to

is a time when the economy will revive and corporate

advertisement will again start flowing in. They have no

real need to defeat fascism. The fight must come from

the common people, especially those who are being

increasingly sucked dry by saffron-fascism of RSS-B)P-

Narendra Modi-Amit Shah.
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0n the Specificities of
Fa s cism

Fascism as a political ideology has its origins in the
crisis ridden monopoly capitalism of imperialist
countries. It is a form of bourgeois rule. The growth
of neo-fascist political parties and the repeated
electoral successes of Rightists in imperialist
countries is directly related to the continuing
economic slowdown experienced in these
countries, triggered off by the financial crisis of
2OO7-O8. They are greatly aided by the resurgence
of narrow nationalism, which portrays the bther'
(mostly identified as immigrants) as the main cause
for economic stress.

As a form of bourgeois rule, elements of the fascist
ideology are quite often internalised by the modern
ruling classes of the Third world, ie., the oppressed
countries, also. It is blended with the autocratic,
'rule by edict' system of rule commonly seen in the
past under feudal regimes all over the world. In
the imperialist countries also fascism resurrected
aspects of the feudal poliry replacing bourgeois
democracyt 'rule of law' and 'formal equalityi But
there is a difference in the oppressed nations. This
stems from persisting semi-feudal socio-economib
and cultural relations. As a result, even when forms
of bourgeois rule like the parliamentary system
exist, they are inherently flawed. The blending is a
permanent feature. 'Ihe switch over from a formal
parliamentary system with constitutionally assured
rights to the blatant supression of democratic
rights, has an economic dimension even in an
oppressed country. The diftbrence lies in the near
total permanence of economic distress.

\i(hen it comes to the situation in India, the
inherent flaw of the parliamentary system is often
discounted or ignored by mainstream political
analysts. They consider this country to be a mature
democracy as compared to other Thirld world
countries. The decades long sustenance of the
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;;;r-ry system and seperation of powers
between the legislature, executive, and judiciary, are
taken as proof. Fascist rule, like the one seen during
the Emergency imposed by Indira Gandhi, is taken
to be an abberation. A closer look would reveal
something else.

For example, the application of the bne person,
one vote' principle in India produces results quite
opposite to the promise of political equality (even if
formal) it is supposed to assure. As warned by Dr. B.

R. Ambedkat what it actually does is to reproduce
a 'permanent communal majorityi rather than a

changeable 'political majorityl An examination of
the caste composition of the Lok Sabha proves him
correct. The BIP has replaced the Congress as the
main political representative of the ruling classes. So
long as the Congress was in that position it enjoyed
solid backing from the Savarna Hindus. They have
now shifted their allegiance to the BlP. Meanwhile, the
new Lok Sabha too remains overwhelmingly5avarna
Hindu. Their share in MPs is nearly half of the total.
Though the political dispensation has changed, the
communal majority enjoyed by the Savarna Hindus
throughout t{re nearly seven decades of the Indian
parliamentary system remains unchanged.

This then is the context in which we must situate
and analyse the fascism being promoted in India,
presently by the Sangh Parivar through the Modi
government. It is an outgrowth of the reactionary
foundations on which the Indian parliamentary
system rests. By reactionary foundations I mean
persisting semi-feudalism and bureaucrat capitalism
unique to all oppressed countries. But that is not all.
It also represents a further step in the ruling classes'
project to tackle and overcome the longstanding
legitimacy crisis they have been facing for decades.
Under the Sangh Parivar di.spensation it has aquired
a distinct hue and doubly venemous content. This
makes it appropriate to name it Brahmanist Hindu
fascism. But Brahmanism is by no means restricted
to the Sangh Parivar. Therefore, to make an accurate
analysis of this fascism it must be done in a broader
context.

The aggressive Brahmanist stance advocated by the
RSS and other Hinduvadi forces had existed parallel
to the Gandhi-Nehru ideological theme from the
beginning itself, all alongvigorously contesting it. But
that stream never gained traction among the ruling
classes. In the aftermath of the Gandhi assassination
it even faced severe isolation and suppression. Yet it
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was never completely excluded. On the contrary, it
had always been allowed some space, even if limited.
The passage of this aggressive Brahmanist stance
from the margins to the dominant position it now
enjoys in the hegemonic consensus of the ruling
classes has been the most significant development in
the Indian polity during the past few decades, It can
be properlysituated and understood only if its viewed
on the light of the legitimacy crisis of the Indian state
and the direction taken in the recasting of the ruling
classes' hegemonic consensus. Otherwise one will
rcmain trapped in the superficiality of parliamcntary
politics.

Brahmanism has always been at the core of the
Indian ruling classes' ideological make up. It was a

key ingredient during the emergence, coalescence
and alliance forging of these classes during the British
period, as ruling classes in the making/waiting. Yet
this was not the Brahmanism of the Middle Ages,
of caste-feudalism. Complying with the pressures
and influences of colonial modernity, it was recast,
remoulded. Moreover, throughout this period, in
keeping with the changing demands to be addressed
while shaping up the consensus being forged under
the hegemony of these classes, its articulation and
stance have been modified. This became particularly
noticeable with thc formation of the Indian National
Congress (INC) in the late 19th century and its
successful positioning at the van of the anti-colonial
struggle.

The forging of a hegemonic consensus is ncver a top
down, linear, affair. [t always has to respond to, and
even adapt to, the pressures from below, from the
people. The gradual awakening of the broad masses
to political life under colonialism thus soon found
its resonance in a deepening rift within the INC,
between the 'moderates' and the 'militantsi The
latter's insistence on political action, as opposed to
the petitioning of the former, gained them favour
among the masses. But tlere was also another
side to this. The 'militants' unabashedly defended
Brahmanism as a matter of 'national pridei They
explicitly placed it as an integral component of the
'Indianness' sought to be articulated by them. Social
reforms were vigorously resisted. This exclusion of
the 'social reformist'agenda had its repercussions.
Both with their own agencies and as response to
the uncompromising Brahmanism espoused by
'militant' leaders like B.G. Tilak, more and more
social sections began to distance themselves from



the Congress. The'militant' stream thus ran into a

dead end. This prepared the entry of M.I(. Gandhi
and a new recasting of the hegemonic consensus
being forged.

In the new dispensation the stress was on
Brahmanism's capacity to retain and extend
its domination through accommodating and
assimilating the btherl The concerns of all those
social sections organising and struggling outside
the Congress were partially addressed. The INC
expanded into a conglomeration of diverse interest
groups headed by the emerging ruling classes. 'Ihe

Brahmanism favoured by them during this period
was implicit. It was one of moderation, infused
with prominent aspects of modernity's political
symbols. Take the case of the local elite's imagining
of an 'Indian nation. This was made possible by
colonialism. As such it was a very modern product.
Yet it was also useful to breath new life into
Brahmanism's dream of a'Bharat' spanning the whole
sub continent. Simultaneously, by providing a sense

of ancient origins, Brahmanism allowed this creation
of colonialism to be conceived as the resurgence
of a held,back, glorious, past, Continuing as an
integral cornponent of this'Indiannessl Brahmanism
was now positioned implicitly, embedded in the
discourses of modernity. The Brahmanist precept
of 'unity in diversity' secures its supremacy by
deeming all diversity to be mere manifestations of
a bne' acclaimed by it. This \,vas now projected as

the ethos of the'Indian nation, thus placing it at the
root of all the actually existing nationalities. Gandhi
was instrumental in this whole endeavour. Many
others too contributed. In particular Jawaharlal
Nehru brought in a ''Western' slant, with economic
'development'as a major theme.

Under neocolonial conditions of indirect imperialist
control and exploitation, the semblance of
independence is of much importance - both for
the local ruling classes and imperialism. Post-
1947, imperialist designed and funded projects and
technology were absorbed. Deeper penetration of
foreign finance capital was welcomed. Amidst this
heightened dependence, all of this was heralded
as development. Thus, the false consciousness of
independence and development becamc crucial in
the new hegemonic consensus.

The pretension of secularism was yet another of its
prominent ingredients. Secularism can only mean
the separation of the state from religion, making it

the private affair of a citizen. This was never the case
in India. Instead, the state's 'equal treatment of all
religions' was deemed as secularism. In practice, it
always favoured the majority religious community.
Religious minorities, especially the Muslims, were
dealt with in a prejudiced manner. The dismal
conditions of the Muslim masses, even after more
than five decades of 'secular' rule was weli exposed
in the Sachar Committee repoqt. Yes, there certainly
has been a spike in attacks on Muslims under the
Modi Raj. The unabashed justification of such attacks
by their perpctrators, the apathy of govcrnmcnt
agencies, the socio-political-cultural milieu where
such murderous incidents get accommodated as the
'new normal'- these are surely new developments.
However, one must also not forget that they have

their antecedents in decades old state and non-
state violence against Muslims and other religious
minorities.

This 'nen'normal' too needs to be situated in the
socio'political process it has emerged from and
which it further embellishes. Otherwise rve rvould
end up in simplistic and artificial divisions. The

distinction sought to be made between a supposedly
'secular democratic' past and a threatening'ethnic
democratic' luture is one such example. An index
offercd for such differentiation is thc under-
representation of Muslims in the Lok Sabha. The
fact is that this has been the norm throughout. It has

never been anywhere close to their proportion in
tlre population, right from the very first LS af L952.

Yet, just like triumphalist sermons on'self-reliance'
masked deepening dependence on imperialism,
secularism too remained a convenient disclaimer
absolving the Indian State and the party in power of
their communal crimcs.

All of these clcmcnts of the hcgemonic conscnsus

started to come under severe stress from the 1960's

onwards. The reality of imperialist dependence and
the hollowness of the 'socialist, secular, democratic'
claims of the rulers, became more and more exposed,

Their state's' legitimacy was increasingly being
challenged by various sections of the struggling
lnasses and by national movements. The Naxalbari
armed peasant rebellion shook up the whole country.
Attempting to regain ground and restore thc
hegemonic consensus, the INC led by Indira Gandhi
first tried a mix of populism coupled with fascist
rule. W'hcn that failed, an ideological remoulding
raising the need to revise hitherto sanctioned views
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]li X;"sed reseryation, secularism and other
elements of the old consensus was promoted. The
state-controlled, public sector-led, economic model
began to be diimantled. The semblance of self-
reliance made way for deeper penetration of TNCs.
All of this would take a leap with the collapse of
the Soviet Union and the wholesale promotion of
the globalisation agenda in the 1990s. There was
greater concentration of po\/er at the Centre. The
Prime Minister's Offrce emerged as the real centre
of power. Congress ideologues began to openly
raise the need to shift to a Presidential style of
elections and governance in place of the existing
\ifiestminster model. Elections began to be focussed
on personalities.

The recasting of the hegemonic consensus was
accompanied by a conscious attempt to bind the
Savarna Hindu castes into an all-India compact as

a core social base of the state. Energetic promotion
of 'national integrationi vicious suppression of
revolutionary movements and nationality struggles
and aggressive expansionist acts against neighbouring
countries - all of this was put to the service of fanning
up national chauvinism, now'openly given a Hindu
communal colour. Over the years, the undertones
of the new hegemonic consensus being shaped up
became more and more apparent as an explicit
Brahmanism, packaged as resurgent Hinduism.
All sections of the ruling classes, their political
representatives across the whole spectrum from riglrt
to left, have endorsed and promoted it. Remember,
the attack on the Golden Temple, pogroms against
the Sikhs, the opening of the Babri Masjid giving
a boost to the RSS' plans eventually leading to its
demolition - all of this took place under Congress
rule. Rajiv Gandhi had symbolically launched his
LS election campaign from Ayodhya. This was
also the period when a Supreme Court bench had
conveniently declared 'Hindutva' to be a 'way of
lifel greatly aiding the RSS and other Hinduvadis.
'While the ruling classes as a whole endorsed the
promotion of explicit Brahmanism, they differed
among themselves (and still do) on the limits of its
aggressiveness and the modes of its articulation.

The extension of reservation to the intermediary
castcs (OBCs) at the Central level by the VP Singh
government! implementation of the Mandal
Commission's recommendations and the rise of
caste based partics like the Samajwadi Parry (SP) and
the Bahujan Samaj Party (BSP) were two important
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developments duringthis period. Were they counter-
currents to the ideological remoulding going on?
These developments are often clubbed together
and termed as the 'Mandalisation of the polityl
However, the social dynamics underlying them were
distinct. They need to be examined separately. The
implementation of the Mandal recommendations
certainly was a tactical move aimed at checking
the RSS'game plan. But that was not all. It was also
intended to ease caste contradictions inevitably
sharpened bythe promotion of explicit Brahmanism
and thus related to the overall design of consensus
recasting being pursued. Similar in intention was
the countrywide celebration of Dr. B. R. Ambedkar's
birth centenary, also initiated from the Centre by
the VP Singh government. In the process, he was

being positioned as some sort of a 'Father of the
Constitution and co-opted into the ruling classes'

poiitical pantheon. His primary and prominent role
in the anti-Brahmanist struggle was thus back sided.

Struggles for getting the Mandal recommendations
implemented, going against Savarna resistance, did
produce a new awareness among the oppressed
castes. To that extent it brought forth a counter-
current and also gave a boost to the growth of caste-

based parties. But their fbrmation and growth were
essentially propelled by a diffcrent dynamics. The
breaking away of social sections from the Congress
conglomeration was already underway. It was not
limited to the Dalit and intermediary castes alone.
In some states Savarna castes concerned over the
prospects of being side-lined in state politics moved
away from the Congress. In some others, caste

and nationality interests combined, allowing the
formation of a broader break away. It was propelled
by nationality bascd exploiting classes trying to
shake off the control of an all-India party in order
to facilitate their growth by gaining greater and
direct control ovcr governmental power at thc
state level. In yet some other regions, alienation
from the Congress was spurred on by economic
stagnation arising from the platcauing of the 'Green

Revolutionl Overall, these developments indicated
the sharpening of contradictions economic,
political and social. The new parties that emerged
represented the aspirations and concerns of new
elites forming up within various social sections,
located in the nationalities and cultural regions.
It opened up the spell of coalition governments,

with and without an all-India party as anchor. The

political churning this gave rise to did complicatc the



ruling classes'ideological project as well. However,
soon enough the new elites too got integrated with
the ruling classes and became participants in its
remoulding exercise. The metamorphosis of the BSp
from Savarna baiting to locating its own symbols in
Brahmanist iconography is a striking example of this
transition.

The Sangh Parivar stands at an extreme in the explicit
Brahmanism commonly endorsed by the ruling
classes. However, it would be wrong to identify this
as an 'exclusionist' position as opposed to some
'inclusiveness'favoured by others like the Congress.
Brahmanism thrives on the graded assimilation
of the btheri It excludes the bther' from an equal
status precisely by allowing such graded space to
it. It privileges itself by what may be termed as an
'exclusionist inclusionl There is therefore nothing
nev/ or unusual in the sermons of RSS leaders on
being inclusive, even while their fascist minions go
around lynching Muslims and Dalits. Modik tacking
on 'Sabka viswas' to his earlier spiel of 'Sabka saat[
sabka vikas'is very much a part of this.

Other than its extreme in aggressiveness, the shaping
being given by the RSS to the hegemonic consensus
has its own specificity. They are born of compulsions
particular to it. To put its stamp, the RSS must recast
it completely, displacing and marginalising the
GandhiNehru legacy. This is being done through
an exercise in de-hyphenation. While Gandhi is
given a make over projecting his'localnesslNehru is
vchemently excludcd, emphasising his'foreignnessi

The Congress has all along staked a monopoly claim
on representing the country by foregrounding its
role as the main political stream in the anti-colonial
struggle. This was a major facet of the old consensus.
The Gandhi-Nehru legacy is tightly enmeshed with
it. So long as it retains some credibility, the formal
enthroning of an RSS-brand aggressive Brahmanism
at the core of the new hegemonic consensus cannot
be realised with full force. Crude substitution of
its aggressive stance in place of the benign one of
the Gandhi-Nehru theme, while leaving the latter,s
claim to an exceptional anti-colonial pedigree
unchallenged, is not feasible. The historical record
of the Sangh Parivar and its founder leaders simply
wont allow it. They kept away from the anti-British
struggle. The broader Hinduvadi forces too were no
better.

Given this burden of its past, the RSS has been
energeticaliy pursuing a multi-pronged strategy

aimed at manufacturing its olvn ,nationalist,

narrative. This ranges from crude chauvinism
centred on flaunting symbols and slogans born of
its bigotry, to the appropriation of historical icons
of past struggles, social as well as national. Facts
are stretched to 'prove' the participation of the
RSS in the anti-colonial struggle. In order to offset
the Congress' monopoly claim on that struggle, it
publicises all other streams hitherto ignored or side-
lined in offrcial narratives. (Those led by Communists
and Muslims are carefuily avoided.) In all of this, a
repositioning or re-rcading of thcir icons as votaries
of Hinduvada, even if as mild ones, is sought to be
realised.

Along with this, it has gone all out to establish its
brand of communal chauvinism as the sole credential
of patriotism. We are also treated to big taik on
Indiak 'arriving'on the world stage as a'poweri on its
own strength. Under Modi this propaganda has been
taken to ridiculous heights even as India is getting
tightly tied up into the US military web. While the
'India as a world power'balloon is blown up by the
RSS with Modi as poster-boy, the risk of the Indian
people getting dragged into US instigated conflicts
has greatly heightened.

The RSS istryingitsbestto drawthe Dalit, intermediary
castes and Adivasis into its folds. Through this it tries
to address two separate, yet interrelated, challenges.
One of them is of an ideological nature. It is that of
papering over t-tre inevitable sharpening of social
divisions that accompany the promotion of aggressive
Brahmanism. The blatant attempt to appropriate
Ambedkar is an example. The other challenge is
born of immediate electoral compulsions, i.e. the
need to form broad caste-based alliances. It needs
this to offset the treat posed by caste-based parties
like the BSP or SP. The Congress too had its caste,
communal, electoral alliance, mostly Savarna-Dalit-
Muslim. In the case of the RSS, it has the burden
of squaring its alliances with its aggressive brand
of Brahmanism, normally repulsive to these castes.
It has sought to do this by playing on intra,Dalit,
intra-intermediary caste contradictions. Much more
than the successful appeal of a'commod Hinduness
standing above caste divisions or the themistry' of
Modi, its success in building a broad alliance, pulling
in the smaller Dalit and intermediary castes, secured
it greater vote shares and seats in states like UP and
Bihar. To give the example of UB these castes remain
relatively disadvantagedvis avis those like thelatavor
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;*#;inant among the Dalits and intermediary
castes of that state. A combination of the Savatnas,

non-Yadav intermediary castes and non-)atav Dalits

easily outstrips the |atav Yadav and Muslims, who

collectively come to only forty per cent. This was the

basic arithmetic at work - the one of caste'

Apart from the shrewdness of such electoral tactics,

what is of more interest in the long run is the material

grounds that allow their successful deployment. An
elite has emerged within the oppressed castes. They

are getting Brahmanised in direct proportion to thc

growth of their exploitative interests' On their own,

they have been'sanitising' their struggling pasts and

leaders to suit them to their current interests and

supposedly improved social status. Hence, there is

much that is complementary between the dynarnics

governing these elites and the RSS' appropriation
strategy. Any atternpt to counter the RSS' electorai
tactics with exclusively caste-based alliances thus
inevitably runs into an inherent obstacle.

ln India, the parliamentary system remains the
prcfcrred form of govcrnancc due to ccrtain
particularities of the country. The first of these is

its extreme social fragmentation with its abundance

of ca$tes, communal groupings, nationalities,
ethnicities and regional identities. The second one

is the absence of a dominant nationality or cohesive

social group that could be made the social base of
the state. Neither the'Hindi beltl nor the Savarna

Hirrdus, or even the Hindus as a whole can satisfy this
necd. Each of them is riven with divisions. Grcater

doses of Brahmanism only go to harden them, even

as they ioin up against the btherl the Muslims.

These are the unique conditions of our societywhich
make the parliamentary system eminently suitable

for the ruling classes. It allo\.vs some distribution of
governmental power and opportunity to corner a
share of the spoils of exploitation. It has the potential

to accommodate various echelons of the exploitative
classes, even some layers of the middle classcs, and of
coursc, varying patterns of caste reprcscntalion. All
this can be done while maintaining and exercising

the overall hegemony of the ruling classes. The

f'unctioning of the parliamcntary system surcly doe s

generate a lot of centrilugal pulls and complicates

Central governance. Therefore, the resolution

of the legitimacy crisis may finally end up with
a more centralised presidential system with an

elected president enjoying executive powers and a

curtailment of fundamental rights. Even then, the
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parliamentary system with its layers of governmental

and administrative potential for co-option will most

likely be retained along with it.

Buoyed up by their sweeping victory, BIP leaders

boast that this is now going to be repeated for

several coming elections. That is a baseless claim'

If not for Pulawama and the Balakot air strike the

outcome of the recent elections would not have

been so favourable to it. Given the dim global

economic scene, f'urther complicated by aggressive

protectionism and the growing contention among

the big imperialist powers, the prospects of an

economic upturn in India are rather bleak. TIie huge

majority the BJP has won is not going to change

this material reality, just as it did not during its last

term. A slew of anti-people, anti-labour legislation,

more sell offof public assets, and greater easening of

conditions for the penetration of imperialist capital,

all packaged as 'bolct reforms' is already on its way'

Coupled to this is the promotion of rabid jingoism

and communal Muslim-baiting' Horvever, given the

above scene, they are unlikely to be of much use in

terms of triggering of 'growth' (firr whatever that is

worth). The only outcotne one can reliably predict is

that these measures will surely call up larger sections

of the masses into struggle. As a result of all this, the

electoral prospects of the BIP may well get reversed

as its present term progresses. The larger question

wouid still remain - how can the promotion of
explicit, aggressive Brahmanism be countered and

reversed? Can a revival of the Congress and its allies

assure this?

Right now the Congress finds itsclf in a rather

unfavourable situation. 'Ihe two ends holding up it
traditional vote alliance, the Savarnas and Dalits,

have pulled away, damning it to crash down. Though

varying from state to state its ivluslim vote base is on

the whole holding up. But that won't be of much help

by itself. Even though it is hanging on to the Gandhi-

Nehru legacy, this is more in appearance than

substance. It is no less explicit in its Brahmanism or

aggressive in advocacy of the globalisation agenda.

Given its class nature it cannot but be so. Besides,

since'globalisation with a human face'is now part of

the imperialist agenda, there is not much it can offer

by way of social welfare that cannot be met in equai

measure by the BlP. As fbr fbreign policy, the tilt



towards the US and willingness to get entangled in
its military web, was initiated by the Congress itself.
Here too it cannot offer anything new other than
some fine calibration. Despite all of this the Congress
is not going to be wiped out of existence. Modi is not
going to be granted his wish of a 'Congress-mukt'

India. The ruling classes still need it as an all-India
counterpoint; a role no state party can fulfil.

'lhe chances of the Congress making a comeback

by gaining a majority on its own are extremely
remote. But it can hope to regain power as part
of a coalition. As was proven by the UPA-I and 2,

a coalition with the Congress as its anchor is quite
acceptable and workable for the ruling classes and

imperialism. Moreover, a functioning Congress is
necessary for them for a more fundamental reason.
A parliamentary system can remain meaningful only
so long as the possibility of switching parties from
government to opposition benches and vice versa is
retained. As noted earliec the parliamentary system
remains the preferred form of governance in India
due to certain particularities ofthe country. Since the
promotion of explicit Brahmanism is not something
simply limited to Hinduvadi outfits like thc RSS,

it would be f'utile to seek weapons against it in the
Congress or other parliamentary parties. Neither
will they come from the Gandhi-Nehru arsenal.

The task is to confront and undermine the ruling
classcs hegemonic consensus bcing forged with
explicit, aggressive, Brahmanism at its core. That
cannot be fulfilled by seeking rcfuge in thc benign
Brahmanism of the Gandhi-Nehru type. Moreover,
democracy has no obligation to defend this legacy

against the Hinduvadis, The liberalism it displayed,
the democracy it professed, was superficial. It
avoided the basic issued of democratisation in our
context, even those of a bourgeois nature. 'Ihis

Savarna stream of democracy was satisfied with
modifications in caste-feudalism and the reworking
of Brahmanism to suit the modern needs of the
cxploiters, new and old. tt must not bc confused or
equated with the democratic values generated by
the masscs through their strugglcs or the rights they
have gained through them. At various levels, and in
varying dcgrccs, these dealt with the basic issues of
democratisation. They dealt with the its political,
social, cconomic and cultural dimensions. Not

the Savarna stream of democracy but this Avarna
stream, with its roots going all the way back to the

anti-Brahmanist Bhakti movements, must be made

rhe basis for any meaningful struggle against the

Brahmanist fascist agenda of the RSS and its cohorts.

However, a mere recall of those values and teachings

will not suffi"ce.

All of those movements had emerged from, and

responded to, then existing conditions. 'Ihey cannot

be simplystretched out to suit our times. The material

conditions that have given rise to Brahmanist Hindu
fascism within the recasting of the ruling classes'

hegemonic consensus are a complex ensemble'

Not just the interests of the ruling classes, those

of contemporary imperialism too are enmeshed in
it. Present day Brahmanism is not the old one. It is
neither that of the colonial period, nor even of the

early decades after the transfer of power inL947,Eor
example, it is conscious of the heightened awareness

seen among various oppressed social sections. New

tools and stratagems to co-opt their leaders and

subvert them are being developed by it. Moreover,

class division is very much present and growing

among the Savarnas too. Among thc peasants

murdered by government policies and misguidedly
recorded as 'suicidesi a good number come from
these castes. So too are a Iarge share among the

impoverished labourers in urban centres. The

concerns offall oppressed sections, including these,

should be addressed, while drawing on the people's

traditions of anti-Brahmanist struggles. This cannot

be done through caste, religious community alliances,

no matter how representative they are. lt cannot be

done through the parliamentary system. What is
needed are grass roots movements. Movements that

address class, caste, gender, ethnic, religious minority,
nationality, regional and environmental issues

need to be promoted. A broad, radical democratic,
platform and a counter-consensus must be given

shape to through thern. This is what is needed to
build a powerful, consistent struggle against the RSS

and the fascist cohorts within the broader, radical,

perspective of confronting the ruling classes.
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Once again, the global capitalist structure is under

severe crisis and therefore it has resorted to fascist

tendencies. And the situation therefore, brings the

question of alternative to this fascist rule, to which

tire left seems historically the most favourable' ln the

present scenario, where in every country in the world

ihe.. a.* multiple socialist and communist parties

which are functioning invarious domains. Some are

solely legalist parliamentarian parties functioning

onlywithin the domain ofthe state, - plunging into the

accommodative process of diffi.rsing the discontent

of the masses with semblance of protestations on

petty issues, in which the state becomes the actual

gainer as its legitimacy stands vindicated: as if, all

grievances, problems, discontents, and revolting

tendencies can be solved within the boundaries o[
the existing state. Wheteas, there are other parties

who are trying to organise people into broader

resistance against the system as a whole. The social

democratic parties which operates only within
the boundaries of state apparatus, incorporates

the very forms of state rule,mobilizing in which it
mobilizes the toiling masses in support of declining

capitalism. The bourgeois class rule, which is actually

the capitalist dictatorship has two mafor forms:

bourgebis democracy and fascism. The capitalist

dictaiorship regulates itself through various forms

of governmengovernment: t- from parliamentarian

ro.id democracy to single party rule. These forms

are determined by the aspects of both internal

contradictions withinbetween the ruling class and

the contradiction between the ruling class and the

masses.

The 13th Plenum of the Executive Committee of the

Communist International (ECCI) in December 1933

defined Fascism as the 'bpen, terrorist dictatorship

of the most reactionary most chauvinist and the

most imperialist elements of finance capitall'

However,Though this does not mean that fascism

being the diciatorship of the "most imperialist

elements of finance capital" can only exist in
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imperialist countries. Does it mean that there can be
no fascism in a countrywithouta developed financial
bourgeoisie? Dimitrov pointed out in his concluding
speech to the 7th'World Congress of the Comintern
in August 1935: "In the colonial and semi-colonial
countries also, as was mentioned in the discussion,
certain fascist groups are developing but of course
there can be no question of the kind of fascism that
we are accustomed to see in Germany, Italy and other
capitalist countries. Here we must study and take
into account the quite special economic, political
and historical conditions in accordance with which
fascism is assuming and will continue to assume
peculiar forms of its own'l he further continued that,
"No general characterisation of fascism, however
correct in itself, can relieve us of the need to study
and take into account the special features of the
development of fascism and the various forms of
fascist dictatorship in the individual countries and
its various stages. It is necessary in each country
to investigate, study and ascertain the national
peculiarities, the specific national features of fascism
and to map out accordingly effective methods and
forms of struggle against fascisml'

The development of fascism, and of the fascist
dictatorship itself, assumes diftbrent fbrms in
different countries, according to historical, social
and economic conditions, owing and to the national
peculiarities and the international position of the
given country. The fascization of the dictatorship
of the bourgeoisie and its allies in a country can
be termed as "developing fascism'l In general, in
politics, the direction of development is often
more important than where things actually stand
at the given moment. These conceptions regarding
fascism are not oniy crucial to understand the
changes introduced in the bourgeois state apparatus
during the transition phase of the regime, but also

to clearly understand what alternative is required.
The emancipatory goal of the communist party
Iies in its goal to champion the objective of the
class struggle, which concerns seizing state power
by the proletariat in order to destroy the existing
bourgeois state apparatus and replace it with a

new one, and then set in motion a radical process,
that of the destruction of the state. Therefore, the
legalist communist parties and socialist parties who
rejects the neccssity of capturing the state powcr
by forcibly overthrowing the ruling class to install
proletariat dictatorship, serves and aims to continue
the capitalist state and its oppressive instruments.

These parties which incorporates and enacts the
very fascist principles, acts and policies under the
garb of 'Communist' or 'Socialist' parties (at least
according to their manifesto) are social fascists.To
proceed further into the question of social fascism,

one has to understand it historically.One cannot deal

with the question of fascism without clarifying the
concept of imperialism.

As Lenin says, "'We have to begin with as precise
and full a definition of imperialism as possible.

imperialism is a specific historical stageof capitalism.
Its specific character is threefold: imperialism
is monopoly capitalism; parasitic, or decaying
capitalism; moribund capitalism;" "Since the specific
political features of imperialism are reaction
everywhere and increased national oppression due

to the oppression of the financial oligarchy and the
elimination of free competition, a petty-bourgeois.
democratic opposition to imperialism arose at the
beginning of the twentieth century in nearly all
imperialist countriesli where" Imperialist ideology
also penetrates the working class. No Chinese wall
separates it from the other classes. The leaders of the
present-day, so-called, "social-Democratic" Party

of Germany are justly called "social-imperialists'i
that is, socialists in words and imperialists in deeds;

but as early as 1902, Hobson noted thc existence in
Britain of "Fabian imperialists" who belonged to the
opportunist Fabian Society"

Bourgeois scholars and publicists usually come out
in defence of imperialism in a somewhatveiled form;
they obscure its complete, domination and its deep-
going roots, strive to push specific and secondary
details into the forefront and do their very best
to distract attention from essentials by means of
absolutely ridiculous schemes for "refornt'"'

It is important to clearly understand the way in
which l,enin maps the ideological diversions taking
place in the imperialist stage of capitalism. Lenin
used terms-"social-patriotsj' "social-chauvinistsi
"social-impcrialistsj' and "social-traitors" during the
First World War to denote those Social-Democrats
who wished to fight for the defensedefence, rather
than thc dcfcat, of their own countries.The Social
Democrats regarded the social state in which they
functioned as one of partially achieved and fully
promised democracy, came forward to defend it
from "foreign aggression'l Denying, as a democrat
and social pacifist, the real struggle of the classes,

they betrayed the rvorkers to their class-enemies
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;*;rivel them into the service of the Fatherland.
This is the stage of Social Democracy described by
Lenin as "social'patriotism": the pretence that the
workers' cautti is bound up with the interests of
"their" country, in the preservation of "their hard-
won democratic rights': It is true that in the ranks
of the social traitors there was an apparent division
between patriots and pacifists, but the function of
the two were complementary. It was the business
of the pacifists to misdirect the elements of class

opposition to the bourgeois Fatherland, to lead them
into futile demonstrations in favour of "peace by
negotiation" (between the bourgeois governments),
and prevent direct proletarian action-as Macdonald
did in Britain. The solidarity of the two sections was
;rr:'ii'::i'demnnstrated soon after the war; and it was
the pacifist "lefts" who brought social patriotism to
its culmination in the theory of Empire Socialism.

Therefore, in the specific world historical situation of
imperialism, vVulgar bourgeois reformism emerged
as a result of theoretical divorce of imperialist politics
from irnperialist economics, monopoly in politics
from monopoly in economics and opportunism
transformed into revisionism which profoundly
created social chauvinists and social imperialists.
Lenin locates the historical shift, which leads to the
emergence of social imperialist in "the desertion of a
stratum ofthe labour aristocracy to the bourgeoisie"
which "has matured and become an accomplished
fact" and this "economic fact, this shift in class

relations" according to him emerged in the political
form of social imperialism.

\(iith the deepening crisis of Imperialism and the
weakness of the revolutionary forces to confront
it, fascism's emergencemarked both quantitative
and qualitative expansion and fascization of the
brutal dictatorship of the bourgeoisie. Fascism

being one of the two major forms of bourgeois
class rule, deploys significantly much more state

terrorism over revolutionaries and revolutionary
parties, while exercising its brutal dictatorship over
the masses.In the transition period to fascism, the
social democratic parties which are already social
imperialist to its core, in no way tries to go into direct
conflict with that of the fascist party or ideology in
power. Rather it participates and enriches the fascist
political narrative of chauvinism, xenophobia and
jingoism. Paradodcally, these social democratic
parties then become a major obstacle in thc road
of fascism to seize the state power completely and
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therefore eliminating them becomes the primary
aim of the fascists. This intra-class contradiction
creates wonderful spectacles,within which the
social-imperialist, in the fear of being annihilated,
camouflages as revolutionaries talking of radical
reformism and progress. This phenomenon is evident
in the later stages of fascismt emergence to power,

whenthe fascist party captures considerable power
and starts annihilating the bourgeois democratic
setup.

Theterminology"social fascism'l was notablydeployed
against the German Social Democratic Party (SPD),

whose police chief in Berlin, Zorgiebel, issued a ban

on open air demonstrations resulting in the murder
more than 30 people and wounding at least 200 in
the Communist-led the International Workers Day
march in Berlin, on May 1st 1929. Following the May
Day massacre the Communists led massive strikes
and shut downs, while popular neighbourhoods
were on virtual lock down occupied by heavily armed
police backed by the social democrats. These events
led both the Communists in Germany as well ass

in the Comintern to begin linking the role of social

democracy with the rise of fascism. Not just in case

of Germany, but Marshal )oseph PilsuJski of Poland,

FilippoTurati and LodovicodArago r;r of italy, ].
Ramsey MacDonald of Britain anri the Bulgarian
government Socialists were also characterised as

fascist social democrats by the Comintern in L924.

The program of the Sixth Congressof the Comintern
in 1928 precisely described the reactionary role
of the social democratic parties in the post war
situation: "In its systematic conduct of this counter-
revolutionary policy, Social-Democracy operates

on two ranks: The Right wing of Social-Democracy,
avowedly counter-revolutionary is csscntial for
negotiating and maintaining direct contact with the
bourgeoisie; the Left wing is essential for the subtle

deception of the workers. While playingwith pacifist
and at times even with revolutionary phrases, "Left"
wing Social-Democracy in practice acts against the
workers, particularly in acute and critical sifuationsl
Therefore the Comintern,which extensively dealt
with the concept of social fascism, theorised the
roots of social fascism in the right wing of social

democracy.

This has been a topic of controversy and debate

between scholars and academics, but the ghost

of 'stalinism' has bccn promoted by Trotskyites
and other such cliques to keep discussion of the



phenomena of social fascism at bay. The third
period of the Comintern have their defects, and the
proceeding period of the popular front have as many
if not more shortcomings which were corrected by
the Chinese communists during their application of
United front against |apanese fascism.

The theory of social fascism re-emerged in the
backdrop of sino-soviet split with Khrushchev's coup
d'etat to power. The CPC pointed out that "Utilizing
the state power under its control, this new-type
bureaucrat monopoly capitalist class has turned
socialist ownership into ownership by capitalist
roaders and turned the socialist economy into a

capitalist economy and a state monopoly capitalist
economy. ln the name of the "statel'it unscrupulously
plunders the state treasury and embezzles at will
the fruits of the labour of the Soviet people in every
possible way. Indulging in luxury and debauchery, it
rides roughshod over the people. In order to extort
maximum profits and maintain its reactionary
rule, this new-type bureaucrat monopoly capitalist
class not only exploits and oppresses the people
of its own country, but it necessarily engages rn
rabid expansion and aggression, joins the company
of world imperialism in redividing the world and
pursues the most vicious social-imperialist policiesi'
CPC highlighted Mao Tse-tung's theory "The rise
to power of revisionism means the rise to power of
the bourgeoisiei'The Soviet Union today is under the
dictatorship of the bourgeoisie, a dictatorship of the
big bourgeoisie, a dictatorship of the German fascist
type, a dictatorship of the Hitler typel' , to explain
revisionist social-imperialism and its fascist nature.
Peking reyiew further elaborated the connection of
social fascism with that of social imperialism on the
eve of soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia, it stated:
"Fascist tI/hite terror reigns in Soviet society today.
At the end of its rope, the Soviet revisionist renegade
clique is feverishly practicing social-fascism at
home and cruelly suppressing the broad masses of
the Soviet working people in order to maintain its
tottering reactionary rule and press aheadvigorously
with social-imperialism abroadi' The neo-revisionist
theory of Khrushchev's "dictatorship of the whole
people'hnd "proletarian dictatorship"-- these two
diametrically opposed concepts were lumped
together for no other purpose than to deceive the
masses and camouflage the dictatorship of the big
bourgeoisie. By "party leadership" they actually
mean political control over the broad masses of the
party members and the people by the handful of

social-fascist oligarchs. By '*?iscipline" they mean
suppression of all who are dissatisiied with their rule.
And by'tentralism" they mean further centralizing
the political, economic and military power in the
hands of their gang.

"fhe question of United front, which according
to academic scholars and other critics posed an
essential contradiction with the concept of sociai
fascism, was clearly addressed by CPC. In describing
the united front as one of the three magic weapons
of the revolution, it clarified that the basis of forming
a united front is unite all the forces opposed to
imperialism and comprador bureaucrat capitalism.
The social fascists are essential components of the
ruling class, serving the direct interest of imperialism
and comprador bureaucrat capitalism, who in no
circumstances, becomes a part of the revolutionary
united front to serve the revolutionary cause.

The Indian Experience

In the specific condition of India, when imperialism
is in a crisis owing to the unprececlented world
economic crisis, the subservie.nt ruling classes in
India are whipping up of communal sentiments to
cover up the lack of development in every aspect
of social lives, and misdirect the real grievances
of the people regarding their deplorable material
conditions.The parliamentary model, which was

inherited from the colonial rule, has its discrepancy
with the Indian condition. The parliamentary form
was born in Europe after the bourgeoisie accumulate
considerable amount of power and the capitalist
development required major changes in forms of
regulation and control. Unlike that of European
condition, dre capitalist transilion in India is nol
completed yet and a rnidway condition of imperialist
capital and its ally big comprador bourgeoisie has

not taken progressive role in changing ptoduction
relation in backward countries like ours, they
only strive to make some reforms to change the
appearance. If they weaken the semi feudal relation
in one form, they resurrect it in other form. In India
the caste and creed system embraces semi feudal
relationship economically, politically, culturally.
Especiallywhile dealingwith adivasi people, the state

itself stands as a feudal lord through its complicated
web of bureaucracy. In our country initiation of any
big industrial projects means eviction of tribes and
other oppressed lower castes from their home land
and in this way the number of pauperized farmers
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i*"r-"p.'" the era of liberalization, this trend has

become even more prevalent. In totality, we can say

Indian monopoly comprador bureaucratic capital is

working in thd service of world imperialist capital,

and semi feudal relations provide the social basis of
this function. Politics is condensed form of economic
relationship and therefore the endeavour to retain

this semi feudal relation by the ruler is expressed in
arena of politics in a more concentrated way. Any
revolutionary land reform movement is challenged

by all the forces ofthe state.

The institutionalised Marxism of the CPI(M), CPI,

etc. in the post-1947 period has shown no qualms

in collaborating with the Congress Party of Nehru,
Indira and now Sonia Gandhi in the name of
opposing right reaction. They also joined directly
and indirectlywith the BJP and its earlier version )an-
Sangha creating the same smokescreen of a mock-
fight with the Congress misrule. For the unsullied
love of parliamentary politics, on the occasion of
each and every election, at the state or the central
level, such social democrats plunge into the fray with
the same old argument that defeating their electoral
adversary(ies ) can alone save the nation' The 1994

industrial policy adopted by the then |yotiBasu
government clearly endorsed fbreign capital and

technology on a mutual benefit basis; n'elcomcd
private investment in the generation of electricity,
and in other fieldsetc. It is notable that the 1994

industrial policy is at once an extension of the 1977

policy and it is conspicuously pro-privatisation and

foreign capital investment oriented. However, it
must be admitted that even one tenth of the MOUs
signed by the W'.8 government and the prospective
foreign investors could not see the light of day. The

CPM M.P Mr.Somnath Chattcrjec, only since 1995,

flew to the'West as many as 7 times and got signed

53 MOUs, of which 3 could only materialize. On
13 December 2002, thc 'Left' Front Chief Minister
really won the hearts of capitalist masters, when in
the presence of as many as 80 top industries of lndia,
hc categorically said that the state governmcnt shall

resort to lathis if workers'movement cross the limits.
The industrialists present applauded the "Marxist"
Chief Minister clapping hands. The I.T.C Chairman
Yogesh Chandra Debeswar even commented at

that meeting that the productivity and workers'

disciptine in his factorics can bc compared with that
of the best in the world. To mention few more, the
15 units of Webel, which were earning profits, were

first turned into joint ventures with private owncrs
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Iike Webel Carbon & Metals Film Resistors Ltd;
Vebelsen Capacitors Ltd, WebelNicco Electronics
Ltd, and \Mebel Communication Industries Ltd.

Webel Communication, a.mong othersetc. And then

some of such profits - making units were sold out to

individual capitalists as'Webel Telematics Ltd' Way

back in L992, itwas a joint sector profitable concern

and in L994, it was sold off to the MNC Siemens.

The Webel VDO concern has been handed over to
Philips. The 'Left' Front's topsy-turvy came in the

wake of the proposals from Indian Oil Limited,
indian Oxygen Company and thc Reliancc Group.

Foreign investment too comes in the form of
building roads, bridge projects, for some of which
the |apan Bank for International Corporation (JBIC)

has financed. Earlier, the 'Left' Front Government
had borrowed money from JtslC for the Bakreswar

Power plant, This is the way foreign direct investment
or IMF / World Bank or IBIC penetrate easily into
'West Bengal, while the so-called Left-Front cries

hoarse that Bakreswar or such projects were built as

symbols of advance. Under the CPN'I misrule, there is

a clear nexus between promoters and administrati<ln
and CPM leaders, with land sharks in every city and

its outskirts, roaming around,abouthungrywith a

hunger for lands. The worst nexus was seen when

at the Chandmoni tea garden near Siliguri was

forcibly handed over to a promoter - businessman

like Harsh Newatia, an agent of Bengal Ambuja,

operating under the patronage of the 'Left' Front

Government's Urban Development Minister. On 26

)une 2002, when workers put up stiffresistance, two

of them were gunned down and manywere critically
injured. The "Marxist" government was determined

to set up hotels and tourist spots on that land at the

cost of workers' lives. Similar incidents of nexus

between the extortionist CITU leaders and police

was witnessed in the Changmari tea gardens when

9 workers refused to part with a sum of Rs 20 as

'donation' (originallya coupon of Rs 10 denomination

was given in each case) everyweek. The CITU leaders

took to their heels and took shelter in the CPM oflice

at the Luksan Bazar. Then the "Marxist" gangsters,

backed by huge posse of policemen appeared on

the scene. The police firing snatched the lives of 3
workers and injured many.

From the mid-sixties, the ruling classes in India

under prcssure from the World Bank and othcr
internaiional agencies like, Ford Foundation and

Rockefeller Foundation opted for seed fertilizer
technology the agricultural dcvclopment in thc



well-endowed regions having a higher percentage of
irrigated areas and other infrastructure facilities like
Punjab and Haryana. The motive behind this shift was
firstly to impose'Green Revolution'as an alternative
to'Red Revolutionl Secondly, to create a big market
for multinationals and agri-business and also to
facilitate their steady entrance into the country's
economy. Thirdly, this way of developing capitalism
in agriculture was motivated by integrating it with
the world capitalist system. With the same aim as

stated above it has reorganized the credit structure
and nationalized scheduled commcrcial banks and
expanded credit cooperatives, marketing federations,
etc. This imperialist dictated and presided agrarian
policy, in the name of modernization through using
machines, HYV seeds, chemical fertilizers, pesticides,
etc., while maintainingkeeping the unequal land
relations, have, after some years of production growth,
developed not only extreme inequalityafter some
years of production growth, and regressive features
prominently caome up like, huge burdens of foreign
'loanl diminishing productivity of land, destruction
of nature, and mostan of all increased dependence
on imperialist countries and institutions.The CPM,
for an improved'Left'Front in the world of economic
restructuring now proves itself an equivalent of the
Congress Party whose government had struck an
agreement with the U.S government in 1965 for
launching the 'Green Revolution' programme in
India. The CPM, even while maintained a pretence
of criticism of globalisation, arrogated to itself the
incontestable power to seek'advice' frorn McKinsey
Global Institute, a U.S based top global consultancy
organization. Its advice is now as to how to get along
the stream in the world of so-called globalization.
Once the U.S president and the Indian comprador
bourgeois class and new kulaks were so much moved
by the growth in production under the 'Green

Revolutioni that they glorified it as a blessing for
the Indian peasants. It is noteworthy that before
the assumption of power by the'Left'Front in West
Bengal in 1977, the use of fertilizer per acre was
below the all-India level. But by 1980-81 under the
parliamentary Marxists' rule this rate outstripped
the all-India level by using 10% more fertilizer per
acre land. In that year, the Indian average was 14.23
kg per acre, while in'West Bengal it was 15.65 kg per
acre. And by 1995-96, while the all India average in
this regard was 33.86kg per acre, in the 'Marxist"
ruled West Bengal it was as much as 45.95 kg i.e.,

35% more than the all-India level. By 2000-2001, the

over-all use of the fertilizer got reduced in India but
still West Bengal recorded 3Lo/o more than all-India
level. In India it was 42.67 kg but in'West Bengal
55.87 kg.

Having stated the workers and peasant policy, and
the situations during the CPM led Left Front rule,
rvithout going any further into statistical evidences,
we have endless data and reports how the CPM has
unleashed its brutal violence on implementing SEZ
in Nandigram. RajyaSabha MP NilotpalBasu said "ln
an age of globalisation, SEZs can act as instruments
for economic development, industrialisation and
employment generationl' It has acted as direct agents
to sell offpeoplet resources, and served the interest
of global imperialists. )yotiBasu's establishment
of friendly relationship with Israel back in 2000,

when he led a 25 member business delegation there
proved fruitful as in 2010;, West Bengal'Left front'
goyernment took the help of Israel to 'deal' with the
Maoists. In the backdrop of acute economic and
political crisis, numerous people's movements were
emerging, which exposed the social fascist characters
of the CPI(M). Even though the party has attached
the self-proclaimed batch of 'Marxist' with their
name, the very way of dealing with agitations and
people's movement was inherently fascist. In order
to carry out its fascist repression over all aspects, thc
CPM time to time switched alliance from Congress
to BIP and even international tyrants such as Israel.

CPM has also its notorious casteist legacy. From
thc rccent support of the EVrS (economic category)
bill in the parliament to the Marichjhapi massacre,
the CPM has continued to reveal its brahmanical
character from time to time.

The violent offense that CPM unleashed during the
Lalgargh movement in Bengal unveiled their actual
character. Alongside the joint central and state
paramilitary forces that was launched in the name
of Ooperation GgreenHhunt , a private army was
formed by them. This private army, mostly known
as HarmadBahini was armed with sophisticated
weapons, mostly procured from the illegal arms
market at Bihar's Munger. lfith this armed atrocities
over protestors in rural areas, the most heinous
UAPA act was used to target many urban activists,
intellectuals and protesting voices. This violence \^/as

organised in the name of 'law and order'but in reality
it was a violent attempt to sweep away all those who
stood in between their way of implementing the
policies of IMF and World Bank.
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Conclusion

The identification of social fascists are necessary to

understand the tactics of the revolutionary force.

Born in the period of imperialist crisis, the social

fascists have their roots of origin in opportunism and

revisionism. The social fascist forces not only aims

to capture power for its own exercise of dictatorship
over the masses, but the path to conquer power lies

in their deceptive functioning as communist parties

or socialist parties. Therefore, the Leninist law of
democratic centralism is appropriated, and defbrmed
into authoritarian centralisrn of the party oligarchy.

With all their deceptions, phase mongering,
andparty functioning, the social fascistscause the
major hamper to the working class and its vanguard
revolutionary force. We must remember that
fascism believes in diametrically opposite concept
of 'rule of minority over majority' to that of the
communist principle of 'rule of majority over the
minorityl Therefore, this handful number of fascists

gains power over the vast majority of the masses

through appeasement and mediation of 'pacifying'
forces. The typical role pacifying force that the social
fascists play during fascisms emergence to power,
is crucial in understanding how it gains power. To

understand the phenomena, one has to understand
the characteristics of fascism, which are not only
limited in the structural realm of the state.

The antifascist movement needs to have revolutionary
communist forces in lead. The constant fight it needs

to continue is against both fascists and revisionists.
The proletariat should fight all types of fascism,

including social fascism, through militant and

uncompromising struggles, by isolating and fighting
the extreme right-wing reactionary forces on the

one hand, and the social fascists, who act as scabs

within the working class movement on the other.

The final defeat of fascism, however, is possible only
by overthrowing bourgeois-f'eudal rule through
proletarian revolutions, establishing genuine

working classworking-class states, and eliminating
the capitalist-imperialist system as a whole. If
the working class does not seize the initiative, if it
becomes a victim of social chauvinism and social
pacifism, it cannot check the fascist onslaught on
peoplet movements and the basir human rights,

Hence constant struggie should be waged by the
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working class and the oppressed masses against

the growing fascist danger.The task of annihilating
fascism requires an alternative form of state, built on
the principle of equal distribution and production.
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Our Rallying CrY
Asok Chattopadhyay

A tumultuous long century has passed since the

poet Birendra Chattopadhyay was born on the 2nd

of September 1920. His birth centenary this year

will be celebrated with an assemblage of cultural

luminaries like the poet Sankha Ghosh and others,

and it would have been grand if such a celebration

could have been observed throughout the year till
its culmination on the 2nd of September 2020. The

current political situation, however, limits us. The

rampant atrocities committed by the State and the

police have forced us to take to the streets and to

assert for self-determination. But this is nothing
new, not atleast to the poet Birendra Chattopadhyay'

Three years before Birendra Chattopadhyay was

born, the October (November) revolution shook the

world rvhile India fettered in colonial chains, was

entering a new phase of liberation war armed with
the inspiration of the Russian revolution.

He was only twenty two when the quit India

movement of L942 took place and he valiantly
penned down his protest:

Then so be it-
Let man live-

Let love live

-Let truth live

In November 1955, he wrote:

'November, thou art the development of free soul.'

In the late fifties he wrote:

At the enrbrace of the Sun,

the night shivered in the wake of
giving birth to a child.

And the ruddy soil witnessed a light

And the crowbarked.
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ffi;'*" ,rro',r"*ent for food rights in1966, when
Nurul and some other students in their teens were
mercilessly slaughtered by the police for demanding
food and kerosine oil Birendra Chattopadhyay
emoted:

What a charming fragrance of rice
chantingthrough the nights slry!

Some others are cooking rice,

serving to plates

and have their dinner
And we pass our sleepless nights

and smell sweet fragrance of boiled rice
and praythrough

and wait for

And in the next year he cried to get the perfidious
dogs to be off and away.

Thus Birendra Chattopadhyay paved the way for
a new line of thought, a new way of portraying
injustices perpetrated, cruelties of the state.

Whenever a social movement originates from
the grassroots, its war cry is enoughlo shake the
foundations of power. When an entiie country holcls
its head high, hoisting the red flag of courage in the
towering trail of aspirations and drea-s_orretan only
chant: long live the Revolution. The loathsome mask
of fake revolutionaries fall, at such times, and hope
blossoms, shaking up ones conscience. It is in theie
times that we witness emboldened citizens taking to
the streets, repeating history again and again.

The 1967 of North Bengal unfurls its yellows pages
to speak about the very same. The incidents- at
Naxalbari on May 23-25 and the then ongoing police
terror, at the behest of the ,Marxist, 

home minister
of the then ruling class, resulted in bringing forth
an unforeseen storm of resistance, harbingering
revolntion not-only in the districts of West d.ng.i
but also to the farthest parts of the vast land of India.
It was a red dream, a dream of a new dawn, a dawn
fuelled by unparalleled resistance and valiant songs.

Thousands ofvultures have encircled the sky
Wherever someone bleeds they rush into there. ..

And here in the flamingfire .

Lakhs of h;,pnotized men find their faces mirrored

Casabianca's ship had becorne our own.

After six days Birendra wrote, on 29th of November;

'every cornstalk of paddy is flaming red like a blood-
wet flagl

And in December t96T,he wrote again:

'the winding red flag in the tower is crimsoned
in the blood of people, in the bleeding lives of the
students in thousands.,.stars, all around, are grave
in hymning the Sun. Victory must have to be non,
victory of new born, victory of the people,.

During the black days of state repression in the
seventies, Birendra witnessed the pain the bloodied
streets of Calcutta then embodied. people rvere being
hounded and killed and his,humanity protested
against this state of terror created by the Congress
regime. His letters and poems of the time abound in
resistance, howeveg not many were on his side. Mclst
of the intellectuals, poets and litterateurs of the time
chose to mortgage their conscience to the ruling
class and stay silent.

At this point Birendra Chattopadhyay not only
fought for a culture of revolt, armed with the fire
of his poetry, but also led many a protest himself.
Many ridiculed him, yet he continued. His pocms
fuelled the youth on the road to fight the oppressors.
His sixteen-paged booklet stands as a testimony to
the times of fire, death and protest. It reached the
remotest of suburbs and village and spread like
wildfire. Hundreds of young budding poets flocked
to him as like an Orpheus he played on his flute of
resistance and protest.

Ashu Majumden a resident of |adavpur area and a
beloved student of the late renowned author Mihir
Acharya, editor of Suksari and Lekhak Samabcsh,
died a martyr's death while fighting against a joint
operation of the state police and rnilitary forces, on
the 10th of March 1.971. Poet Birendra was present
in |adavpur on that black day. The police picked up

Birendra Chattopadhyay wrote, on the 23rd of
November:
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aTd;; and dying Ashu into their van before the
very eyes of the poet and Bamacharan Chakraborty,
an RSP leader of |adavpur. As these two were the
only eye-witness of the incident, the police picked
them up too.

The state engineered murder of a young poet
and naxalite like Ashu haunted the poet Birendra
throughout his life. Four and a half months later, on
the 25th of )uly, another young naxalite poet Murari
Mukhopadhyay of Ariadah died a martyr's death
in the Hazaribag jail. On the midnight of the 4th
of August renowned poet and naxalite theoretician
Saroj Dutta was picked up by the police, from an
apartment on Basanta Roy Road of I(olkata. I{e was
then shot dead at a point blank range ancl beheaded
so that no one could recognize him. One and a half
years before this, another renowned poet Subbararao
Panigrahi of Andhra pradesh was dragged, tied to a
tree and shot dead by the police. Three months after
Saroj Dutta's assassination, Amiya Chattopadhyay
was iynched to dead in the Alipur central jail along
with other prisoners while another poet and naxalite
activist Dronacharya Ghosh was shot dead within
jail custody in the first week of February L972. The
list is endless.

Birendra Chattopadhyay, to protest against these
assassinatiolls, r,r/rote the poem: 'Trial' (Bichar)
in a Bengali leftwing weekly Durpan edited by the
renowned journalist Hiren Basu. The title of the
poem was followed by a note offered to Saroj Dutta.

Civil society, however, was silent at large. Despite
such blatant heinous crimes by the pdlice and
administration of the then Congress Government,
everyone in the ministerial berth alongwith the chief
minister and leaders of other political parties kept
mum, Even the poets, artists and the intelligentsia
kept mum. This all-round silence and bowing down
to tyranny shocked the poet. He wrote:

'is there any man in this land? Am I a man yet?,

As a conscientious poet he reacted to corpses of
children shredded by bullets, protested against the
assassinations of Ashu-Murari-Saroj l)utta, compiled a
list of political prisoners murdered within jail custody,
genocidal operations at IQshipur, Baranagar, Barasat
etc. On the 10th of September (year?), he wrote:
'hangman has killed you like a beast and howls in gleel

Addressing the slain poet he writes:

You are dead. Didn't write a poem for a long.
Didn't don a fresh dress for a long.

You have strolled like a mad

...so dead-you have doffedyour old dress

And it's your fault...

After his'trial' (Bichar) rvas published in the Durpan,
Birendra was placed under surveillance by the police
force. In the rnonth of Septemb er l9TI, police and a
novice to a local congress leader arrived at his work
place of Bipin Bihari Ganguly Street in I(olkata. An
officer of Kolkata police bullied the poet the worst
and threatened to shut down the offices of the
weeklies Durpan and Bangladeshl The poet only kept
is head high while his resolve to take this further got
more strengthened.

At that timc, not only did hc dutifully extend his
humanitarian outlook and practice the role of a
conscientious intellectual, but at the same time
he was offensive enough to counter the negative
ideology of poets like Nirendranath Chakraborty,
Subhas Mukhopadhyay, Golam,Kuddus etc of his
time.

In September 19?6, he wrote to one of his junior
poets Sagar Chakraborty:

Bravo! You havc written a poem indeed

Police seeks you to get in...

In the end-December L972, he wrote irritatingly:
'you being a man, who are you getting frightened
with and bear out the beasts'temper?'

He was irritated with the token protest against state
terror and was perturbed. He dreamt of a terror-
free homeland where human lives would be safe and
harmonious.

Politically he was never a supporter of the naxalite
ideology but their courage, dreams, boldness and
uncompromising attitude moved him. He found
hope for a new way of life in those dream-haunted
naxalite youngsters who dared to dream and die for
it. In the end of L975 ar in the earliest part of.19Z6
he wrote:

{
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They sometimes become the stream of blood

Sometimes the hills of bones;

Onlytheydo have the courage to face the monsteri

In their charming grace I do feel,I can find out

A real homeland for the every human being

Is in the making-and I am its citizen.

This and such was our poet Birendra Chattopadhyay.
Despite his attachment to the constitutional 'leftl
he psychologically leant towards the Naxalites.
Poets like Samir Roy, Sagar Chakraborty, Sarojlal
Bandyopadhyay, Partha Bandyopadhyay, Satyen
Ban*iyopadhyay and so on were his close associates.

During the turbulent seventies they were all
comrades. Now none of them are alive.

What he has done for the cause of the Naxalites
enthused many an intellectual to rise up from
slumber and fight. His courage emboldened others
to come out and protest in the streets. Birendra
Chattopadhyay became the lighthouse amidst the
deep darkness of of his time. He pioneered a way of
artistic expression that was unthinkable during the
seventies.

In March 1977 he along with Samir Roy edited Chant
of life (Jeebaner |ayogan) which was a compilation of
pocms and letters of political prisoners in jails. On
May 1, 1978 in the Explanation (Jababdihi) of Benche
Thakar Kobita he wrote unhesitantly that the decade

of seventies was the decade of emancipation.

In the foreword of his book of poems entitled
Bhahaba Samay Tor Sarkaser Khela he wrote on
the 9th August, 1974 t'the ceaseless bloodshed of
our children can never be futile in the long run..i
This assertion of a naxalite hope in unnaxalite terms
reflects what Birendra Chattopadhyay stood for.

In the September 1976, after the death af. Mao Ze
Dong, the maker of revolutionary China, he wrote:

All through the life
He sauntered into the sun
Andwanted to compose

An unblemished poem

Forthe world of the people...

He had always wanted to strive for an unblemished,
emancipated world that could be brought forth only
by revolution.

Now in these dark days of fascist onslaught India
suffers the worst. Protests are being branded
anti-national, students against fascism are being
arbitrarily called Naxalites and Pakistan is apparently
where they all belongl The ruling class/caste with
its consumerist, neo-liberal capitalist ideology is

oppressing and othering the people who have taken
to the streets and their right to life and livelihood is

being severely threatened. Many an organized team
under the RSS Ieadership is busy at terrorizing the
Muslims and Dalits, reducing their lives to playthings
while communal and sexual violence become their
favourite pastime. Their newest excuse is the CAA-
NPR-NRC and they are wreaking havoc in UP.

We will not be silent; protests will be staged but the
division and polarization of people is also a reality.
The bluff of Hindutva forces spewing hate speech

have to be called out and it is at these times when we
feel the need for a poet likc Bircndra Chattopadhyay.
His poems ring true even to this dayand will become
our rallying cry for justice and self-determination.

Foul is not fair but at all times foul has to be called
out for fairness to prevail. The oppressor has to be
pulled down for the peoples' rights to prevail and
Birendra Chattopadhyay did just that. His pen was

truly mightier than any sword and he strove to make
the game fairer for all the oppressed. History will
remember peoples'struggles and people will always
struggle at times when democracy is under threat,
when peoples'freedoms are under threat.

On the bare streets,

In the loclups of the jails

0f our country

One or one thousand or
Ten thousand Prabir Duttas

Might easily be dragged to dead;

But the oath of Vietnam

From the mouth of people

And the chant for it
Can in no waybe wiped out

Andwashedaway.

No ma-eater or wild tiger

Can but fail to do it.
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My 0rdeal of Fighting the So-Called
[rlar Against Terror
SAR Ceelani

SAR cEELANI REMAINED A FEARLES5
CRUSADER OF THE MOVEMENT FOR THE

RIGHTS OF POLITICAL PRISONERS
AND THE RIGHTS OF THE PEOPLE OF

KASHMIR. HE I.IAS FALSELY IMPLICATED
IN THE 2OO1 PARLIAMENT ATTACK

CASE AND [.,As SUB]ECTED TO SEVERE
TORTUREAND REPRESSION FROM STATE

AUTHORITIES. TOWARDS A NEI^J DAWN

PAYS HUMBLE RESPECT TO OUR BELOVED
COMRADE l',HO TILL HIS LAST BREATH

STOOD UP FOR THE CAUSE OF THE
PEOPLE AND DEMO(RATIC VALUE.
h'lE ARE REPRINTING THIS PIECE

I,IRITTEN BY HIM FROM 
"U'{AN 

RIQ'TTS
TII INDTA: HTSTARTCAL PERSPECTT,VE

AND CHALLTIVCES AIIEAD, ED. AMIT
BHATTA(HARYA & BIMAL KANTI GHOSH,

SETU 2010. A5 A HOMA6E.

I was arrested on 14th December 2001. In front of
the International Student's House (hostel of Delhi

University at the Mall Road) between 1 and 1:30

pm, while going to the mall road mosque for Friday
prayers. It was the last Friday of Ramadan.

I was in the bus when a man in plain clothes

approached me. He wanted me to move beside the

window. I had to get down at the next bus stop. So

I asked him to sit inside. But, strangely, he took no

heed and kept standing. The bus had stopped for the

traffic signal. Suddenly he broke the news to me that
he was from Delhi police. His senior officer wanted
to have a word with me, he clarified

The bus started moving in the meantime. He shouted

at the driver to stop. The bus stopped. Soon I was

out of the bus with him. I did not want to create any

inconvenience for the fellow passengers. I requested

him to accompany me to the mosque first and we will
talk once the prayers are over. But the moment we

got down, two people came out from a white Maruti
car, which was dot behind the bus. They pushed me

into the car. Ttre moment we were in the car they

took out the guns, brandishing them at me. There

were five people in the car - including myself - all
in the plain clothcs. Two wcre seated in front, two
behind, one on either side, literally sandwiching me

in that small vehicle. They started showcring mc with
the filthiest of abuses. I could not understand who

thcy wcrc, as they scarchcd my pockcts and took out
whatever was there - my wallet, mobile phone and a

hearing aid instrument.

I repeated my request for being taken to the mosque'

The response was a volley of abuses. From their
behaviour they seemed to me like a bunch of thieves.
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ffi ,ffi that I was a teacher in the university and
that they could see rny identity card. But the man
who was sitting beside the driver replied that they
knew I was a professor. Of course, the sentence was
prefixed with an abuse. On seeing the hearing aid
instrument, one of them asked me whether I had a
hearing problem. I told them it was not for me. It was
to be sent to Kashmir.

'Ihe same day, in the morning, I had gone to Chandni
Chowk to purchase the hearing aid instrument for
my mother-in-law. My brother-in-law, a student of
Hamdard University was leaving for Kashmir the
same day to be with his parents on Eid, which was
after a full two days. They asked me how I would
be sending the hearing aid to I(ashmir. I told them
that my brother-in-law was about to leave that day
from Tis Hazari bus stand of the |ammu & Kashmir
Road Transport Corporation. They drove me to the
Tis Hazari bus stand where they apprehended my
brother-in-law Inayatullah, his cousin Muzammil
and my younger brother Bismillah. Both Muzammil
and Biusmillah were students of Delhi University.
They had gone to Tis Hazari to see off my brother-
in-law. From whero our vchicle was stationed the
person (whom I later came to know was Assistant
Commissioner of Police, Rajbir Singh of the Special
Cell of the Delhi Police) who was sitting next to rhe
driver (who I later came to know was Inspector
Mohan Chand Sharma) took out money from rny
wallet and gave it to his fellow gang men to fetch
some eatables. The car moved to Rajghat once the
person returned with whatever he was ordered to
buy. At Rajghat, they stopped the car on the road.
A traffic policeman who was standing there asked
them to park the vehicle on the side. Rajbir Singh
got out of the car brandishing the gun and shouted
at him: "Don't you know who I am?', He then went
aside and talked tb someone on tfre phone. When
he got into the car again I was blindfolded. Th"y
tied my hands behind and covered me with a cloth.
The vehicle started moving towards an undisclosed
place. After rnore than an hour's travel I was taken
out of the car. A little Iater they took the blindfold
off me. I found myself at the verandah of a building.
It was surrounded by trees with a lush green lawn. It
looked like a farm house.

A large number of pcoplc wcrc thcrc. Somc of
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them appeared to be higher officials of intelligence
agencies. All of a sudden manypeople started hitting
me from all sides. Some with bamboo sticks some
with belts and the rest with rvhatever they could
reach out to. It went on for about 15-20 minutes.
Then, one person came forth and asked me to confess
as the mastermind behind the parliament attack and
reveal the names of those who died inside. I replied
that I knew nothing about that, How is it possible
to confess of something that you have no knowledge
ofr His language was abusive as he said: "dorlt worry,
you will confess to everything in a while'l

Soon I was stripped naked. My hands were tied
behind with a rope. The legs were also tied together
as they inserted an iron rod between my ankles to
hang me upside down. They started beating me,
severely in a rage, without even betraying once with
the faintest of mercy that I hoped against hope was
somewhere within them. Two of them targeted my
soles. This went on and on till I almost fainteci. I
was later brought down and put on something very
cold. It was perhaps an ice slab.'When I regained my
consciousness, two of thern held me from either side
and made me stand. But I fcll down. Not satisfied,
two of them again forcefully held me and dragged
me. Theywanted me to run. Itwas impossible for me
to stand and I collapsed again. They poured me with
chilled water in those winter days. A normal human
being can ever think of let alone endure the third
degree methods, which they indulged in my body.

They failed to extract a confession through physical
torture. Now was the turn for psychological torture.
A senior officer, whom I later came to know as Ashok
Chand, Deputy Commissioner of Police, Special
Cell, threatened me that if I didnt confess, my wife
and kids would be kidnapped and eliminated. Soon
l'e was on the phone instructing his subordinates to
pick up my family from my residence. I asked him
whether the law of the land which he was supposed
to protect and execute allows him to harass innocent
peoplc, innocent women, and childrcn who wcrc yet
to be admitted in a school. He showcred me with
abuscs and said arrogantly: "'W'e are the law'i

They were tired after torturing me for long hours.
They needed a break DCP Ashok Chand ordered tea
and snacks over the phone. I was on fast throughout
the day. My request for water to break the fast



was coldly turned down. They kept on sadistically
experimenting with my body till the tea arrived.
'Ihey sat in a huge well-furnished hall. 'Ihey took
me along, tied with a rope without a shred of cloth
on my body. They made me sit on the ground and
offered me a cup of tea. The sugar sachet which was
there with the cup of tea had 'Ashoka Country Side"
written on it. The tea session gavc me some respite.
For the first time I had the opportunity to look at
myself. Blood was oozing from clifferent parts of my
body. The moment they were over with refreshment
some senior omcers arrived. None of them were
introduced to me. But I could guess their seniority on
the basis o{ DCP Ashok Chandt behaviour. Another
long round of interrogation started. Th*y too were
compelling me to confess. On my persistent deniai
the ordeal of torture went on intensifying. It stopped
somewhere in the middle of the night when I was
finally asked to put on my clothes. Blindfolded with
my hands tied behind, as I could neither stand nor
walk, they lifted and dumped me into a vehicle. It
started moving.

After a long drive we stopped somewhere, I was
shovcd out of the vehicle. They made mc walk. I tried
but failed and collapsed. I could feel that we were
moving upstairs as they carried me. They threw me
into a room like a bundle. After a while, the blindfold
\,vas removed. I found myself in a small room,
chained, handcuffed with a few gun totting guards
standing around. Two of them were whispering to
each other that my family was at the same place. I got
anxious to know about them. But to no avail. Half
an hour might have passed when DCP Ashok Chand
came and informed me that my family was there. He
threatened if I didnt confess my wife would be gang
raped and my whole family would be eliminated in
front of me. I would be in jail for life. I requested
him not to bring my kids near me nor take me to
them in this condition. I dreaded the sight of my kids
seeing their father bleeding, chained, handcuffed,
knowing fully well how they will take it. For them it
will be a harrowing image of the largest democracy
on earth. But he did not listen. He was overwhelmed
by his sadistic nerve. Sometime in the u'ee hours I
was taken to my family. My wife was told to impress
me to follow the instructions given by the police and
tooperate'with them failing which the family would
be climinated.

I talked to my wife, explained the diabolic designs
of the police and the dangerous consequences of my
agreeing with their plan. I told her that the whole plan
is to malign the l(ashmiris by attributing this attack to
them. All this was happening in the backdrop of 9/11
and the so-called war against terror. It also involves
the honour of a premier educational institution - the
University of Delhi. And this will surely give them
the license to go after all the educated Muslims,
especially, the Kashmiri Muslims in the name of
fighting terrorism. She understood and stood with
me encouraging and providing me with the much
needed strength in that hour of despair. After this
brief meeting with my family they took me to some

other place. I lost the count of the beatings. Every
pore of my body was writhing in pain as they brutally
continued with the torture to somehow extract the
confession.

Finally, they left me in a small filthy dark cel[, chained

and handcuffed to bide with the remaining part of the
night. Early in the morning, I was taken to the toilet,
still handcuffed and two gun totting men on my heels,

even inside the toilet. llack in the same cell, which
was hcavily guarded by two rings of commandos, I
was given a cup of tea and few biscuits as breakfast.
After that I was taken out from the cell, blindfolded
and dumped into a private vehicle to be driven to
some unknown destination. After a long drive, they
took me into a building. My blindfold was removed.
It was difficult to figure out the place as the doors

and windows of the room were shut. Here again,

different teams of officials kept corning, torturing me

in the name of interrogation. Later in the afternoon
when the officers ordered lunch I was also given a

plate to eat. I found the letters "BSF Bhilaswa Camp"
written in the middle of the plate. I realized that I
was probably being tortured and detained at that
moment in the BSF headquarters.

Throughout the day different teams came in and out
without identifying themselves, all of them in plain
clothcs; some questioning mc whilc othcrs torturing
without any break, apart for the brief interval for
lunch. In the evcning officers at the BSF camp also

resorted to psychological torture again threatening
that my family would be wiped out. To provc how
serious they were about their threat I was taken to
the other side of the building where my family was
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ffiil"l-roorrr. I could see my wife, two children,

brother, two brothers-in-law and Afshan Guru
(Shaukatt wife) in a room. I was not allowed to
interact with them. Sometime in the night, I was

again blindfolded, to be taken out in a vehicle.

After a long drive they dragged me out of the car to

somewhere upstairs as I was unable to walk. In the

corridor, my blindfold was removed. Two policemen

were holding me from both sides so that I could v"alk.
\iflhile moving through the corridor I fell down ne,tr

a door. The impact of my fall made the door opcn.

I saw my brother, brothers-in-law and few more

people in that room all squatting on the ground. I
requested the officer to let me rest for a while in that
room. After consulting the seniors over the phone I
was allowed to rest for a while in that room with the
gun totting commandos around. While in that room
I enquired about the people other than my relatives.

And I found that they were also Kashrniri Muslirn
men picked up in connection with the parliament
attack case rom the Azadpur fruit mandi where they
had their business.

Later I came to know that these people were let off,

only after being squcezed of a hugc amount. I am

told by reliable sources that they still pay monthly
levy to the special cell, l)elhi Police, to ensure that
they are not framed anymore. So after allowing
me to rest for a while I was taken to a room where
many officers were present. Another round of
interrogation started. After a few hours, I was again

transferred to some other room for finger prints,

foot prints and a harrowing photo and video session,

Everybody present in that room did not want to
miss any opportunity of either physically harming
or humiliating me. From here I was again shifted to
another cell, By then it was almost dawn.

Atter sometime I was taken off from this cell in the
presence of large team of commandos and dumped
into a vehicle. Here I saw Mohammad Afzal and

Showkat already seated in the vehicle. I tried to
talk to thcm, but thcre was & stcrn rvarning from
the accompanying officers not to talk. We were

drivcn to the Safdurjung hospital for thc so called

medical check up. When we aligned from the vehicle

at thc Safdurjung Hospital I saw a bevy of armcd

commandos surrounding the area. No civilian was

in sight. Wc were straight away takcn to a room
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handcuffed and chained, to a doctor who was

supposed to examine us and give us a medical report.

But to my consternation one of the police officers

accompanying us was filling up a proforma in fiont
of the doctor. He promptly without even batting his

eye ordered the doctor to write on the paper that

the heart beat, pulse and the blood pressure were

all normal. And last but not the least any visible

signs of torture I tried to draw his attention to my

bleeding wounds, reminding him of his professional

and moral responsibilities. But there was no doctor.

There was only a wall, cold and damP.

Once the certificate was given we were taken to a
residential apartment somewhere around Mandir
Marg. We were made to stand in front of a house

which happened to be the residence of a magistrate.
The police officers went inside the house and after
about 15-20 minutes a woman accompanied them
out. After seeing us she asked whether we wanted
to say something. I told her that fi.rst of all we want
to know why we have been arrested and were being
tortured, kept chained and handcuffed. It's our legal

right to have access to a lawyer. I.requested her to
kindly get us a lawyer. She got back to her house

without uttering a word. She let the police keep us

in remand for a week. To my surprise I did not find
any mention of this conversation with the magistrate

anywhere in the court documents that were later
produced. Neither did I find any mention of the
open bleeding wounds littering my body which had

become numb by then.

We were back into police custody, all kept in a dark cell

for a while. During this brief period I was informed
by Showkat and Afzal that they were also brutally
tortured; some of the policemen even urinated into
their mouths. They were stripped naked and forced

to have anal sex with each other and photographed
in that posture. The conversation abruptly ended as

we were again taken for interrogation to different
places.

This was the 16th of December 2001. We were

interrogated at different places in the rest of the day.

In the evening we were paraded before the media, but
not allowed to utter a word. Some of the journalists

tried to come closer and I shouted to them that we

had been framed. But no one ever reported even that
single sentence. Every Indian national newspaper

celebrated instead with banner headlinesl "Varsify

don guided fidayeen into the parliament'l



tllhy Did the Modi Government Snatch
Away Kashmir's
Abhijnan Sarkar

Courtesy Narendra Modi, almost all politically aware,

educated and democratic citizens of the country have

come to know the history of Kashmir becoming an

'integral part'of India. Earlier Kashmir was not so widely

discussed, hence people talked more about the heavenly

beauty of l(ashrnir, the hospitality of Kashmiris, or the

lives of Kashmiri shawl merchants rather than the history

of Kashmir. But now due to Modi-Shah, Kashmir is widely

discussed in news and social media' Hence the history of
the freedom struggle of this region; Of course those who

believe that cows produce gold cannot be counted in this

category.

Narendra Modi has fulfilled his promise regarding

Kashmir to the Sangh parivar and the larger forces of

comprador capital. The reality is that India is a country

of many peoples, languages and faiths. This means that

?
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India is a counfty of many nations. But the Indian
ruling class cclnprador bourgeoisie (who are

rr..rstly l(ajasthani, Gujarati, Parsi and )ain going

by the current 5 richest Indians headed by Mukesh
An bani, Gautam Adani, Azim Premji) do not wish
to accept this reality. They have one aim: to tighten
their grip on India's entire economy by waving the
iiag of akhand bharat. Their two biggest political
representatives, namely the Congress and BJB

are united on this issue. This does not seem so ol1

first sight because they have different theoretical
analyses. Whereas the Congress uses 'unity in
diversity' to gloss over questions of 'Indian-ness'

or Indian nation, the BIP and Sangh parivar use
oaggressive i{indu nationalism' to claim Hindustan
mein rehna hoga toh Hindu ban kar rehna l'roga. The
BIP's narrative is entirely based on bravado - which
explains the popularity of the 56 inch chest. They
want to turn minorities into even cheaper labour by
threatening a section with forced eviction. The very
real problems which affect a large number of people
due to the feudal economic system and policies

undertaken by comprador capitalists driven by the
greed of profit are masked by the web of lies spun
around the imagined threats posed by minorities and

Pakistan. These people have no real responsibility
towards the hindu people or religion.It can be said
that they do not even represent the interests of the
majority. From birth their class character has always

served the interests of the zamindars and baniyas,

alongwith national and international capital. Earlier
they served British imperialism, now they represent
the interests of upper caste Hindus.

Incidentally, it must be said that the parliamentary

left alongwith regional parties which serve the ruling

classes are all on the same page as the Congress (apart

from parties like the Shiv Sena) on this question.

There is no difference among them on the question

of 'Indian-nessi merely on whether Hindutva

and Indian-ness are synonymous. Which is why,

regardless of external differences, both approaches

regard Kashmir as an integral part of India. This is

why the ruling classes have brought down brutal

State terror on the people of Kashmir to hold on to

the region. Yet the Congress' approach is somehow

viewed as liberal. Even if the Congress wears the garb
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of a pluralistic India, essentially they propagate a

monolithic Indian-ness. W.e can see this in the case

of Kashmir, where both Nehru and Patel accepted

the demand for a plebiscite - even promising the

same at the United Nations and supporting the

demands of Articles 370 and 35A - only to later

have Sheikh Abdullah arrested under the Nehru-led

Congress for demanding the same plebiscite. This

revealed the nasty interior of their liberal facade,

since Nehru and Patel accepted the special status

of Kashmir according to Article 37A during the

accession of Kashmir. According to Article 370 the

centre has control only over the departments of 1)

Defence 2)Communications 3) ForeignAffairs - the

rest are under the aegis of the elected government

of Kashmir; the Chief Minister of l(ashmir shali

be addressed as the Prime Minister of l(ashmir;

it shall have its own national flag; the Governor of
Kashmir shall be appointed not by the President but

by the legislature in Kashmir; the President shall

merely have the power to ratify this. Under pressure

from a mass moyement in L922, the Dogra ruler of
Kashmir introduced a law which would allow only

permanent residents the right to hold government

jobs, permanent housing and the right to buy/sell

Iand. In the spirit of this law, Article 35A was added

to Article 370. Even though the Indian government

accepted these laws officially, practically they were

never executed; rather in 1954 L958, 1965 and 1985

constitutional amendmentswere brought in to dilute

these acts and laws like the AFSPA have been used

to trample the civil rights of the Kashmiris for a
long time. Even so, the policy of the Congress is still

subtle. While they have not implemented Articles

370 and 35A, they did not abrogate them either. It
is noteworthy that the abrogation of Article 370 has

been a longstanding demand of the RSS, but even

during the Vajpayee-era the BJP did not take such

a radical step. So the question is why did the BIP

government take this step today? Behind this lies the

ever-increasing economic crisis of the Indian ruling

class - something which cannot anymore be hidden

by Acche Din or Sabka Sath, Sabka Vikas. Let us

explore these two slogans.



The Tale of Acche Din

The Modi government promised the gift of Acche
Din if voted to power. Apart from hate, fear and
violence, it has not been able to present the country
anything. The most fatal blow was delivered on 8th
November 2016 when almost 85o/a of. the country's
money was declared not usable through the action
of demonetisation. A report in The Outlook states:
'Ihe Cost of printing currency notes escalated
to Rs. 7,965 crore in 2016-17, the year when
the govemrnent had banned the high-value 500
and 1,000 rupee bills, the goyernment informed
Parliament'Iuesday. [Outlook, Nov. 25, 20 19] After
this, the Modi Government's GST or'One Nation
One 'Iax' increased the severity of the economic
crisis. As a result of this, unemployment ligures
have been the highest in 45 years. At present, it is
still increasing. After initially remaining silent about
figures from the NSSC), the government has finally
been forced to acknowledge it. Only in the last three
years, 10 lakh people have lost their jobs.

On the one hand, the unprecedented loss of interest
rates in the central bank have made it increasingly
difficult for the majority of Indians, including
senior citizens, who depend on the interest rates
of their lixed deposits to rnake an everyday living.
On []re other hand, investment and production are
not at par with the falling rates of market interest.
Recently, the NSSO rcport has revealect a sensational
information. According to this report, between |uly
2017 and June 2018, the rural population's capacity
purchasing power has reduced by S.8 Yo. AtLer L972,
this is the first time that the rural population is

experiencing such deterioration in their purchasing
capacity. The urban and the rural put together
accounts for a total of 13 % in the reduction in
purchase capacity.

According to the statistics of the World Inequalify
Database put together by Thomas Picketty and his
associates, in 2017,58 % of the country's resources
were owned by the rich (only 9% of the population).
By 2018, that number has increased to 73 7o. This
means that the income of 9Lo/o of the country's
population is continuousy decreasing. According
to the Credit Suisse Report, it is during the Modi
government that the country is witnessing the
highest income inequality in the last 80 years.

According to the 'World Health Report, India
currently ranks second on the global list of rich-
poor inequality.60% of the countryowns onlyabout
4.87o of the total resources.

More than 7 lakh factories have shut down in the
last five years. In 1980-81, workers claimed 28.5o/o of
the production as wages. By 2012-13 that has come
down to 117o. In the following years, it has further
fallen to 9o/o (Source: lLO, Asia Pacific Working
Paper Series). This means that the capitalists
appropriate gAYo of the value produced by the
iabor of the working classes. And now according to
the Finance Bill 2017, for the first time in history,
political parties do not have to account for the
monev received from foreign sources. By passing

this bill, illegal foreign earnings and corruption
have been given a legal basis.

India suffers from the highest rate of malnutrition
in the u/orld. More than 507o of women, between
the ages of 15 and 49, suffer from nralnutrition.
'fhe mortality rate of infants bblow the age of five
is also the highest in India. According to the GII
(Global Innovation Index) report, we rank 109 on
a list of 113 countries in the I0[orld Hunger Index.
The daily rate of infant mort--^ty is 3000. These are

not just cleaths but outcomes of structural violence.
Hunger is so rampant that more than 20 crore of
this country's population goes to sleep hungry
every night. Farmer suicides are another instance
of structural violence. According to the statistics
released by the Home Ministry itsell a total of
LL,379 farmers have committed suicide in the
year 2016, which means that on an average, each

month of that year witnessed 948 farmer suicides.
And the daily average stands at 31. The NCRB has

docunrentedl,33,4}7 farmer suicides from 1995 to
2016.

According to data related to healthy lifestyles,
India ranks 164 on a list of 224 countries. The
subcontinent is right at the bottom with Pakistan
concluding the list. In 2016, India became the first
country to become multi-drug resistance to cases

of Tuberculosis. We share the first position with
Nigeria in the highest rate of infant deaths caused

by diarrhoea. On the Global Hunger Index, we
rank 103 out of 119 countries. In 2017, we rank
thc highest in global malnutrition. And whcrc
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are we in terms of environmental pollution? Out
of the 15 most polluted cities in the world, 14 are

Indian. lN 2018, 20 Lakh premature deaths were
caused by environmental pollution. We occupy
the lTTth position on a list of 180 countries in the
Environmental Performance Index. Currently the
per head water consufitption has reduced from
5000 cubic metre in 1950 to 1140 cubic metre (1000

cm is the lorvest limitl). According to the World
Human Capital Index (HCI), India ranks at 115 out
of 158 countries. In20l7, we fell 12 positions at one
go, even below Sri Lanka and Nepal. According to
the ICT development index (IT), we are at 134 on a
list of 176 countries. However, the TTN/PR report
slrows that in 3 years Modi spent 255 crores on
flight expenses in only three years.

Caste atrocities have increased by66% in one decade;

this is what the National Crime Records Bureau has

reported. According to a report documenting the
decade behveen 2007 and 2017, Dalits fall victim
to crimes every 15 minutes. Additionally, 6 Dalit
women are raped on a daily basis. According to BIP

MP'Iarun Vijay,223l7 manual scavengers die every
year in Modi'.s "Swaccha Bharat'l During Congress

rule, the UPA govermnent had allotted 55 crores for
the rehabilitation of manual scavengers. However,
the Modi government has not invested a rupee on
the rehabilitation of manual scavengers.

Even then we can say, that the Modi-Shah duo
have never said a word of lie. It's only that there
are some fallacies in the meanings of what they say,

which mediocre people like us cannot understand.
For instance, in 2014, belbre coming to power, he

had promised the arrival of 'Acche Din'l l3efore the

2019 Loksabha elections, he announced "l am a

Chowkidar'i W"e raised issue with why the narrative

of 'hcche Din" had now transformed in to that of the
"Chowkidar'l But alas! We had completely failed to
understand him. As promised, he did bring'Acche
Din" over the last five years. However that lvasnt
'Acche Din" for the common people, but 'Acche

Din" for corporate capital. He is not accountable to
the people; he is accountable to corporate capital,
and to the Sangh Parivar, because it is with their
biessing that he is able to occupy the position of
Prime Minister today. And how has he kept his

promises to corporate capital? 
'We have shown
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that above with the increasing rich-poor inequality
index. India ranks second in the world in resource

inequaliry right after Russia. "Ihis is according
to the Global Wealth lleport. |ust imagine the

arnount of 'Acche Din' that the Modi-Shah duo

has made possible for themselves. Naturally, at the

completiort of the first five years, Modi announced

himself as the "Chowkidar'i If wc conclude from
this that Mocli was declaring himself as a guardian

of the nation, then that would be like living in fool's

paradise. If we get sentimental and start claiming
that it is during Modi's rule that the most amount
of national resources have been trafficked abroad,

if we further claim that it is during Modi that the

rnost of corruption l-ras been legalised or that Modi
has enabled the handing over of all of the country's

resources to corporates; clr that during Modi's rule

bank looters have openly looted banks and fled to
other countries; we will definitely not be able to
oppose his claims of heing a Cl"rowkidar. Indeed,

futodi is the Chorvkidar of corporate capital! In
that sense, Modi has not made ariy false claims.

But the problem is, in spite of all his efforts, Modi
is not being able to rescue the country from its
financial issues. Not just from the perspective of
lhe people but also that of 'I)evelopmentl Market
facts letting us know that the country is at the

brink of a financial disaster. Even by increasing
taxes on the people in order to slash corporate

taxes; by laying off people frorn employment; by
completely destroying small businesses; by limiting
the riglrts of the people, including their wages; even

by completing displacing them from their life and

living in the name of development, he hasn't been

able to revive the industries. Let's look at the overall

picture. According to an Anandabazar editorial of
November 18, 2019: "the fall in the value of rupee

continues; this is only a symptom of the problern.

One of the reasons would be the increasing lack of
global faith on the Indian economy. In the recent

past, even the Indian Reserve Bank has brought
home a massive amount of dollars; this would mean

that even the central banks do not l'rave much faith
on the future of the rupee. The reasons lbr such

lack of faith is clear; the complete breakdown of
the entire economy. The indicators of industrial
production are facing downwards; there is no

demand for electricity. In the month of October, the



rates of retail price hike against absolute wholesale

prices has practically hit zero. All indicators point to
the complete breakdorvn of industry. On the other
hand, the rates of price ri.se against absolute retail
goods prices has been the highest in 16 months; way

beyond the limits of tolerance of the Reserve Bank.

The cornplex riddle at the moment is this; how is it
that the rates of price rise of the retail goods market
are on a high when those of the u'holesale market
are at the lowest in 40 months?

'[he answer maybe found in calculations. 'Ihe

weightage of food stuff is only 157o of the value of
the wholesale market; while in the retail market it
ir more than 45 %. In September itself, the price

of only retail food stuff had gone up by 5.08 o/oi by

October, that increased to 7.65 %. This means that
industry is failing; but the food prices in the market
are on fire. People are being hurt from both sides.

Additionatly, if the value of rupee continttes to fhll,

then petrol prices along with that of many other
things will rise exponentially. And people will feel

the heat of it. The likes of Narendra Modi do not
even know how to free the country's economy from
the maze that they have dragged us in tol'

Moreover, the Moody's Investor Service has recently
produced a report that would create tremors witirin
the government. According to them, the depression

in the Indian economy is for the long terrn. They

have further reported that in the current economic

year i.e. 201:9-2020 the Indian GDP wilt fall to 5.6 %

against the 5.8% that was expected at the beginning

ofthe year.

Lay-offs are contitruously increasingly in industrial

instituLions. ln 2014, the investment otr factories

and rnachincry was 34.3oh of thc GDP; by 2A17,

Lhat has fallen to 30.7o/o. During UPA, this rate was

on an average 39%; during lvlodils rule, the average

had come down to 31.870. fhis shows our rapid

degradation in foreign trade. In 2014, India's trade

had increased by 13-14 7o on 8n average. During

Modi, that percentage has come down to 2.9 o/o,

As a result, the value of dollar has been gradually

increasing. According to news sources, the Reserve

Bank has now been forced to do something fbr the

first time on 40 years; in 2AL9, it has sold off 1.15

Billion dollars worth of gold.

Industrial reserves are at all time low. In addition,

workers are being laid off at an increasing rate from
car manufacturing, parts companies, dealer and

infbrmal sectors. The cars industry alone has seen

unemploymentof more than 3.5lakhpeople in the last

few months. Of these, 2.5 lakh are dealer employees'

The parts industry and car companies have seen a loss

of 1 lakh and at least 15000 employees respectively.

In the last three mouths, Maruti Suzuki, the largest

car manufacturer in India, has suffered losses of
\AYo in their sales. There are massive losses in net

profits. The condition of other car companies is also

miserable. If demand does not increase immediately,

10 lakh employees are likely to lose their jobs in the

near future. At this moment, car comPanies have

dcmanded massive relief assistance from the central

government to save the car industry. The contribution

of motor vehicles industry constitutes 7% of India's

GDR and this field directly and indirectly employs a

total of 3 crorc 70 lakh workers. In addition to the drop

in sales of expensive consumer item.s such as motor

cars, air conditioners, refrigerators or televisions and

washing machines, even the sale of biscuit packets

have reduced. Recently an article in Aajkal reports

that: "The State Bank of tndia has indicated that in the

financial year of 2020 the rate of GDP increase is likely

to fall f'urther. According to the Bank report, the GDP

increase in the financial year of 2020 will fall to only 5

70. However, SBI had earlier reported that the rate of
increase lvill be 6.Lo/o,It was even feared that the rate

of rise would fall to 4.2o/o in the second quarter of the

2019 financial year. The Asian Development Bank,

$irorld Banl, OCD, Reserve Bank and IMF had already

warned of such a situation.

According to the SBI, the fall in economic development

can be attribttted to multiple reasons. Car sales have

decreased. 'fhe number of flight passengers has

decreased. The business of airplane companies has

not increased. Production has not increased in the

core sectors of industry. Investment has reduced in

the manulhcturing and infrastructures sectors. In
addition, what is worrisome is that the rate of industrial

tnatrufachtring has come down to 4.3o/o, Alongsicle

the industrial degradation, tron-banking institutions,

go\€rnmental and non-governmental banks havb

reduced loans. Add to this the crisis in agriculture. All
of these factors are major obstructions to economic

developmcnt according to the SBI report. 
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This report adds that in the first quarter of2019, 33

valuable indicators whose rate of increase was 650/o,

fell t<l 28% in the second quarter of the same year. On
top of that, excess rainfall in the agriculture intensive
states of Madhva Pradesh, Maharashtra, Gujarat,
I(arnataka and Punjab has led to anxieties in the
yield of Kharif crops. 40-50o/o soyabean farrning, 30-
40% badaam farming in Madhava Pradesh and 30 7o

cotton farming in Gujarat are facing massive losses.

This will also affect the development of agriculture.

Lven the loan market is in crisis. Credit Suisse,
a financial services company has reported that
between |uly and September, India's capacity to
give out loans has come down to only 6%, which
had earlier happened at the time of demonetisation.
Even the Nationalised Banks are not willing to take
the risk of giving out loans. This is because the
non-banking financial sectors do not have enough
capital in their reserve to give loans. In spite of the
government enabling massive amounts of capital,
in the first semester of the current financial year
alone, bank loans have reduced by 37o. Even private
bank loans have reduced from 22a/o to 14 % in the
last one year. Capital supply from mutual funds
has also reduced by 30 %. The news of large scale

irregularities in the IL & FS has prevented other
non banking companies from supplying capital.
Even taking loans from the market is not reducing
the crisis. Additionally, interest rates have gone up
massively. As a result, the loan market is in a big
crisis" BIP leader Subrahmanyam Swamy accepts
that since 1947, India is undergoing the worst
economic crisis ever.

Also in crisis are the the steel, tyre, parts, paint
and many other industries. Even these sectors are

likely to see employment losses. In trouble are

the consumer goods industries as well. As a result
multiple industrial sectors have been demanding
relief from the government. 'Iherefore, on the one
hand, industry is in utter crisis. On the one hand,
people are also subject to multiple-fold sufferings.
They are becoming unemployed everyday; losing
their jobs; their spending capacity is decreasing and
on the other hand, the prices of ever:yday goods are

on the rise. Today, even many bourgeois economists
are of the opinion that the country's economic
and internal market crisis is the primary reason
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for the people's miserable economic condition
and for the or.erall fall in their spending capacity.

Under the circumstances, there are only two ways
before us. One way would be to give employment
to the people. Do whatever it takes to improve the
people's spending capacity. Immediately put a stop
to price increase. Jhe other way has been to resort
to temporary relief from the economic crisis by
increasing oppression on the people; to increase
profits and increase the burden oftaxes on people,

while at the same time relieving corporate capital
from heavy taxation. This was is bound to take the
country towards fascism. On the one hand increase

in people'.s employment possibilities, income etc.

will lead to progress in the market; industries will
improve; people's bargaining capacity will develop
(which is usually low at the tirne of unemployment).
On the other hand, industries may find temporary
breathing space by destroying the people's

bargaining capacity, by turning them in to a class of
cheap labour to enable excess profit but that relief is
only temporary. But a large section of this country'.s
anti-people profit greedy lumpen corporate capital
prefer the second way and which is why they prefer
the Modi-Shah duo. That is why right at the outset
of his second term, Modi has quickiy gotten passed

a number of bills, of which the most important is the
Minirnurn Wages Bill, rvhich is the basis to reduce

the worker to the level of a slave. On the other hand,

through the NRC, they 'rant to convert crores of
people to D-voters or ncn-citizens, push them to
detention carnps, take away all their citizenship
rights and covert them to another category of
slaves. Modi's l(ashmir policy must be seen in the
context of the patterns of his fascist policies. It is
noteworthy that the celebrations of big capital
following the abrogation of ArticleST0 and 35A are

evidence to the primary interests that have driven
Modi's fascist policies.

What is the primary reason for taking array
Kashmir's special status:

'Ihe primary reason is to plunder I(ashmir's labour
and human resources . That is why, immediately
after the announcement of the abrogation of Article
370, Mukesh Ambani announced his interest in
beginning investments in Kashmir. He has also said,

that his Reliance Group of Industries is interested
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Kashmir's Mineral Resources:

Mineral Occurrence Reserves {"Ises No. of Mining
Leases granter

Limestone
A11 districts of
Val1ey, Kathua,
Udhampur, Rajouri,
Poonch, Kargil and Leh

6081 Million
Tonnes

Manufacture of Ccment, CaI-
cium Carbide, Quicklime,
Bleaching- Powder, 61ass,
Paper, paints

37

Gypsum
Baramullah, Kathua,
ramban and Doda Distt.

150 Million
Tonnes

Cement, fertili-zer, Fi1ler
in Paper, Paints, Rubber,
Textile lndustry, Plaster
of paris & sani-tary ware,

19

Ilarble Kupwara, Kargil, Leh 400 Million
Cubic Mtrs

De(orative building stone
1 (and t in
pipeline)

Granite
Kargil, Leh, Ganderbal,
Baramullah, Poonch and
Doda

5.2 Million
(ubic mtrs.
Ho}'lever,
stretched
over an area
of 800 sqkms

Decoratlve building stone. r{i1

Bauxite Udhampur and Ramban
8.6 l4illion
Tonnes

Manufacture of aluminum,
aluminum products, and
aircraft industrv

I

CoaI
Udhampur , R.rj ouri
(Kalakot)

9.5 Million
Tonnes

As fuel 1

Lignite Nichome, Handwara

(Distt Kupwara)
8 Million
Tonnes

Thermal pot.rer and low grade
fuel t'lil

l,lagnesite Udhampur
7 uillion
Tonnes

Refractory Bricks for
furnaces Pharmaceuticals

I

SIates Poonch, Kathua, Doda
and Baramullah

9.6 Million
cubic mtrs

Building Material Nit

Sapphire Doda (Paddar)
2 kms
mineralized
zone

Precious Stone 1

Quartzite
Anantnag, Baramullah and
Kupl,|ara

2 Mi1l10n

Tonnes
6}ass & IT industry r{i1

Borax Puga valley, Leh

400 tonnes
annual
crop

t'ledicine, g1ass,
ceramics, nuclear
industry, rocket fuel

1

Dolomite Rajouri, Udhampur,

Reasi

L2-37

Million
Tonnes

Refractory bricks Nil

(hina clay Doda, Udhampur
28 Million
Tonnes

Ceramics, pottery 1

Graphite Baramullah 62 Million
Tonnes

(rucibles, foundary,
refractory, paints Nil
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in creating a Special Task Force towards the

*evelopment of Kashmir and Ladakh. Let's look at

the celebrations of big capital in Piyush Pandey's

article in The Hindu on August 5,2019. Ambani
is quoted to have said: "I have always believed that
Article 370 should be abrogated. The article existed

for the unfortunate politicisation of the Kashmir
valley. I congratulate BfP for this decisive initiative.
And I am happy that they have conformed to their
election manifestol' Sajjan )indal, chairman of |SW
Group, tweeted, "I have always believed that Article
370 should be abolished - it's existence was a result

of unfortunate politicisation of the l(ashmir Valley.

I support the BIP on this decisive move. Also, glad

to see them deliver on their election manifestol'

Mr. )indal said, "[t is a strong move by Prime

Minister Narendra Modi and Home Minister Amit
Shah to abrogate Article 370. This ensures that

)ammu and Kashmir enters the Indian mainstream

and becomes a part of our great nation's collective

growthl' Motilal Oswal, CMD of Motilal Oswal

Group, tweeted, "Post GST, we became one nation
one tax. After J&K's special powers are revoked,

we have in a real sense become one nation. My
compliments to Modi ji, Amit bhai and the whole
BJP. Feel proud as a citizenj'

Mumbai StockExchange Managing Director and

CEO Ashish Chauhan tweetedi'This has been a

historic day of great importance for India and Indian

democracy.It is also a day of relief for most Indians.

A long standing issue is in the process of being

resolved today. It is time to re-integrate Kashmir into

India in a true sense. Lodha Group MD and CEO

Abhishek Lodha tweeted, "Great move. If the nation
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is integrated and strong, prosperitywill follow... Hats

offto PM and HM for their visionary movel

From the above picture, the celebrations of India's

profit-greedy big capital is clear. Now they are

interested in investment and development in

Kashmir. Although in a post-globalization world,

a United Nations Planning report has called this

"|obless Growth" a long time back. Experience

says that this countryb big capital is more adept

at displacing people from employment instead of
ensuring their employment, and yet they tell us tales

about turning I(ashmir in to a haven of employment

for people, They are themselves suffering, and they

are out to develop Kashmir. The reality is that they

are in so much trouble that they have turned their

hungry eyes towards Kashmirt resources.

]ammu and Kashmir is a state full of resources. Coal,

Bauxite, Lignite, Copper, Lead, Nickel, Lime stone,

Borax and other valuable minerals are fbund here:

You will find both forest and water resources. In

addition to the )helum, Indu, Chenub, Tawai, there I
are numerous streams, lakes etc. Every year at least

10 gigawatts of power are extracted from watel*
air and solar power. Horticulture and floriculture

are important sources of livelihood for the rural

population. The share of Kashmir's apple agriculture

is constantly increasing in the world export market.

According to latest reports, it has increased from

65.970/o in 2012-13 to 69.15 % in 2014-15. This state

is also a big share holder in apricot export. 7 o/o of.the

world's apricot export is accounted for by )ammu an'd
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;[*#;andicrafts is also a big source of livelihood.
This industry is constantly developing. 2.25 lald:.

people were employed in handicrafts in 1990-91. By

2007-08, this number had increased to 3.505 lakhs.

Handicrafts export in 1990-91 earned 34.60 crores,

which increased to L200.47 crores in 2007-08. In
addition to this there is of course the tourist economy

of Kashmir. Businesses of hotels, restaurants, resorts

and transportation have flourished around it. In spite

of so much unrest, in 2015 alone, 58, 568 tourists visited

Kashmir. The Modi-Shah duo's primary aim has been

to obliterate the obstacle presented byArticle 370 and

35A towards the acquisition of Kashmir's resources

and businesses for India's big capital. However,India's

big capital has taken lease on multiple occasions to
save itself; however, the Kashmir policy will now

allow big capital to take complete control of Kashmir's

market, resources and cheap labour and turn the entire

state in to a massive prison. According to a Business

Economy report of November L2, 2019,'"'According

to the I(ashmir Chamber of Commerce and Industry
(KCCI), the region's economyis in dire straits while the

losses incurred since 5 August are colossal in nature,

mostly due to the continued ban on internet, pre-

paid mobile phones, SMS and the protest shutdown

of over 100 days now'l On the other hand, Kashmir's

apple industry is suffering massive losses since the

abrogation of Article 370. 3.5 million Kahmiris
(almost half of Kashmir's net population) have lost

employment from the apple industry; a turnover of Rs

8000 crores is estimated from this industry. However,

because of the handlings of the rulers, this business

is not endangered. According to an Economic Times

cqticle of November 18, 2019, "Market intervention

by government agency Nafed (National Agricultural
c2-operative Marketing Federation) led to crash

of apple prices in Kashmir post removal of article

3?0, said Raju Shetty, farmer leader and head of the

Swabhimani Shetkari Sangathana from Maharashtral'
It further states that: 16lakh to 17lakh boxes of apple

production, Nafed could purchase only 1.5lakh boxes.

According to a report in Reuters on September L9,

2019, "Business people who spoke to Reuters say

it is not just the fruit industry that is reeling - two
other key sectors of Kashmir's economy, tourism

and handicrafts, have also been hit hard. Shameem

Ahmed, a travel agent who owns a houseboat in the

summer capital Srinagar, said this year's tourist season

was completely wiped outi'

According to a report in Economic Times on
October 25,20L9:" A big reason why a politician like
Newhouse, who represents a huge Red Delicious
farming state, is agitated about Indian tariffs is

because American farmers are desperate to dump
their fruit abroad, since American consumers no

longer want them. From being the favoured mass

market apple, Red Delicious has become the apple

that no one wants - and this is why Cosmic Crisp
has been developed and is being marketed in an

unprecedented way.

American farmers hope that American consumers

will geget back to eating apples with these new

varieties, while Red Delicious can be dumped with
consumers, like Indians, who don't know better.

But the biggest irony is that, just as farmers in
the USA are turning against the old mass market

varieties, Indians have been planting them. Ten

years ago in Uttaranchal, I was told that some of
the old British planted trees were still around, with
varieties like Benoni, Rymer and Early Shanburythat
would probably count as prized heirloom varieties ..

like Benoni, Rymer and Early Shanbury that would
probably count as prized heirloom varieties now.

But as they reached the end of their natural lives

they were being replaced with Red and Golden

Delicious, since these were what the market valuedl'

The reality then remains that the destruction of
Kashmir's apple industry is directly related to India's

attempts to appease American apple industries.

One thing should be clearly understood that
patriotism, Hindutva etc are all fabrications. There

is no relation between these and the occupation
of Kashmir. Hidden behind it is the actual love for
India's Baniya and imperialist capital. According
to historian Partha Chatterjee, who in his article
"Kashmir is the Test Bed for a New Model of
Internal Colonialism" has written about the political
and economic implications of the abrogation of
Article 370: "There are speculations on why the

BIP government chose this moment to abolish

Article 370, dismember |ammu and Kashmir and
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bring it under direct physical control. Perhaps the
impending deal in Afghanistan between the United
States and the Taliban and the strategic advantage

this might give to Pakistan had something to do
with it. There may be plans afoot for property
development and demographic change in I(ashmir
to alter the effective political character of the state,

but those plans would take years to bear fruit. Or
perhaps it was the utter confusion and despair in
the ranks of the opposition parties that presented an
opportunity to the government to push the measure

through both houses of parliament. The legality of
the step will certainly come under judicial scrutiny
in the days to come. But the political implications
for the Indian people of what has been done.are not
merely alarming but catastrophici'

, Politically BIP has argued, why should there be a
different set of laws within the same country? It is
a valid argument but only to the extent that it does
not take in to consideration Article 371, according
to which non-residents of Himachal Pradesh

cannot purchase land in the state. In the same way,

according to Article 37L-A, 37L-8, 371'1, 37L-H

and 371-I, Nagaland, Sikkim, Mizoram, Arunachal
Pradesh and Goa have special status according to
the constitution. According to BIP's logic, soon

these states should also lose their special status.

In my opinion, if big capital is under crisis again,

it won't be long before that BIP would materialise

apprehensions related to these states as well,

provided their fascist tendencies are further
empowered. In today's crisis it has been convenient
to target I(ashmir because the state's majority is

Muslim, and its neighbour is Pakistan. Branding

them as terrorists has been convenient. I(ashmir is

in fact the first subject of experiment. But what is

also true is that the success of their fascist onslaught
will depend to a great extent on the resistance of the
people of I(ashmir and India. The consequences of
such fascist arrogance are bound to be unpleasant
for them.
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